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ABSTRACT
The research question which guided this exploratory case study is, in essence,
looking at causes in non-implementation of change, specifically consideration
of how confidence and emotions have been factors not taken into account when
considering Continued Professional Development programmes and the
implementation of the ICT initiative.
The research was carried out as a three-case case study. There was no intent in
this study to determine causal effects. Rather, it was more to consider the role
of factors such as confidence, what part it plays and how this could impact on
Continued Professional Development (CPD) which would lead to effective
classroom practice.
In considering such an approach, the questions of what constitutes change and
confidence and how it is manifested in the classroom situation will be
considered using a 3D mathematical metaphor to help demonstrate change.
The data gathering was accomplished through a number of different
instruments: a survey questionnaire based around the questionnaire used by the
IMPACT project (slightly modified to take account of the different project)
(Harrison, et al, 1998). The specific information obtained from the instrument
included specific computer uses, computer experience and training
background; Pre- and Post-classroom observation interviews; a free response
narrative; and to aid in communicating their thoughts on their current attitude
and usage of ICT and to further help gain an insight as to the affect of emotion
on ICT diffusion, each participant was also asked to complete a mind map task
(Buzan and Buzan, 2003) based around the main subject of “Computers and
Me”.
The case study suggests that effective CPD for an ICT initiative is best
approached through a bespoke programme taking into account teachers’
individual emotional needs, backgrounds and experiences.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
A number of writers have compared the Information Society to the Industrial Revolution in terms of
its eventual impact on our world and, not surprisingly, a considerable literature has emerged, which
ranges from classic insights (e.g., McLuhan and Fiore, 1997; Bell, 1976; Rogers, 1995), to
comprehensive scholarship (e.g. Castells, 1996), to popularized accounts (e.g. Toffler, 1990 and
Negroponte, 1995).

In 2001, the then British Prime Minister, Tony Blair, contended that digital technologies:
… have the potential to improve achievement in our schools and colleges, to boost the
prospects of British industry and commerce, to offer opportunities to all learners,
particularly those who would otherwise be excluded, and to significantly enhance our quality
of life.
(Cited in Department for Education and Skills, DfES 2005, para.1)
Since that speech, many studies have been undertaken on the effects of ICT on children‘s learning
and many more on the use of ICT in the classroom. These studies have itemised levels of use,
feelings towards ICT, and hardware distribution. They have looked at the mechanics of successfully
implementing ICT into the curriculum. But what of those classes where the implementation has not
been successful? What are the factors that have contributed to its failure and can they be sufficiently
identified in order to inform future professional development?

Numerous studies have shown that the hardware itself has a major impact – lack of it, its reliability,
ways of integrating it, understanding of it. But what of the teachers themselves? Are we missing
something on the more personal level that determines how a teacher uses ICT? Studies such as
IMPACT2 (Harrison, 2002) and others have indicated that there are areas to be pursued here. The
relationship between teachers and ICT is complex but perhaps by looking at individual cases we can
gain more insight into these relationships.
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This case study considers non-implementation of change. Research that will be reported will argue
that the key areas of focus in this study - teachers‘ attitude to the use of ICT in the curriculum
looking at confidence and emotions , the impact on the way ICT Continued Professional
Development programmes are delivered has an impact of the level of success of ICT diffusion
initiatives.

In trying to answer the question as to whether we can generalise from this instance, this study will
use a comparison across a small cohort of teachers – from one who has ICT integrated into the
lessons to who doesn‘t. The boundaries of the case are defined by asking four research questions:



What part does teacher confidence play in the integration of ICT into the classroom?



What has an impact on this confidence?



What implications does this have for continued professional development (CPD)?



Can we model the case study into a proposal to help other teachers?

Through this case study, it is hoped that informed judgements may be made about how the findings
have relevance to Continued Professional Development (CPD) Programmes in general by linking to
data from other research to demonstrate where the case study example fits in relation to the current
provisions for CPD in UK state primary schools. From this case study it is hoped that it can be used
to determine whether the propositions from which the questions were raised are correct or whether
an alternative set of explanations might be more relevant.

This exploratory case study is, in essence, looking at causes in non-implementation of change,
specifically consideration of how confidence and emotions have been factors not taken into account
when considering CPD and the implementation of the ICT initiative.
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1.1 The Research Problem
The research question which guided this exploratory case study is, in essence, what impact could
considering teacher confidence and emotions have when developing CPD for the implementation of
an ICT initiative?

The importance of teacher professional development for school improvement has been highlighted
by many writers (Fullan and Hargreaves, 1992b; Guskey and Huberman, 1995; Osterman and
Kottkamp, 1993; West-Burnham and O'Sullivan, 1998, Pianfetti, 2001, Sandholtz, 2001, BECTA,
2007).

Continued Professional Development (CPD) for Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
faces a growing challenge of establishing and implementing strategies to develop knowledge and
skills for the teachers to effectively use technology in the classroom. Reports from OfSTED
(OfSTED, 2002c) have highlighted concerns about the apparent lack of success of such training
initiatives. There are many contributing factors such as lack of skill or unreliability of equipment.
But use of words such as ‗confidence‘ and ‗anxiety‘ by the government and OfSTED to describe
teachers‘ attitude to ICT raises the question of whether factors other than skill and method of
delivery need to be considered.

There is a growing emphasis now being placed on the child being able to rationally apply his or her
skills and knowledge to unfamiliar situations – to develop their problem-solving skills. Combined
with the Government's initiatives to raise the pupil/computer ratio, to supply laptops to teachers for
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home and school use and to have ICT taught through a cross—curricular approach, there would seem
to be a strong case to consider what strategies build teacher confidence in technology to the extent
that they feel more able to work with ICT in the classroom.

1.2 Basis for the thesis questions
This research project aims to investigate what part confidence plays in the way primary school
teachers integrate the technology into the classroom. This is not a new area, but by approaching the
area through the use of a small-cohort case study (three teachers within a 0-10 range of ICT ability
from 0 (none) to about 7 (reasonably competent)), it was hoped to gain more of a specific insight into
the attitudes of in-service (as opposed to in-training) teachers to this initiative. Discussion will also
cover the impact this could have upon CPD programmes.

1.3 Thesis structure
The thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 1 sets out the background for the thesis, its origins, the research approach and the four
questions bounding the case.

In Chapter 2 an initial review of the key literature areas related to the concerns of the study is
provided. Continued professional development (CPD) is an important part of the change process
when introducing a new initiative and this is considered from a range of different aspects – what the
role and management of confidence and emotions in the effective design of CPD training can play in
designing these programmes.
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Chapter 3 discusses the participants‘ selection, the research method used including justification for
using a case study approach supported by questionnaires, interviews, narrative responses and
classroom observations for additional data and graphical organizers such as Mind maps as a means to
assess implementation of authentic change.

Chapter 4 presents the results of the data from the individual case analyses.

Chapter 5 discusses the results of the cohort analysis using background information from the
literature search and the impact of emotions in planning CPD provision.

Chapter 6 discusses the findings.

Chapter 7 summarises and considers building theory from such a case study and the implications of
such a study for ICT CPD along with the limitations of the study and avenue for further research. It
also discusses the study‘s contribution to the body of knowledge relevant to the research field and
implications of the thesis for future CPD programmes.
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CHAPTER 2 CONTINUED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND ICT – WHAT IS
KNOWN?
2.1 The Literature Research – overview
This chapter starts with a general introduction to the areas being covered, placing the review within
the research from a political and educational initiative timeline context.
Because there is a strong emphasis on Continued Professional Development and its links to effective
ICT diffusion, this chapter considers research into the design and implementation of CPD and
specifically the role of teachers‘ emotional reaction to ICT experiences in designing such CPD.
Following their use in the ImpacT2 studies (Harrison et al, 2002) the literature research also
considers the use of graphical organisers (specifically ‗mind maps‘) for recording participants‘ views
about the subject.

2.2 Introduction
Teachers possess many skills that they use every day in the classroom. Generally they are confident
and at ease with the tools they use and the subjects they teach. There is, however, an area which
often proves emotionally problematic for the teacher, thus hindering its effective implementation –
the use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and its associated government training
initiatives (Kay, 1989; Koohang, 1987, OfSTED, 2002c, Beastall, 2006; Conlon, 2004; McCarney,
2004; Condie et al., 2005; Stark et al, 2002, OfSTED, 2005).

Despite the fact that Information and Communications Technology (ICT) has become a common
feature of schools worldwide, its influence on education and learning has been far less than what
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would be expected from such a versatile and useful tool. Recent reports by OfSTED have highlighted
concerns about the failure of the Information Communication Technology (ICT) in schools training
initiative: ―While effective use of ICT in teaching subjects across the curriculum is increasing, good
practice remains uncommon.‖ (OfSTED, 2001b, 113). Approaches used for the Literacy and
National Numeracy strategies were successful (OfSTED, 2002a; OfSTED 2002b), so why was this
not the case for ICT (Kay, 1989; Koohang, 1987; OfSTED, 2002c; Cox, Preston and Cox, 1999a and
1999b)?

In current classroom applications ICT serves two main objectives:


to help pupils acquire confidence and pleasure in using new technologies, become familiar
with some everyday ICT applications, and be able to evaluate the technology's potential and
limitations; and



to enrich and extend learning throughout the curriculum by supporting collaborative learning
and independent study as well as by enabling pupils to work at a more demanding level by
averting boring, time consuming, routine tasks (Drossos and Kiridis, 2000).

Whereas early ICT initiatives in schools were essentially technology driven, aiming at developing
teachers' "computer literacy," ICT started to be regarded gradually not only as a skill worthy to
acquire but also as a valuable tool for the development of other skills. As a result, nowadays, ICT has
become a significant component of school curricula, a supportive tool for providing teachers and
students with enhanced teaching and learning opportunities in the whole range of school subjects.
The content of the national curriculum statements of countries such as the UK, the USA and
Australia provide clear evidence for this shift from the teaching of ICT alone to the infusion of ICT
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as a significant tool in the school curricula (Drossos, 1998; Oliver, 1994, Scrimshaw, 2004, Condie
et al, 2007).

The National Grid for Learning (NGfL) gave initial, if highly underused support (Gray, L, 2002)
and though money was given through other initiatives, they were to fund the introduction of
hardware rather than the integration of the of ICT into the curriculum. In the schools, the 1.6 billion
pound NGfL initiative represented an unprecedented government commitment to educational use of
information and communications technology (ICT). Prior to its closure in 2006 this initiative‘s
tripartite focus was on: infrastructure (i.e. hardware/connectivity to the Internet); content (i.e.
educational software and online content); and practice (i.e. teacher training and subsequent use of
ICT by teachers and learners) (Selwyn, 1999, p2).

Despite this, good practice in the use of ICT in primary schools is largely marginal and still not well
established. Cuban (2001), for example, found in his research few teachers who reached the
"invention" level of technology integration and, indeed, that in the USA‘s elementary school setting,
most schools remained at only the adoption level. From his observations, Cuban concluded that
computers in preschools and elementary levels were used most often during "choice time" (p 50),
when students can choose from various activities offered by different learning areas in the classroom,
and to maintain current instructional practices. Cuban also found that computers were considered less
important than the traditional models of instruction which were sustained rather than transformed.
Cuban also found that, nationwide, reports show that word processing is the most common reason for
computer use. Similar results were found by OfSTED (2001b) and Condie, et al (2007).
Furthermore, a small number of primary schools are still being supplied with machinery with help
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from parents through various commercial voucher schemes such as the one run by the TESCO
supermarket chain. Although there are indications that in many cases the injection of ICT hardware
in these schools is substantial, it has become evident that teachers must be provided with at least
some theoretical assistance, in order to reduce resistance to change (Fullan, 1991, Cuban, 1993,
Rogers, 2003). Thus, the Department of Education (DfES) published in 1997, a general framework
for the introduction of ICT in primary education, which is consistent with these new trends.
According to the DfES new technologies should be used in primary schools such as:
* learning tools;
* teaching tools across the curriculum;
* tools for communication and search of information; and
* tools for the development of ICT literary (DfES 1997).

At that point the following question could have been asked: are teachers able to contribute to the
smooth introduction of ICT in schools and to employ it effectively in the classroom?

Recent research highlights concerns over this integration of ICT into the curriculum and its impact
on children's learning (Preston et al 2000; Selwyn, 1999; Fabry and Higgs, 1997; Andrews, 1997;
Hoffman, 1996; Kirkman, 2000; Kennewell et al, 2000, BECTA, 2005, BECTA 2006). With the
introduction of interactive whiteboards, there is growing pressure on teachers to write their own
interactive lessons. However, confidence is again an issue. Without adequate training and without inschool support, teachers are finding it difficult to gain the confidence in creating these presentations
(and with the demise of The National Whiteboard Network in 2007, it has become more
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problematic). The integration is down to using ICT as a more visually stimulating method of
presentation. Schemes of work like those produced by Cheshire LEA address the ‗What do I do
now?‘ question. They are prescribed and, like other aspects of Curriculum 2000 were designed as
‗recipe books‘ for teaching the subject.

The evidence for the learning benefits of the integration of ICT in the curriculum constantly
increases (Frear and Hirschbuhl, 1999; Chen and Looi, 1999; Mioduser et al, 2000; Ronen and
Eliahu, 2000; BECTA 2005, BECTA 2007), while at the same time the failure of teachers to make
significant use of and impact with new technologies in the classroom is also well documented
(Dawes, 1999; Underwood, 2000; Raven, 2005; Shackel, 2004; Wong, 2008, Piave and Iadecola,
2009).

This is not at all paradoxical, since the studies which present the evidence for learning gains of the
utilisation of ICT in the learning process have largely been carried out in laboratory-style
environments or with the participation of teachers who are considered to be either particularly
effective or keen to take part in action research, technology innovation, or curriculum development
projects (Kennewell, 1997).

However, the vast majority of teachers fail to exploit the new powerful technologies in everyday
teaching practice. Although ICT education has become a significant component of teacher education
programmes, these courses appear unable to provide teachers with the skills and attitudes necessary
for the meaningful application of ICT in the classroom (Williams, Coles, Wilson, Richardson, and
Tuson, 2000; Watson, 1997; Handler and Pigott, 1995, OfSTED, 2005).
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Providing opportunities to help staff develop is one of the most frequently used managerial
competences (Spencer and Spencer, 1993) but the teacher as a person is often overlooked as so many
In Service Education and Training (CPD) programmes take the form of something that is done to
teachers rather than with them and the ‗emotional dimension‘ (Day and Leitch, 2001) is ignored:
Because much staff development is fragmentary in nature, rushed in its implementation and
top-down in its imposition, it addresses only a fragment of the teacher. It ignores different
needs among teachers related to years of experience, gender and stage of career and life. It
treats the teacher as a partial teacher not a total teacher (Fullan and Hargreaves, 1992b, p27).

2.3 Emotions and ICT Diffusion
This emotional dimension which, according to Mayer and Salovey (1993, p433), involves, amongst
other skills, the ability to monitor others' emotions, to discriminate among them, and to use the
information to guide thinking and actions, gave rise to what Goleman (1995) popularized as
‗emotional intelligence‘. Acknowledgement of these concepts may be of use in helping teachers
overcome some of the anxieties they show towards ICT.

Researchers such as Feist and Barron (1996) have investigated these emotional dimensions by
measuring related concepts, such as social skills, interpersonal competence, psychological maturity
and emotional awareness. Teachers have been teaching (though not always consciously) the
rudiments of emotional intelligence in classes such as "social development," and ―citizenship‖, all
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aimed at "rais[ing] the level of social and emotional competence" (Goleman, 1995: 262). Social
scientists are just beginning to uncover the relationship of emotions to other phenomenon, e.g.,
leadership (Ashforth and Humphrey, 1995), group performance (Williams and Sternberg, 1988),
individual performance, interpersonal/social exchange, managing change, and conducting
performance evaluations (Goleman, 1995).

In light of the report which discusses continued concern over teachers‘ emotional attitudes towards
ICT (OfSTED, 2002c, p11) and because the government considers that ICT is so important in current
education, a better understanding of the role of emotions and emotional intelligence in managing
staff development may help us towards more effective ICT CPD for teachers.

2.4 Link Between Emotional Confidence and ICT – Some Background
In 1995, the British government proposed the inception of the "Superhighways for Education" –
multi-media links through the internet for research and communications for both the teachers and the
pupils. By 1998, the internet-based resource, the National Grid for Learning (NGfL), which was to
have created a 'connected society', improved the quality and availability of educational materials and
widened access to learning, was to be the banner carrier for this electronic crusade. This crusade was
fuelled by the government‘s growing concern that the UK‘s workforce was lagging far behind in
innovational use of ICT and they saw part of the solution was in ―helping our businesses to compete‖
(Tony Blair in DfES, 1997, introduction) by training teachers to use ICT to help the children and to
become proficient ICT users and eventually achieve the key message of the document – that the UK
will be the best and will overtake all the others.
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Over the next few years, the government continued promoting the virtues of computers in the
classroom. In particular they saw the future for the children in the use of the Internet as another tool
for research and have all schools, libraries, colleges and universities linked to it by 2002 (Howarth,
1999). However, the government found that despite its efforts, ICT in British schools lagged far
behind their counterparts in Europe (DfES, 1998) and, in 1997, the Government published plans to
extend the use of ICT in maintained schools.

Within this ambitious project, the Government set itself a number of targets, one having a major
implication for teacher CPD, namely that "serving teachers [were] to feel confident, and be
competent, to teach using ICT within the curriculum" (DfES, 1998, p3). With other initiatives such
as the National Numeracy and Literacy Strategies, the focus was on the teachers' 'competence'.
Although it is therefore significant that the word 'confidence' was used in the context of ICT, its
inclusion appears to have been lost by those who had their bids for providing ICT training accepted.
In none of the training providers' literature outlined in the ‗Red Folder‘ (NGfL, 2000) was there
mention of dealing with teachers' attitudes or confidence.

Research in the area of confidence in ICT by Copps (1999), has shown that, although there had been
a four-fold increase of the number of schools connected to the Internet between 1989 and 1999, for
the same period there was only a 3% increase of teachers who actually felt confident using
computers (and especially the Internet) in the classroom. Other researchers (Bosch and Cardinale,
1993;Topp et al, 1995; Akbaba and Kurubacak, 1998, and, using a worldwide assessment project,
Pelgrum, 2001) revealed a number of areas that both new and experienced class teachers have cited
as having an effect on their confidence in the use of ICT : They felt that they had been ill-prepared
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to use computers in their classroom; there was a feeling that they would lose their authority to the
often better-skilled students and they had a feeling of inadequacy stemming from their emotional
reaction to a technology that they little understood and that may even be instrumental in a major
change in their role in the classroom (from one of ‗information-giver‘ to one of ‗informationfacilitator‘).

The introduction of the government‘s ‗laptops for teachers‘ (Harrison, 1998) initiative moved the
emphasis away from one aspect – that of not having enough time to ‗practice‘ in school time. Similar
to the introduction of National Grid for Learning (NGfL) training, the onus was placed on the
teachers to ‗go away and try it out at home‘. In many cases this proved advantageous. Teachers
certainly made more use of set programs such as wordprocessors, spreadsheets, DTP, presentation
and the internet, mainly for preparation of planning, worksheets and jumping off points for lessons
(Harrison, et al, 2002).

Although this lack of practice time may be a contributing factor, use of words such as ‗confidence‘
and ‗anxiety‘ by the government and OfSTED (OfSTED, 2002c, p11) to describe teachers‘ attitude
to ICT raises the question of whether consideration of teachers‘ emotions is a factor that needs to be
considered in planning a successful ICT (or any) training programme. From previous research for
assignments, there is mounting evidence that confidence plays an important role in the
implementation of any new initiative (Gray, T, 2002). This is particularly so with regards to ICT. In
an initial research study conducted by Harrison et al (1998), they found that less than 50% of the
teachers were happy about their initial training and that a low level of confidence was an influencing
factor in the initiative‘s inability to have a significant effect on what goes on in the classroom. A
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number of authors have focused on this area. While some (VanFossen, 1999; Wild, 1995) found that
by focusing on basic skills, the training failed to prepare teachers to integrate ICT into their
classroom, others such as Snoeyink and Ertmer (2001) found the opposite to be true, that teachers
preferred to be taught the skills before considering the integration of the technology into their
pedagogy. One area that is causing more concern (Simpson, et al, 1998) is who teaches the trainee
teachers. The institution tutors have little experience in using the technology in the everyday
classroom and thus the trainees lack practical models of integration (Whetstone and Carr-Chellman,
2001).

For those teachers, however, who have been practicing longer, this is not relevant. Attitudes towards
ICT are more influential on its integration to these teachers (Ertmer et al, 1999). Fabry and Higgs
(1997) suggested three groups of attitudes: innovativeness, relevance and self-confidence. These
anxieties about the changes being imposed by ICT are highlighted by Larner and Timberlake (1995),
while Bradley and Russell (1997) highlighted anxiety caused by the possible embarrassment of not
understanding the technology and the fear of losing professional status through a change in
pedagogical skills (Fabry and Higgs, 1997; Bosch and Cardinale, 1993; Topp et al, 1995; Akbaba
and Kurubacak, 1998).

2.5 Continued Professional Development and Information Technology
New government initiatives have been linked with some form of Continued Professional
Development (CPD) for those teachers involved in their implementation. This CPD, which took the
form of 'this is the way it should be done and here is the manual to direct you how we think it is best
for you to do it‘, was used for the introduction of the Numeracy (NNS) and Literacy (NLS) strategies
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into schools (DfES, 2000b; DfES, 1999b). In this rationalised process, the CPD was designed to
show how the given tasks were to be broken up into a variety of components, each one being handled
in a pre-determined sequence until the tasks were completed and the child could be assessed as to
whether he or she had reached the target. Following extensive CPD, the manuals were published
showing the order in which the topics should be covered and the number of days to be spent on each
topic in order for all the children to reach what was considered to be a minimum level of
achievement. In an approach bordering on what Ritzer (1996) called the 'McDonaldisation process'
(because it offers efficiency, calculability and predictability), this method gave the optimum method
for getting from one curriculum target to another (efficiency), comparative data for the production of
the school 'league tables' (calculability) and the subject was rationalised so that only the delivery of
the content's implementation was considered (predictability). In its reports on the success of these
two initiatives, OfSTED highlighted the positive role this form of CPD played (OfSTED, 2002a,
2002b).

But this apparent success has not been reflected in the training for the recent ICT initiative (OfSTED,
2002c, p11). Although ICT adoption studies constitute a significant area of research within the
information systems arena (Fichman, 2000), there continues to be a need for better understanding of
the factors that drive or inhibit the adoption and use of ICT within the specific context of education.
Perhaps there was another dimension that needed to be considered - a dimension to be considered by
the use of words such as ‗anxiety‘ and ‗confidence‘ in the reports discussing concern for the lack of
the success of the ICT CPD? Such a dimension has been raised in West Burnham and O ‗Sullivan‘s
(1998, p175) argument that in order to make all such CPD courses as effective as possible, there is a
need to focus not just on process and policy but, just as importantly, on the people. Hargreaves
(1998, p 835) underlined this approach when he wrote about ―those who initiate and manage
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educational reform ….. ignore or underplay one of the most fundamental aspects of teaching and
how teachers change: the emotional dimension.‖ Perhaps this is even more important in the case of
ICT where research by such as Akbaba and Kurubacak (1998) has highlighted that teachers‘ positive
emotional reaction to ICT has a positive influence on student learning and the utilization of ICT in
the classroom.

In the 1999 British Educational Suppliers Association (BESA) survey (Copps, 1999), teachers rated
themselves as confident in a number of different ICT areas whereas in other surveys (OfSTED,
2001b, DfES, 1999a, p18) where the ratings were completed by teachers' line managers, which
produced a different result (only 50% of teachers rated themselves as confident, whereas over 68%
were rated confident by others). This concept of confidence is part of one of the fundamental aspects
of how teachers change; what Day and Leitch (2001), Fineman (1993) and Hargreaves (1998) refer
to under the heading of the 'emotional dimension' of staff development.

The failure of the CPD linked to the ICT initiative (and, indeed the discrepancies between the BESA
(Copps, 1999) and OfSTED (2001b) results) was attributed to many factors in these reports. Two
areas, were not, however, mentioned. First, the fact that CPD facilitators have their own agenda
based on what is required of them and what they perceive is required by the teachers with no
consideration for the individuality of those teachers. The teachers are learning in batches and have
been cast, according to Fullan and Hargreaves (1992a, p177), in "a fundamentally passive role with
regards to content and format of CPD, typically serving as audience for a performance staged by
others". With so many changes being introduced, now, more than ever, CPD managers need to
understand the teachers' emotional attitudes towards the subject before attempting to provide relevant
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courses or integrate new programmes into the classroom. Second, no recognition of the emotional
context of the training in which the teachers operated was mentioned.

In its 2001 interim report on the effects of the government's ICT initiative, OfSTED commented that
the CPD programmes had contributed "only rarely to the pedagogic expertise to help them [teachers]
make the most effective use of ICT in their lessons" (OfSTED, 2001b, p4). In the past, such failures
of new technologies in education had been blamed on the teachers' inability to adapt the new
technologies to his or her teaching style (Cuban, 1993). Now another dimension was being raised,
one that looked more closely at the individual and considered that there was an emotional aspect to
be considered when leading CPD courses for a new initiative.

2.6 Continued Professional Development Programme Design
The design of such CPD programmes is therefore of paramount importance. As Akbaba and
Kurubacak (1998) point out, it is important that educational leaders and CPD providers understand
teachers' attitudes towards technology before they attempt to integrate such new initiatives into the
classroom. A multi-million pound UK government programme - ‗NOF Training‘ - highlighted how
crucial this understanding was to effective implementation of ICT.

The New Opportunities Funding (NOF – named after its source of charitable funding), a major
government ICT diffusion initiative that ran for three years from 1999, listed 47 approaches to ICT
teacher training. The specification of the NOF training programme underpinned all of the ICT
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training and was outlined in the ‗Red Folder‘ (NGfL, 2000). There were 46 Expected Outcomes of
the training, listed under the following five headings:
A. Working effectively with ICT in teaching and learning
B. Evaluating and selecting ICT resources
C. Monitoring, evaluating and assessing teaching and learning
D. Developing ICT capabilities
E. Technical skills and applications

However, although all of the providers had to match their programmes to the 46 Expected Outcomes
in order to be included in the programme and were thus restricted to some extent in what CPD
provision style they could offer, a scan through this list of approved ICT CPD providers supports the
basis for OfSTED's conclusions regarding lack of understanding by the specification writers for the
needs of the teachers (OfSTED 2001b, 2002c); indeed, ―teachers who themselves undertook courses
to become NOF trainers criticised the NOF approach as over-prescriptive and insensitive to the needs
of their own school‖ (BECTA, 2001 p15).

Apart from two providers, all of the programmes relied on the teacher to work by her or himself to
introduce the new initiative. Of the two providers which did not use this approach, one did not even
have its programme operational despite being listed in the file for over two years, while the other was
an acceptable provider to only a small number of local education authorities. Such an approach had
led school CPD coordinators to a situation where they had no choice in who would be the CPD
provider. They were forced to take on board providers whose methodology did not fit in with the
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teachers' needs but nonetheless have to be used, as other ICT funding was dependent upon
participation in such training.

Many CPD programmes are designed primarily to introduce a change in method or content for a
subject, to act as a means for teachers to learn new skills to use back in the classroom. Such change,
according to West-Burnham and O'Sullivan (1998, p45) "is fundamentally about learning".
Andragogy, a theory of learning as applied to adults, is identified by Tennant (1997, p140-141) as
having eight characteristics, one of which is "identifying the historical and cultural locatedness of
experiences". Experiences such as these should be explored further to discover what will help the
teachers overcome any 'emotional baggage' they have attached to ICT, and to offer supportive
conditions to make this happen.

Given that the DfES‘ wording should include such an emotive word as 'confidence' when
considering teachers‘ attitude to ICT, and in order to consider, in more detail, what this may involve
in designing CPD programmes, a need arises to have a form of definition of ‗emotion‘ in order to
consider how we can incorporate such a dimension into these courses.

2. 7 Emotions and Emotional Intelligence - Towards An Operational Definition

Over the years, researchers, such as those highlighted in Sutton and Wheatley‘s study (2003), have
created many definitions of ‗emotions‘ but for the purpose of this thesis, consideration will be given
more to trying to arrive at an operational definition of emotions in relation to teachers‘ ‗ICT anxiety‘
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– fear or apprehension toward computers and computer use - and its subsequent effect on successful
ICT diffusion. James-Lange theory of emotion proposes that emotions occur as a result of
physiological reactions to events. According to this theory, you see an external stimulus that leads to
a physiological reaction.

Fineman (1993, p1) talks about emotions being ―within the texture of organising. They are intrinsic
to social order and disorder [and] working structures. They are products of socialisation and
manipulation". Damasio (1994) discusses emotions in the way that they guide the decisions we make
in life. Authors such as Parkinson and Colman state that there are at least four ways of defining what
emotion is:
Emotions imply a certain relationship between a person and some object (including the self)
or event (real, remembered or imagined)…and they are evaluative, affective [and] intentional
(Parkinson and Colman, 1995, p2/3).

Any study of emotions in relation to teachers‘ lives is made more difficult when consideration is also
given to Huberman‘s (1995) or Fessler‘s (1995) research concerning how emotions change over the
career life-cycle of a teacher. Such is the dynamic nature of these changes that, in these paradigms,
teachers are recognised as having different dilemmas and experiences at various phases in their
professional career and so their emotional responses to subjects will also alter. Not only is there,
therefore, a range of definitions for emotions, but there is also a range of constantly changing
environmental stimuli that affect these emotional responses, even at times when the subject is no
longer considered a ‗threat‘ (Damasio, 1994).
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The range of psychological and philosophical ‗definitions‘, even by those quoted in the small sample
above, implies that there is no one universally accepted definition of emotions. However, most
people, according to Parkinson and Colman (1995), have some intuitive understanding of it and
recognise that emotions can be linked to a ‗particular history of … reactions with the environment‖
(Damasio, 1994, p113) and that they are often made up of what Goleman (1995, p 290) calls
‗families of emotions‘, that is, a blend of anger, sadness, jealousy, fear, enjoyment and so on (see
Ekman, 1992).

So, although a concise definition of emotions may not be possible, nonetheless we can consider an
‗operational definition‘ that could be used for this thesis and that would account for teachers‘
previous experience, task performance, social embarrassment (Bradley & Russell, 1997), fear of the
hardware, and fear of making errors (Rosen & Weil, 1995). Such a possible operational definition
gave Goleman (1995) the basis for his book on Emotional Intelligence (EQ).

EQ is based on the work of Salovey and Mayer (1990) who coined the term ―emotional intelligence‖
to describe the ability to monitor others‘ emotions, to discriminate among them, and, more
importantly in terms of initiative implementation, to use this information to guide thinking and action
(Salovey and Mayer, 1990). They found in one study, for instance, that individuals who scored
higher in the ability to perceive accurately, understand, and appraise others‘ emotions were better
able to build supportive organizational networks (Salovey, Bedell, Detweiler, and Mayer, 1999).
This definition is practical and brings the concept of emotions out of the realm of psychology and
into the realm of change management.
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Goleman (1999) and Mayer et al, (1999) have argued, however, that by itself emotional intelligence
only provides the bedrock for competencies that are emotional intelligences. Goleman has tried to
represent this idea in an even more practical way by making a distinction between emotional
intelligence and emotional competence. Emotional competence refers to the personal and social
skills that could lead to the ability to recognize accurately what another person is feeling and enable
one to develop a specific competency such as influence.

As has been mentioned previously, the rational approach dominated the management of teacher CPD
for the Numeracy and Literacy initiatives. It is the link between emotions, emotional intelligence (the
understanding of emotions and how they can they can be used to positively influence others) that
leads us to re-consider this rationality and look more carefully at managing the development of
others to include emotions.

2.8 The Management of Emotions in Continued Professional Development
Few books or articles on organisation actually talk about 'emotions' in teaching (see Hargreaves,
1998; Beatty, 2000). Although exploring the emotions is the exception in teacher development (see
Salzberger-Wittenberg et al, 1983 for such an exception), nonetheless, some writers (Guskey and
Huberman, 1995, p26) are not just beginning to explore the concept in more detail but are also
raising the notion that ignoring the place of emotions on teaching "fails to appreciate its potential for
positively or negatively affecting the quality of the classroom experience" (Day, 1999, p33).
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Our emotional responses to learning can often be triggered by 'buttons' - all of us have experienced
what Parkinson and Colman call "personal stressors" (1995, p86) which have affected the way we
carry out a task or assignment. Lazarus (1991) suggests that we should not take part in any learning
activity without first considering the emotional aspects which will then determine the quality and
quantity of the learning. CPD trainers need ‗to be open to the[se] realities of others‘ (Fullan, 2000a,
p206) so that such problems being faced by those being trained in the implementation of the new
initiatives (relating, for example, to previous experiences of failure or embarrassment at not being
able to accomplish a task - see Woods, 1981 and Pollard, 1982) can be addressed. CPD trainers can
only do this if they know, and understand, those experiences which may influence the individual‘s
approach to the initiative in order to make them feel more confident.

Given these concepts, we can begin to understand that generic CPD, designed to facilitate learning at
large (ie multiple schools) cohort level, could not possibly take account of all the individual emotions
of the participants. The effectiveness of the presentation in producing a 'this is good for me' response
from all the participants thus comes into question. If we also recognize, as Fineman (1993) does, that
emotions are products of our experiences, then we can also hold that if the reluctant teachers can be
encouraged to overcome emotional concerns, they can move forward in the implementation of the
initiative planned for during the CPD course (see also Hargreaves, 1998).

Understanding what emotional responses teachers have to an initiative and being able to use this
information to plan an CPD that will give the implementation of the programme a greater chance of
success also requires some knowledge of how emotions and learning link together.
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2.9 Emotions and Teachers’ Learning – Fitting Them Together
Gardner (1983) proposed seven types of 'intelligence', one of which, Interpersonal intelligence is the
ability to understand other people: their emotions; what motivates them to learn or do things, how
they work and how to work cooperatively with them. Successful salespeople, politicians, teachers,
doctors, and religious leaders are all likely to be individuals with high degrees of interpersonal
intelligence. The link between emotions and learning has its roots in the concept of "social
intelligence," first identified by Thorndike (Thorndike, 1920 p 228), who defined this concept as "the
ability to understand and manage men and women, boys and girls." There are many references (eg
Parkinson and Colman, 1995; Edwards, 1999; deCatanzaro, 1999; Riches, 1994) which deal with this
link and the part it plays in managing learning. It is appropriate, then, to consider this link in relation
to how CPD courses may be managed to increase the likelihood of successfully implementing a
programme.

This idea of considering 'emotional intelligence' as part of a strategy for managing learning has been
popularized by Daniel Goleman (1995 and 1998) who devised a basic guideline for teaching
competences based on the term. ‗Emotional intelligence', Goleman states, refers to the capacity for
recognizing our own feelings and those of others, for motivating ourselves and for managing
emotions well in ourselves and in our relationships and linking these to cognitive development
(Goleman, 1998).

In this approach, Goleman highlights a number of important areas which focus on this link between
emotions and development. The approach he suggests reinforces the idea that generic CPD courses
are unlikely to be as effective as ones geared to smaller groups whose needs are being more
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specifically addressed. Amongst the techniques which he advocates to be used by the CPD leader
would be the need to recognize the individual's profile of strengths and limitations which should be
assessed to identify what needs improving. Such assessment is performed not just on the
understanding that recognition of a person's strengths and weaknesses carries an emotional charge
but that people will learn to overcome emotional doubts when working with like-minded colleagues.
So, even when initiatives have demonstrable merit, any CPD may be ineffectual if it does not address
the real conditions of the teachers' workplace and teachers' emotional relationship to change in
general - in effect, the 'total teacher'.

As it is the case in even the most innovative CPD programmes (Guskey and Huberman, 1995, p21),
so it is in current ICT CPD, that what is missing is the investment of learning with personal emotion
and meaning (Reagan et al, 2000, p105). In order to include this, the CPD provider and school must
share knowledge and experiences to gain a better understanding of what is required. Such
collaboration is essential for effective personal learning to occur (Fullan and Hargreaves, 1992b) and
for the needs of the 'total teacher' to be addressed.

The role of a CPD provider in learning these needs of the audience to more effectively target the
programme has already been mentioned. But we can also use such understanding as a tool for
encouragement (Goleman, 1998, p142). If the provider is aware of the teachers‘ concerns for the
subject, as shown by Goleman, above, then the provider should be able to use this background
knowledge to devise the CPD to take into account what Kohn (cited in Edwards, 1999, p390)
considers to be 'authentic motivation', building on the individual's strengths and managing the
weaknesses through achievable challenges. After all, teachers are the ones who are ultimately
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responsible for implementing change, so CPD should be relevant to teachers and directly address
their specific needs and concerns (Hall and Loucks, 1978).

The particular needs that we think about are not in themselves important as much as what their
ultimate goals or effects may be (Maslow, 1987). Maslow‘s needs‘ hierarchy has enabled us to
consider a number of paradigms for managing learning – a key aspect in any CPD programme. Even
though teachers are becoming change-orientated, the content of the change itself is not as important
as are the reasons to take on board that change. Individuals create their own objections to such
changes, and CPD leaders should then consider these objections within the individual teacher's own
construct when designing an effective CPD course.

Although there is no definitive guide to effective CPD (West Burnham and O'Sullivan, 1998, p68cf),
if CPD course developers should be considering ways of allowing teachers to raise their fears and
beliefs without feeling inferior in any way, then this gives rise to a strong argument for some targeted
school-based CPD following a generic session. Such a school-based follow-up will give the
individual teacher the opportunity to raise their anxieties within a (generally) more tolerant
atmosphere and have access to support from colleagues sharing the same concerns in the same
school environment.

2.10 Continued Professional Development – Accounting for the Needs of the Teachers
In any move, therefore, away from generic 'recipe for all occasions' CPD towards school-based CPD
linking initiatives to the individual needs of each teacher at a school, a number of factors need to be
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considered: The needs, wants and aspirations of the teachers that are to be achieved; There has to be
a greater recognition of the fact that the key to educational reform is to be aware of and to use the
teachers' emotions in a positive way towards successful implementation of the innovation; What we
use to enable the children to grow and develop enables teachers to grow and develop as well; The
climate of the school affects how teachers perceive CPD; Leaders and followers should be able to
raise each other‘s' motivation; Although teachers should be encouraged to problem solve and make
decisions based upon their emotions, they also need to be open to suggestions for coping with
concerns; Such problem solving is enhanced when leaders and followers understand that different
individuals act on different emotional backgrounds and that none of these backgrounds is inferior to
any other.

Businesses and industry may successfully implement uniform approaches ('corporate strategy'), but
reforms based on uniformity in the educational system often fail (Elmore and McLaughlinin, 1988),
though this is rarely acknowledged as far as the introduction of government initiatives are concerned!
What needs to be considered are follow-up sessions, based in school, taking on board the
individuality of the teachers so that the CPD facilitator can more specifically tailor the learning to the
teachers.

In regards to the possible role of emotional responses in the provision of teachers' CPD, which
therefore raises the emphasis on CPD designed for a particular school, we can see that there are three
areas for consideration:
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First, in recognising that most CPD programmes neglect the emotions of teaching, we should also be
aware that problems can arise from exclusive emphasis on emotions when considering CPD
programmes, so getting the balance right between the two is crucial; in addition, to make the CPD
more effective for the individual we also have to understand that they will have an emotional
response to any given topic or initiative and that this response may well change over the teacher's
professional life cycle (Huberman, 1995, p193-224); And, finally, at whatever stage the teacher is at,
there is a need to ensure that like-minded people with similar concerns (and who are also trying to
make similar changes) are there "to provide support, help [and] comparison for emotional and
behavioural responses and other assistance " (Gatchel, in Parkinson and Colman, 1995 p86).

In order to manage change, the trainers need to be aware of the emotional implications of such areas
(as outlined above) as they are helping the teachers. By basing this training in school, there are a
number of advantages. First, teachers' development must allow for the raising of fears and concerns
along the lines of those outlined in the section on emotional confidence and ICT, something few
teachers would be comfortable doing in a large, anonymous, peer group.

Secondly, there is a feeling of control over what is happening as the CPD will be based upon unique
knowledge of the participants. Findings from research by such as Elmore and McLaughlin (1988)
show that, implementation of a new initiative must be shaped and integrated in a way that best suits
the particular needs of a school‘s staff.
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Third, the CPD facilitator and the school's CPD coordinator will have explored and shared their
knowledge. Finally, a team of colleagues allows for criticism /doubts to be aired in a constructive
atmosphere (Day and Leitch, 2001, p29).

There are, however, some areas requiring caution. First, although the school-based approach gives
teachers a greater sense of relevancy, it can also give rise to anxiety about becoming an active
participant in the process (Schon, 1995, p300/303). Secondly, new initiatives may be felt to threaten
existing interest and identities - but without consideration of such possible threats, according to
Louis and Miles (1990), the initiative may well be considered inconsequential and marginalized by
the teacher as having no immediate impact on themselves and the implementation may fail. Third,
although change programmes are more successful when the change is gradual (Fullan and
Hargreaves, 1992a), often there is not this luxury as initiatives are implemented at the same time as
the training is taking place and fourthly, many schools with small enrolment numbers have
restrictions on the availability of collaborative and 'down time' which would allow teachers to
discuss implementation of initiatives with their colleagues.

Although provision for in-school CPD is now only limited by how much each school is willing to
buy back into the LEA's (or other providers‘) advisory programme, there is not likely to be a whole
scale move to school-based CPDs for national initiatives. The numbers would be just too large and
the time frame too unrealistic. What schools can do, then, is have their leaders listen to their teachers
to discover what emotional background they have for the subject; use some time resource to work
with them in such areas as Performance Management or their own CPD programme as a follow-up to
the generic one – an CPD that is designed by the staff, for the staff - and move forward in small
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steps. Leaders need to be aware that when dealing with teachers' emotions, simple good arguments
may not be enough to win over the reluctant teacher, they must have the ability to sense what other
kinds of appeals will persuade them and that can only be done through an understanding of the total
teacher. Once we have reached that understanding, perhaps, then, teachers will be able to take on
board, with greater confidence, not just the ICT initiatives which are in place now, but the others
which are bound to follow

In the long run, the current situation of providing batch-CPD courses is likely to continue for as long
as there is a perceived need to have standardized results published, for we are still looking at the
―most efficient, calculable, predictable and controllable process‖ (Ritzer, 1966) to meet those
government targets, and that can't be done if trainers do not consider creating school-based follow-up
sessions. With so little current research on the role emotions can play in CPD provision, further
studies to consider why teachers have such emotional responses to ICT and how CPD providers can
best address these concerns is needed. Heads and ICT coordinators need to be made more aware of
the concept of ‗emotional intelligence‘ and how best reluctant members of staff can be lead along
the road of ICT competency and confidence.

2.11 ICT and Teachers – The Role of Continued Professional Development
Logically, the direct teaching of ICT skills that was adopted both by the UK Government for in
service training (CPD), English teacher training institutions and by the majority of teacher training
establishments worldwide should have assured ICT competency and confidence. Unfortunately, this
was not the case. A number of studies concerning the amount of teachers' ICT use in teaching
practice showed that personal expertise in the use of ICT does not increase the likelihood of ICT use
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in the classroom (Cuckle et al, 2000; Baron et al, 1997; Wild, 1995; Dunn and Ridgway, 1994).
Moreover, there are examples of teachers attempting to integrate ICT in their teaching practice, but
their attempt was not at all satisfactory. To be more specific, it was observed that they did not make
use of all the variety of the software that was included in their training and was required by the
National Curriculum. Furthermore, even the limited range of software that they used was not
employed properly (Williams et al., 2000; Robertson, 1997; Stevenson, 1997a and 1997b). Teachers
appeared to have had little understanding of the range of the uses of ICT in school and it seems that
teacher training institutions had limited success in providing them with this understanding and with
the skills that would enable them to make the most effective use of ICT in the classroom (Williams et
al, 2000; Simpson et al, 1998; Becker, 1998).

This is also evident in the few studies carried out in UK. English teachers consistently indicate that
they need more and better training on the ways that ICT can be used in teaching as well as on the
management of the use ICT in the classroom (Charalambous and Karagiorgi, 2002; Makrakis, 1997)
and they repeatedly point out the necessity for teacher training establishments to equip their
graduates not only with the necessary ICT skills, but also with knowledge concerning the planning
and the management of the use of ICT in the classroom for teaching and learning (Kiridis et al,
2006). Thus, for teacher training to play a key role in the future introduction of ICT in the English
primary schools, it must make teachers competent in using ICT as a:



teaching tool;



personal tool; and a



tool for the development of students' ICT literacy.
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The objectives of the large-scale CPD NOF training initiative, which was organised by the DfES and
was carried out for three years, were compatible with the remarks previously stated.

2.12 Authentic Change
Authentic change occurs when a teacher‘s or school‘s belief systems and core values concerning
teaching and learning are modified. In order for authentic change to occur, teachers need the
opportunity to learn new information, time to experiment with the new concept, and the opportunity
to evaluate its effectiveness (Levy and Murnane, 2004; Richardson, 2003).

If the introduction of ICT in primary schools is to be successful, both initial and in-service teacher
education (in addition to providing the necessary ICT related skills and theoretical knowledge), must
focus on the teachers themselves, adapt ICT courses to teachers' professional needs, provide them
with suitable experiences and paradigms, make them understand the usefulness of the new
technologies for teaching and learning, and take into account their existing attitudes and perceptions
(Lawson and Comber 1999; Cox et al, 1999a, 1999b).

By adopting this point of view, we can try to elucidate these perceptions and the attitudes of teachers
concerning the introduction and employment of ICT in primary education and aim to contribute to
the better planning and implementation of the Government's ICT training initiative as well as to
provide insights for any other further training attempt.
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Pre-service primary teachers learn technology integration strategies by working with and observing
primary school teachers and students in the classroom. Abbott and Faris (2000) and Goldberg and
Sherwood (1983) analysed pre-and post-course surveys of trainee elementary teachers enrolled in
undergraduate courses who were required to undertake a number of ICT-based activities reflecting
their learning with computers. (Abbott and Faris, 2000, p155). The surveys indicated that pre-service
teachers had a more positive attitude toward computers after the course which the authors attributed
to five consecutive fifty-minute technology modules given at the beginning of the semester, and to
frequent use of technology in the completion of activities and assignments throughout the course.

Their findings imply the value of the following strategies for preparing new teachers to integrate
technology for student learning:


Technology applications should be integrated into pre-service teacher assignments and
activities.



Site-based practicum in an elementary school provides pre-service elementary teachers
with experience using technology with students.



Pre-service teachers benefit from learning in small groups of 8 to 12.



Fifty-minute modules for technology instruction in a computer lab with a video projector
addresses oral, visual, and kinaesthetic learning styles and enables the instructor to
quickly respond to student needs.



Proactive instructor support with pre-service teachers reflects commitment and a collegial
relationship among faculty and students.
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Elements of the course that were problematic (e-mail connectivity issues and level of
English proficiency among elementary school students) prepared pre-service teachers to
acknowledge that "learning with technology is messy" (Abbott and Faris, 2000 p.159).

The idea of some form of guidance is essential for successful innovation of technology according to
Zhao et al (2002) whose study identified eleven factors that could be divided among 3 interactive
domains (context, innovation, teacher) for understanding the dynamics of successful technology
integration within classrooms. The findings demonstrated that human infrastructure is an essential
component of the context that can greatly affect the likelihood of success for a technology
innovation. According to the authors,
…one aspect of the human infrastructure did stand out even in innovations that didn't
experience problems. This aspect is the presence of what we call a "translator," a person who
can help the teacher understand and use technologies for his or her own classroom needs
(Zhao et al., 2002 p27).

In addition to 'translators,' and a flexible, responsive technical staff, teachers need a supportive and
informed administrative staff. Included in the supportive environment are institutionalized policies
and procedures for staff and students related to hardware and software purchases, professional
development, and access to computers and the Internet.

Observation of teachers in different school districts can be instructive. In the Tupelo Mississippi
School District in the USA, teachers are encouraged to travel to other districts to gain new ideas
about classroom practice. A teacher can recommend that a practice be adopted by the Tupelo District
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and "the district will pay for the changes in that teacher's classroom." (Bruder, 1992, pp26-27, quoted
in OTA, 1995, p81). The travel and implementation policy is explained by the Tupelo school
superintendent:
You can't tell people how to do things; they have to experience it, and it has to make sense to
them. So we provide [money] for any teacher in the district to go anywhere in America…to
observe cutting edge educational practices. …We don't require that they return to the district
and change anything, but what's happening is that they are seeing other, new ways of
teaching (Bruder, 1992, pp26-27, quoted in OTA, 1995, p81).

Teachers also raise the issue of resources. They believe that the mere existence of ICT in a small
minority of public primary schools creates inequity problems. In addition, teachers agree that the
absence of ICT from the majority of households engenders this inequality. Furthermore, literature
suggests that limited resources are a great impediment to the successful utilisation of ICT for
teaching and learning. This lack of computers seriously limited what teachers and pupils could do in
the classroom, which in turn resulted in lack of sufficient ICT experiences for both teachers and
pupils (Rosen and Weil, 1995; Dupagne and Krendl, 1992; Hadley and Sheingold, 1993; Winnans
and Brown, 1992). Case studies reflecting successful ICT exploitation for educational purposes have
shown that it is more than necessary for schools to be provided with excellent facilities, technical
support, and financial resources (Youngman and Harrison, 1998; Persichitte and Bauer, 1996).
Therefore, the lack of sufficient computers in many primary schools seems to be wisely depicted as
another vital problem, which must be dealt with before any other decision is taken.
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By looking at how the individuals approached ICT diffusion, we can try to identify any patterns
between the teachers in this study‘s cohort, but in the introduction of any new initiative, the whole
field of innovation and change needs to be considered; we need to understand not just the needs of
the individuals but also their organizations and their ability to change. The work of such writers as
Stacey (2000), Brown and Eisenhardt (1998), Senge (1992) and Pascale, 1990 give useful insights as
to how to transfer ideas of what works in industry to what could work in education.

In terms of the different aspects of the change process, Fullan‘s work, (eg, 2000 a and b; 1992b;
1991), is particularly valuable, as, in addition to a breadth of research into all aspects of educational
change, it was the main body of literature which drew extensively on the ideas developed in the
context of business, and considered what the implication was for education.

Many approaches have been drafted to facilitate the integration of ICT into teaching (Beyerbach et
al, 2001; Gillingham and Topper, 1999; Howland and Wedman, 2004; Johnson-Gentile et al, 2000;
Pierson and McNeil, 2000; Seels et al, 2003; Strudler et al, 2003; Thompson et al, 2003; Wright et
al, 2002). Ellsworth (2000), draws together some of these in order to present a more coherent ―road
map‖ picture to the literature on change viewed from multiple perspectives. In his work, he uses an
overview of the Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM) (Hord et al, 1987), which put forward
detailed models of the change process from the point of view of both users and managers, set in a
school focused context. In addition to this, the work of Rogers (1995) who studied the characteristics
by which change is implemented was considered, as was that of Zaltman and Duncan (1977) and
their work on resistance to change, the stages of the change process presented by Havelock and
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Zlotoslov (1995) and the conditions which facilitate the implementation of educational technology
(Ely, 1990).

Teacher change is defined as a highly personal process accomplished by the individual through
experiences, emotions, cognitions, and behaviours over a period of time which transform a teacher‘s
values and beliefs (Treacy et al, 2002; Prochaska et al, 1993). This process of change assumes the
teacher recognizes a need, makes plans to improve, engages in the improvement, and allows time to
evaluate the effectiveness of the new practices.

Finally, according to the research findings, the majority of the teachers realize the potential and the
importance of ICT for teaching and learning, although they lack the necessary knowledge. At the
same time, they do not believe that ICT will downgrade or restrain their role within schools. This is
contrary to the results of earlier studies, where teachers--lacking the necessary skills--appear to have
little understanding of their role within "ICT schools" as well as of the range of the uses of ICT in
school (Williams et al, 2000; Stevenson, 1997a and 1997b; McKinsey and Company, 1997; Bikos,
1995; Dunn and Ridgway, 1994). Thus, taking into account their existing attitudes and perceptions
(Cox et al, 1999a, 1999b), ICT training must now provide them with the suitable practical
experiences and paradigms, to make them fully understand the new role that they are called upon to
play in the classroom and within the learning process, as well as the great variety of the possible uses
of new technologies for teaching and learning (Lawson and Comber, 1999).

However, a recent research project concerning the ICT training that takes place in teacher training
establishments showed that ICT courses still persist on the development of student-teachers' basic
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technical skills, while at the same time they seem to overlook the educational aspects of the use of
ICT in the classroom (Kiridis et al, 2006). It is noteworthy that only a minimal number of studies
regarding teachers' ICT training needs have been carried out in UK. Thus, the initial and in-service
ICT training that is offered so far to English teachers largely ignores their attitudes towards the use
of ICT for educational purposes, perhaps jeopardising the whole premise for authentic change in the
classroom.

2.13 Using The Literature
The question posed by the literature is why an initiative that has been in operation for so long is not
as embedded in the culture of the pedagogy as it should be? The literature provides some general
answers looking at how the children learn, but there is little that looks at specific barriers which have
prevented teachers from implementing the initiative more effectively (BECTA, 2007).
With the trend for the government and other bodies to emphasise research into the impact of ICT on
children‘s learning, this study will instead consider, along similar lines to Condie, et al (2005) and
Condie, et al (2007), another perceived barrier to effective diffusion of ICT - the personal
characteristics of the teachers and specifically the concept of ‗confidence‘. Through a case study
approach it is hoped that, as suggested by Stake (2005), by examining a particular case, it will
provide an ―insight into an issue to [enable us] to redraw a generalisation‖ (Stake, 2005, p 445).
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Background
There was a growing concern that the government's ICT initiative, unlike the National Literacy and
Numeracy Strategies (OfSTED, 2002a; OfSTED 2002b), was floundering, that the millions of
pounds being spent was not being effective in integrating ICT into the students' learning (OfSTED,
2002c).

From working within the case study school, this was becoming more evident. Some members of the
small cohort of teachers had been there many years, others were newly arrived. Some had developed
as teachers through all the initiatives over thirty years and had marvelled at the use of coloured
'banda' masters to reproduce multi-coloured worksheets and were still happy to physically cut and
glue their pictures to worksheets to make them more attractive, while others had been trained in the
use of 'BBC' computers and still others had graduated with training in the use of the web and emails.
None had been trained in the latest initiative of the interactive whiteboards. The constant themes of
‗concern‘ and 'confidence' were being raised at each staff meeting as ways of embracing the new
initiative ICT were discussed. This seemed an ideal opportunity to research what areas were causing
most concern.

According to Rogers (2003), new initiatives are promoted by change agents, are picked up by early
adopters, rejected by resistors, and succeed or fail depending upon the coincidence of a large number
of influences or factors. Any such new educational initiative requires a plethora of follow-up data to
assess the effectiveness of the innovation; the cost of this investment needs to be justified by
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evidence from research supporting improvements in both the quality of teaching and learning and
levels of attainment. Reynolds et al (2003) categorise the various groups that need this data into three
– research evidence, optimist rhetoric and pessimist rhetoric.

According to Reynolds et al (2003), the optimist rhetorics are the influencers behind the initiatives
such as the government – they need data feedback to show that the ICT diffusion has worked on an
academic achievement and school improvement level. The academic researchers attempt to
determine the effects of ICT diffusion on teaching and learning by attempting to correlate research
on diffusion with increase in student learning. The third group of data collectors, the pessimist
rhetorics, are likely to be the teachers who are also what Evans (2003) call the ‗late majority‘, the
ones in the classroom who cite the lack of research evidence supporting the innovation as reason for
non-adoption of the initiative. Each of these groups uses the data in different ways. The Headteacher
implementing ICT CPD, needs to be aware of these various factions during what Rogers (2003)
calls the ‗innovation-decision process‘ – the process through which the innovation implementers pass
from gaining initial knowledge of the initiative to forming an attitude to the change, to making a
decision to accept (or reject!) the innovation to implementation of the change.

In Condie et al‘s (2007) research into studies of the effectiveness of different approaches to ICT
training they found that because the sessions focused on developing technological skills and
understanding rather than on the pedagogical approaches, they were largely unsuccessful (Beastall,
2006; Conlon, 2004; McCarney, 2004; Condie et al, 2005, Stark et al 2002; OfSTED, 2005) – the
innovation-decision process failed.
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Rather than repeat surveys, then, that would give variations on these statistics‘ theme of ICT
integration, there was the possibility of taking a more personal, in-depth look at a school which was
on the brink of embracing ICT across all areas of the curriculum. In this innovation-decision model,
this was a very small sample that landed itself squarely in the quantitative research camp and, more
specifically, in the strategy of case study research.

3.2 Why a Case Study?
Knezek and Christensen (2002) show that the biggest impact of ICT in education is shown in the
way that teachers are increasingly using ICT as the medium of teaching.

In qualitative research, according to Maykut and Morehouse (1994; p18), ―people‘s words and
actions are used in order to understand the world under investigation.‖ The use of words instead of
just data allows the researcher to get a better feel of how people interpret the world. This approach
could well be accredited to Malinowski (1922) who was one of the first researchers to take on
‗indwelling‘ (Maykut and Morehouse, 1994, page 5) – getting into the community to understand
them more. The technique was ―to grasp the native point of view, his relation to his life, to realise his
vision of his world‖ (Malinkowski, 1922, page 25). One way to do this according to many qualitative
researchers (Stake, 1995; Yin, 1994; Maykut and Morehouse, 1994) is to use a 'case study' - gaining
a more in-depth knowledge of a research question by going to the places where the research question
can be addressed in a contemporary and real-life context.
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The case study approach, as defined by Eisenhardt (1989), represents a strategy which focuses on the
dynamics present within particular situations. Drawing heavily on the contributions of authors such
as Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Yin (1984), Eisenhardt provides a framework for inducing theory
from case study material, typically combining data from a number of parallel sources such as
archives, interviews and questionnaires. The evidence thus generated is a combination of the
quantitative and the qualitative.

The term ‗case study‘, however, has a range of different meanings. Parlett and Hamilton (1977)
looked at ‗illuminative evaluation‘ aiming ‗to discover and document what it is like to be
participating in the scheme‗ (p10); Stenhouse (1988) identified four types (ethnographic, evaluative,
educational and action research); Robert Yin, a leading exponent of the use of a case study, opts for
‗exploratory‘, ‗explanatory‘ and ‗descriptive‘ and defines them in technical terms (Yin, 1994, p13)
while Stake (1995) considers the qualitative approach to the study of a ‗particularity‘ (Stake, 1995, p
xi), distinguishing between intrinsic and instrumental case studies (Stake, 1995, p3). Whatever the
definitions used (and there may well be an argument that many overlap – see Bassey, 2004), the use
of case studies is not without its critics (Atkinson and Delamont, 1985, Walker, 1983).

One of the main arguments against the use of a case study is in justifying a generalization from a
sample of one. Yin, himself, raises others‘ opposition to case studies on the basis of ‗lack of rigour‘
(Yin, 1994, p9) or being able to ‗provide little basis for scientific generalisation‘ (Yin, 1994, p10).
Two other detractors, Atkinson and Delamont, argue that this approach to research was ‘profoundly
mistaken‘ (1985, p38) while Walker (1983), although highlighting the problems of case study, also
drew attention to these problems to minimize the concerns.
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Despite these arguments, an essential feature of a case study is that it is to help improve educational
practice, is conducted in its natural context, giving the opportunity for any significant features of the
case to be explored and allowing the researcher to put forward an interpretation; it can be used to
infer a possible next direction even if the method of generalisation does not follow that as used by
standard surveys (Yin, 1994, p 31). Under these conditions, what Yin (1994) calls ‗analytic
generalisation‘ is acceptable. This type of generalisation is concerned more with the interaction of
factors and events – ‗sometimes it is only by taking a practical instance that we can obtain a full
picture‘ (Nisbet and Watts, 1980, p5). A good study may not necessarily lead to a new
generalization but, according to Stake (1993, p8) is likely to add credence to existing generalisations.
Although there are many researchers who adhere to this approach (Campbell, 1975; Flyvberg, 2001;
Vaughan, 1992) as being acceptable provided that due process is given to the emphasis on
interpretation, such generalisations, according to Stake (1993, p12) should always be made with a
caveat stating its limitations as the data is interpreted.

Because case study research is not sampling research based on statistical analysis (Yin 1994, Stake
1995, Feagin et al 1991) selecting cases must be done so as to maximize what can be learned by
comparing it with a particular theory - in this case that teachers‘ confidence plays a significant part in
the integration of ICT into the curriculum and should be taken into account when planning teachers‘
professional development - and inferring a generalisation. So, although the field research was the
main focus of this study, consideration of the whole field of change and innovation also informed
this research. In particular the works of Fullan (1991, 2000, 2000a), Fullan and Hargreaves (1992,
1992a), MacGilchrist and Buttress (2005) and Robinson (1997) from within education while Drucker
(1986) and Rogers (2003) from the world of business were especially valuable in drawing together
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the conclusions and their implications for future teacher Continued Professional Development
(CPD).

A degree of commonality (Stake, 2005, p455) with other case studies in the area allows better
understanding of why this approach was adopted for this research.

3.3 The use of case studies in ICT research
The choice of whether to adopt a quantitative, qualitative or combined approach to a particular piece
of research is often dictated by the subject and the research sample (Benbasit et al, 1984, pp47-85).
There are a number of examples of the use of case methodology in ICT literature. The Second
Instructional Technology in Education Study (SITES) is a series of 174 qualitative case studies that
identify innovative practice in ICT (Kozma and Anderson, 2002). Using Stake's (1995) instrumental
approach to case study research, SITES focused 'not on the uniqueness of the cases but on what can
be learned from them'. This approach has also been used in the ImpacT study, one of the most
comprehensive investigations into the impact of ICT on attainment so far conducted in the UK
(Harrison, et al, 2002).

In each of these cases, the topic could not be studied outside its natural environment, they were
contemporary issues and they did not have an established theoretical base (Benbasat et al, 1987)
making them highly suited for a case study methodology. However, for a single researcher, their
sheer size and scope placed their approach somewhat out of the range of this study. Other examples,
however, are usable and doable on a smaller scale and it is on these that this study relied. To gain an
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understanding of the nature of small scale case study research three samples are used to show the
methodology that guided the approach to this study.

3.3.1 Sample 1- Interpretive Case Study
Tearle (2003) used 'interpretive case study research' with a staff of eighty in a UK secondary school
to examine the process and factors which may have been influential in implementing ICT. Tearle'
research had to be carried out in a natural setting since interviews and classroom observations were
needed to trace the development of ICT in the school. What emerged from this research is "not an
argument as to whether equipment, support or training is the more important, but much broader
debate about mindsets, assumptions, beliefs and values of individuals and organizations" (Tearle,
2003, p581).

The paper gives details of the chronology and type of data collected - questionnaires, interviews, and
observations. However, although it talked about the multiple-choice questions, examples were not
evident in the paper. Despite this, the advantages of the multi-method approach were clear in regards
to triangulation and validation. Tearle, herself, stated that, although some previous research on the
topic had existed and that her multi-method approach added to the knowledge on the subject, there
were still many more areas to be researched in detail (Tearle, 2003, p579) - particularly the area of
the 'individual attitudes of the workforce' (Tearle, 2003 p579).
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3.3.2 Sample 2 - Attitude to ICT – Using A Questionnaire
Christensen (2002) used previous work on how 'teachers' attitudes are an important element in
teaching young people about computers' (p412) to research sixty teachers in an elementary school in
north Texas, USA.

Using a needs-based instruction course in the integration of ICT based on a preliminary
questionnaire, the use of a 16-factor Teachers' Attitude Towards Computers questionnaire (TAC), a
skills checklist and a 'stages of adoption' form allowed this comparative case study to address the
effects of a bespoke training course on ICT integration. As part of the research, two additional
schools (who did not receive the needs-based training) were used as 'controls' over the same year.
Christensen posited three hypotheses that she wished to research: that needs-based training fosters
teachers' positive attitudes towards technology; that this needs-based training combined with
significant classroom use foster positive students' attitude towards technology and that positive
teachers' attitudes towards ICT fosters students' positive attitudes towards ICT. The data analysis was
detailed using standardised regression coefficients to analyse links and frequency distributions to
determine minimum amounts of classroom use to be effective.

Rather than include all the TAC constructs and the stages of adoption questionnaire, Christensen
makes them available on online. This was a good approach as it allowed for further scrutiny without
taking anything away from the message of this case research.
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3.3.3 Sample 3 – Research Using Mindmaps To Conceptualise Thinking
Although Mavers et al‘s study, ―Mapping Learning Potential: students' conceptions of ICT in their
world‖ (Mavers et al, 2002) is not a case study, per se, it is a commentary on an aspect of a large
scale case research - the ImpacT2 project (Harrison et al, 2002) in which the authors were involved.

ImpacT2 was set up to identify the effect of technology in and out of school, to determine if there
was a correlation between the use of ICT and educational attainment and to consider areas that would
assist future policy formation. Materials and formats for data gathering were developed for 60
primary and secondary schools, and the study had a major impact (sic) on the way ICT was
considered to affect educational attainment.

There were a number of intriguing aspects to this case research that has implications for actionresearch. First, in each school, a teacher-researcher led the work, supported by a university team.
Second, pupil-researchers worked with the teacher-researchers in the data-gathering process.
However, it is a third aspect, the use of mind maps to help the students conceptualise their thinking
on the world and ICT (and its procedure that was developed to analyse the results) that is the
mainstay of Mavers et al's paper (2002) and an area that was adapted as part of the present thesis
study.

The ImpacT2 case research used a mixed qualitative and quantitative methodology but the
researchers were concerned that they may miss out on a crucial new learning experience that would
not show up in the more traditional questionnaire or interview. Drawing on Vygotsky's idea of
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'instrumental psychology' (Vygotsky, 1978, p 44), mind maps were used to assess students' learning.
This approach is not new (Stoddart, et al, 2000; Rice et al, 1998; Barenholz and Tamir, 1992;
Markham et al, 1994), but this essentially diagrammatic approach enabled the students to effectively
communicate information to the researchers.

3.4 Triangulation and Reliability.
As with any research, the methods and conclusions need to be justifiable. The issues of objectivity,
reliability and validity are as relevant to qualitative research as to quantitative. Guba and Lincoln
(2005, p207) highlighted their ‗authenticity criteria‘ to ensure that the case study is credible - there is
a need to determine if the evidence has been collected in a systematic and logical manner to ensure
that it is both accurate and meaningful, that all stakeholders were given a fair voice, that the
conclusions can be confirmed and an outline of the methodology can be used to interpret the
evidence.

3.4.1 Triangulation
Case study is known as a triangulated research strategy. The need for triangulation arises from the
ethical need to confirm the validity of the processes. Stake (1995) stated that the protocols that are
used to ensure accuracy and alternative explanations are called triangulation, which, according to
Denzin (1978 p291), is "the combination of methodologies in the study of the same phenomenon".
Multiple and independent measures, if they reach the same conclusion, should provide a greater level
of validation and lends greater support to the researcher's conclusions.
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Snow and Anderson (1991) asserted that triangulation can occur with data, investigators, theories,
and even methodologies. Hitchcock and Hughes (1993, pp104-105) cites diaries and use of other
data such as questionnaires and interviews (Denzin, 1970; Cicourel and Jenings, 1974; Zimmerman
and Weider, 1977) as other examples of the way in which this form of validation can be used.

Although this study did not follow the strict definition of triangulation set down by the likes of
Elliott and Adelman (1976, p4) in that it should take its account 'from three distinct standpoints', in
an attempt to assuage the criticisms outlined above, the approach using what Stacey (1969) called
'combined operations' and Douglas (1976) called 'mixed strategies' was adopted. Essentially,
multiple-tools were used in this study to provide the reader with information from more than one
type of information gathering approach- mind maps, interviews, observations and questionnaires.

3.4.2 Reliability
In terms of reliability, the criteria are such that if another researcher repeated the study, would the
same results be obtained? Although this cannot be guaranteed in such areas as interviews (Kvale,
1996, p 65) and producing mind maps (Mavers et al, 2002, p189; Hitchcock and Hughes, 1993,
p104), nonetheless, the additional data collection is able to lend itself to support the conclusion. This
conclusion carries the caveat, as already discussed, that extrapolating a theory from a small sample
case study could be problematic. This has been highlighted by Cunnigham (2005) in her small-scale
study (n=7), where she attempted to assess the viability of using mind maps to enhance students
learning in biology only to find that one of the possible reasons for showing no correlation was the
small sample. That is not to say that such results cannot be repeated, just that due recognition of the
limits be taken into account when considering reliability.
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The issue of objectivity has been highlighted by a number of researchers.
"The basic issue [in objectivity] can be framed as one of relative neutrality and reasonable
freedom from unacknowledged researcher biases – at the minimum explicitness about
inevitable biases that exist" (Miles and Huberman, 1984, 278).
Maykut and Morehouse (1994) also recognise that the use of this paradigm may cause problems.
Although quantitative research‘s objectivity is ―synonymous with good research‖ and the lack of
obvious objectivity is seen as ―sloppy‖ (Maykut and Morehouse, 1994, 19) and ―unscientific‖
(Denzin 1970), nonetheless some researcher bias is still possible. Because of the way in which this
researcher is considered part of the population being studied, there may be some ‗response effect‘
(factors such as the tendency of the interviewer to seek out the answers that support his/her
preconceived notions, eagerness of the respondent to please the interviewer or even vague
antagonisms between the subject and interviewer (Borg, 1981, p 87)) and some consideration needs
to be given to the researcher‘s positionality.

3.4.3 Recognition of Researcher’s Positionality
The advantages and disadvantages of being an ‗outsider‘ researcher (research conducted on a group
by someone with no connection to the group) - or an ‗insider‘ researcher (research conducted within
a group by a member of that group) are well researched in a large volume of qualitative research
literature among a wide range of areas from anthropology (Ohnuki-Tierney,1984) through ethnic
studies (Beoku-Betts, 1994) to research on families (Christensen and Dahl, 1997) and geography
(Clark, 1998).
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In this study, the writer was not only a teaching colleague of the participants but was also in a
position of leadership as the head of school. As such the writer can be squarely categorised as an
‗insider‘ – a ―participant observer [who] gathers data by participating in the daily life of the group or
organisation he studies‖ (Becker, 1998, p 652).

With such ‗rich‘ data, the researcher had to consider his positionality with regards to two areas of
possible bias:
1. The effect of his professional relationship as a leader upon the participants‘ responses and
2. Maintaining objectivity and accuracy in the interpretation of the data being collected as the
researcher had intimate background knowledge of the context.

As participant researchers we need to be reflective, but the researcher should not assume an ability to
gain a completely objective and accurate picture of the insider‘s community by simply, as Bulmer
(1982) suggests, ‗stepping back‘ from the study.

However, even if, according to research by Fontana and Frey (2005, p702), interviewer
characteristics 'have a relatively small impact on responses‘, by being explicit about the writer‘s
position in the school‘s hierarchy with regards to the participants (and making this visible to the
reader as an area that has been considered when looking at reliability and bias) and by understanding
the consequences of contextual knowledge and the professional relationship with the participants, it
is still possible to place the interpretation of the qualitative data within the wider context of the
research to give a reliable interpretation.
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To this end, the researcher acknowledged that eliminating the impact of the researcher‘s relationship
with the subjects would have been impossible given the size of the cohort and the researcher‘s role
as the Headteacher. The approach taken by the researcher, then, was to acknowledge such a possible
impact and adopt a relationship that highlighted this positionality with regards to ‗all being in the
same boat‘ in respect to ICT infusion; that this research would be covering an area that would be
considered professionally non-threatening for the teachers but also that this research could also give
an additional piece of information to be used to improve the provision for ICT professional
development (in fact it did - because of the project, the researcher was able to argue for additional
laptops under the ‗Laptops for Teachers‘ initiative through the LEA to enable all the cohort to have
their own, ahead of the normal ‘roll out‘).

3.5 The Case Study School
The school selected was a small school of under 100 pupils with four full time members of staff. It
was based in a rural setting with a wide farming catchment area. The school holds Investors in
People, the Basics Skills Quality Mark and the Inclusion Quality Mark awards. Over the previous
few years, the school had invested extensively in mobile laptops, wireless networking and interactive
whiteboard technology. The teachers range in age from ones in their twenties to others in their late
fifties. Apart from the teaching head, the three teachers (the ones who participated in this case study)
were all females. While the teaching head had introduced similar projects into other schools and was
a competent and confident IT user, each teacher came to the initiative with their own background.
T1, for instance started her career in the IT department of a large national bank; T2 was a very
experienced teacher, close to retirement while T3 was the youngest and the only one with some preservice ICT training at university.
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All but one of the teachers had their own laptops under the ‗Laptops for Teachers‘ funding initiative;
the school‘s ICT equipment had all been purchased under the NGfL and ‗Interactive Whiteboards in
the Classroom‘ initiatives. A parent who owned his own ICT company had helped set up the wireless
network. While day to day problems were dealt with by the teaching head, all other maintenance was
carried out under the ‗buy back‘ scheme through the LEA‘s ICT support unit.

The children were taught in mixed age-classes, the teachers‘ planning reflecting the wide range of
differentiation required for such an approach.

3.6 Research Approach
A review of the approaches in the three case research examples cited above gave some of the
parameters for the methodology of this study.

In this study, it was intended to show that an effective process for integrating ICT into the curriculum
was multi-faceted, that one of the components was that of teachers‘ confidence in their ICT skills
and the equipment and to consider this aspect's effect on teacher integration training programmes.
Rather than the assessment of teachers‘ competence in the use of the technology, this case research
focused on the attitudes of serving teachers following in-house and bespoke ICT training sessions as
it attempts to grapple with the more sophisticated issue of ‗confidence‘ and its effect on the
successful integration of ICT into the classroom.
As the small population sample could not have produced reliable results from a response analysis
questionnaire to allow for a ―how many?‖ answer, adopting a qualitative approach allowed the
researcher to look for a possible ―why?‖ interpretation (Marton and Fai, 1999, p4). In considering the
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areas outlined in Chapter 2, and guided by the research papers outlined above (to give what Stake,
2005, p455 calls 'commonality'), it was decided that the research approach should be based around
the instrumental case study strategies outlined in the works of Yin (1993) and Stake (1995, 2005).
Instrumental case studies (Stake, 2005, p445) provide the opportunity to use a small population study
sample and, with some caveats, propose a generalization. In a similar way to other case-study based
projects such as SITES M2 (Kozma and Anderson, 2002), the focus of this case study was 'not on the
uniqueness of a special case but on what can be taken away from it' (Stake, 2005, p390). The focus
on the analysis was on underlying issues and causes that that may generalize beyond the case;
illustrated in this study through the use of a visual metaphor (Eppler, 2003) to highlight a link
between teacher confidence, pupil learning and curriculum integration of ICT.

Again, given that the study sample was small, it was felt that a range of different qualitative and
quantitative approaches would be adopted to give possible further supportive data. These included a
Likert questionnaire, construction of a graphical organiser (Novak, 1998; Buzan and Buzan, 2003), a
narrative response questionnaire and pre- and post-lesson observation interviews.

3.7 The Research
Chronologically the initial questionnaires and mindmap activity were the first of the data collection
tools administered. They were followed two years later by interviews with the teachers prior to
observation of lessons into which ICT had been integrated, recordings of the children‘s conversations
during these lessons and a post-lesson interview with the teacher. These methods provided the means
and opportunity to gradually deepen and extend an understanding of the school and its
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characteristics, of the way ICT was introduced and implemented, and the staff attitudes and practice
in relation to ICT.

―Unlike with quantitative designs, few writers agree on a precise procedure for data collection,
analysis and reporting of qualitative research‖ (Creswell, 1994, p 143). This is probably not
surprising when there are 45 different types of research which Tesch (1990, p58) lists as falling
under the heading of ‗qualitative‘ research! In this study, four components were used: graphical
organisers (mind maps), interviews, questionnaires and a free response 'personal viewpoint' narrative
format.

3.7.1 The Use of Graphical Organisers.
In his article on the various types of graphical organisers, Eppler (2006) compared a range of these
different multi-relational maps that foster knowledge sharing in a graphical form. These graphical
organisers are structured around a main idea with some form of link identifying related concepts.
These can range from Venn diagrams, through radar and spider charts to flow charts, visual
metaphors and mind maps. In this section consideration will be given to the use of graphical
organisers to communicate ideas.

The creation of graphical organisers supports the incorporation of new meanings into prior
knowledge by making explicit visual connections as a way to integrate information into memory
(Cañas, et al 2003). Although there are many approaches (Lawless et al, 1998; Stoddart et al, 2000;
Somekh and Mavers, 2003), Kinchin and Hay (2000) identified three basic graphical organiser
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structures - 'chain', 'net' and 'spoke'. The latter is often referred to as a 'mindmap' (Buzan and Buzan,
2003), which was the qualitative approach adopted for this task. Mind maps' strength lie in their
ability to be easily taught to people to use, their ability to be personalised - to reveal the creator's
perceptions rather than reproduction of facts (Jonassen, et al, 1997) and their ability to show a
representation and organisation of ideas (Halford, 1993). This combination can be encapsulated in
Wandersee's dictum 'to map is to know' (Wandersee, 1990, p923) and is a technique which is being
more widely used in recording peoples' perception of a topic, it's background being rooted in the
works of Ausubel (1968) and Vygotsky (1978).

In Ausubel's Assimilation Theory of meaningful verbal learning (Ausubel, 1968), the underlying
basis is that, unlike rote learning, meaningful human learning occurs when new knowledge is
consciously and purposively linked to an existing framework of prior knowledge in a non-arbitrary,
substantive fashion. The foundations of this meaningful learning, bringing together the fragments of
understanding, can also be found in the work of Vygotsky (1978). This approach suggests that tools
play an integral part in ‗anchoring conceptions‘ (Clement et al,, 1989) and the use of graphical
organisers aligns itself well with this approach.

Although Buzan‘s Mind maps (Buzan and Buzan, 2003) are probably the most well-known example
of the ‗nodal‘ graphical organizer approach, Novak (1998) developed this method of mapping
understanding to help students understand their own learning.
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Figure 3.1 Example of Mindmapping after Buzan (http://www.loanedgenius.com/gallery.htm)

Figure 3.2 A concept maps showing the key features of mind maps (Novak and Cañas, 2006).
Although there is extensive use of graphical organisers within classrooms (Novak, 1998, Rice et al,
1998, Cañas et al, 2003, Lawless et al, 1998, McLay and Brown, 2003), there is no consensus as to
their ability to accurately portray ‗an externalization of the mind‘ (Vile and Polovina, 1998).
Certainly, they are not designed to tap into the kind of process knowledge needed to solve novel
problems or for the routine application of algorithmic solutions. However there is research to show
their place ‗for aiding thought rather than mapping it‘ (Vile and Polovina, 1998, p2) and that they
can show a correlation between the user‘s experience and the content of their maps (Mavers et al,,
2002).
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From these studies the generally accepted view is that traditional evaluation tools (quizzes, tests,
final grades) capture some aspects of conceptual structure, and mind maps capture other aspects;
their main application is in their ability to offer an overview and, because they are not linear like an
interview, they provide a useful additional perspective. In addition to the fact that the teachers in the
case study school had recently been highlighting the use of mind maps with their students as a form
of 'information giving', mind maps were chosen for this study not to evaluate the teacher's learning
but to give a visual representation of how the teacher perceived the use of IT in her world on the day
(Santhanam et al, 1998 and Harrison et al, 2002).

3.7.1.1 Communicating Potential Change – Visual Metaphors and Mindmapping
Kay (2006) identified at least ten strategies used to help teachers change to better integrate ICT into
the curriculum, yet there is little mention of how that change is tracked. Mapping the change is of
benefit to both the teacher and CPD facilitators who provide the training. It allows them to have
some form of comparison to judge the effectiveness of the training approach. Although visual
metaphor is one method that can be used, it is not perfect. Cooper in his 1997 article titled ―The
Myth of Metaphor‖, considers that the search for a good visual metaphor is essentially
counterproductive, while Toffler (1990, p6), stated that ―even the most powerful metaphor,
however, is capable of yielding only partial truth - no metaphor tells the story from all sides‖.
However, it can give a qualitative view of progress and there is certainly literature to support the
concept that such an approach can improve knowledge management (Nonaka, 1991; Eppler, 2003)
and Carlson (2001) found that preservice teachers who wrote metaphors with particularly meaningful
ideas, accurately recalled details of them 18 months later.
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3.7.1.2 Visual Metaphors
Visual metaphors are just another way in which knowledge can be shared. The visual metaphor can
be defined as the representation of a new system by means of visual attributes corresponding to a
different system, familiar to the user that behaves in a similar way (Dürsteler, 2002). An archetypical
case is the map of the London underground railway system (the ‗Tube‘).

Visual metaphors provide a dominant mode of information processing. Advertisements on television
and in magazines are good examples of visual metaphors. Unfortunately, they are aimed at
persuasion rather than at sharing relevant knowledge which is the purpose of the 3D model proposed
in this study. The choice of a 3D visualisation over 2D was driven partly by novelty, but also through
recognition of the difficulty of trying to represent the various aspects of the problem.

3.7.1.3 Constructivism and Communicating Ideas
Constructivism as suggested by Vygotsky (1986) proposes that, while there is a real world out there,
there is no meaning inherent in it; that knowledge is created rather than discovered. As a set of
instructional practices, constructivism favours processes over end products; guided discovery over
expository learning; authentic, embedded learning situations over abstracted, artificial ones; portfolio
assessments over multiple-choice exams, etc. Vygotsky strongly believed that articulating thoughts
was an effective method to process connected or random thoughts in a conscious way to raise the
awareness of mental activity and thus create logic and meaning not just for oneself, but also for
others – ―a thought may be compared to a cloud shedding a shower of words‖ (Vygotsky 1986 p
251). In order to aid this, this research used both interviews and concept maps as a visualization
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format to aid the teachers to communicate their thoughts on their current attitude and usage of ICT
and to further help gain an insight as to the effect of emotion on meaningful learning.

The interplay between feeling (affect) and meaningful learning is a major proposal of this research.
Ausubel relates that ―the most important single factor influencing learning is what the learner already
knows‖ (Ausubel 1968, p iv), it is related to an existing link in an individual‘s knowledge structure.
One way of demonstrating this is through the use of what Novak (1998) calls ‗concept maps‘ (later
popularised by Tony and Barry Buzan (2003) who copyrighted the term ‗Mindmap‘).

3.7.1.4 Concept maps
A concept map is basically a diagram used to show understanding of links between concepts in a
topic. Each node (identified concept) is connected by lines to either each other to show relationships
or to a common theme to show link to the common concept. Stoddart et al (2000, p1223)
summarizes them thus: 'Concept maps have been demonstrated to be a powerful tool which assists
students in clarifying their understandings and makes connections between concepts explicit'. A
search through the literature shows the extent to which concept maps are being used to portray a
mental model of the maker's ideas and perceptions. (Anderson and Huang, 1989; Harrison et al,
2002; Jegede et al, 1990; Lay-Dopyera and Beyerback, 1983; Lomask et al, 1992; Malone and
Dekkers, 1984; Markham et al, 1994; Novak and Gowin, 1984; Novak and Musonda, 1991; Roth
and Roychoudhury, 1992; Roth and Roychoudhury, 1993; Starr and Krajcik, 1990; Wallace and
Mintzes, 1990; Willerman and Mac Harg, 1991).
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From the work of Harrison et al (2002) on the use of mind maps, it can be seen that that they can
help teachers visually understand the place of technology in the wider world and in their own world.
Because not all information is linear, and mind maps are non-linear, it enables their creators to add to
them, not just in different dimensions but also at different time points, potentially offering members
of the cohort a dynamic and adaptable tool to show what they know.

3.7.1.5 Analysing Mind maps
There are many different approaches to analysing concept maps (Roberts, 1999; Novak and Gowin,
1984; Stoddard et al, 2000, Rice et al, 1998; McLay and Brown, 2003; Kinchin and Hay, 2000).
Because they are generally focusing on factual knowledge on a topic rather than, as in the context of
this study, emotional feelings about the topic, an alternative, hybrid, approach has been used.

The system adopted favoured the phenomenographic approach proposed by Marton (1994) and later
used by Mavers et al (2002) in the ImpacT2 studies. Because it looks for trends in its open and multidimensional approach to interpreting the way that the respondents conceive IT in their world, this
approach to interpreting the concept maps allows more of a focus on the understanding of the
meaning events have for the person being studied (Patton, 1991).

3.7.2 The Use of Interviews
"Nowadays, few areas of research, teaching or scholarship remain untouched by developments in
information technology" (Lee 2000, p 115). Perhaps the most spectacular developments have been in
the area of analysis software, with the appearance and subsequent advances of packages permitting
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researchers to organise and explore their research data in increasingly sophisticated ways (Fielding
and Lee 1991). The interview, long used by qualitative researchers, is no exception.

'Interviews are an essential source of case study evidence because most case studies are about human
affairs" (Yin, 1994, p85). The type of interview most commonly used in research is the structured
one (Babbie, 1992, Bradburn et al, 1979, Gorden, 1980). In this type, the interviewer asks all
respondents the same questions.

The use of interviews in ICT implementation research is well documented. See for example, Preston,
et al, 2000, Selwyn, 1999 and Hoffman, 1996. The works of Tearle, 2003, Lloyd, 2003 and Lim and
Hang, 2003 were of particular relevance as their interviewing was incorporated into a case study
approach.

Approximately two years after the initial mindmap and questionnaire exercise, the teachers were
observed during a lesson that was to use ICT – including the newly installed interactive whiteboards.
A pre and post lesson focused interview was devised with an emphasis on what aspects of the use of
ICT they used now which they would not have used previously. Unfortunately, only two of the
original cohort of teachers was available for this follow-up, the third having retired. As this project
was not reliant on a statistical analysis, this was not a major setback, but the extrapolation of any
feedback from the specific to general was, by necessity, to be even more cautious than had originally
been planned.
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The interviews were structured around a small number of open-ended questions (see appendix)
designed to elicit an unrestricted response and were recorded (with permission from the subjects).
The lessons were not specially set up for the observation. The only criteria were that the observation
should take place during a lesson that was more likely to lend itself to the integration of ICT.

The interviews were informal, their main aim to have the teachers discuss what they had planned for
during the lesson and how the use of ICT had impacted on the lesson. Further questions were added
in the post-lesson interview to develop specific answers that were given in particular regarding how
the teachers now felt about the use of ICT in comparison to two years previously.

In qualitative research using interviews, emphasis is placed on the importance of looking closely at
people‘s words to see if any pattern emerges. Because the use of a structured interview may be
considered at odds with the ethos of qualitative research, a semi-structured format was planned. This
allowed the researcher to have some control over the topics discussed but allowed the respondents
the freedom of open-ended answers. A semi-structured question interview approach along the lines
suggested by Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Skager and Weinberg (1971) was thus used.

3.7.3 The Use Of A Questionnaire.
In order to help triangulate the results of the study, the main instrument for data collection was a
survey instrument which consisted of a cover letter and the instrument survey. Such questionnaires
have been used extensively in researching ICT implementation from large scale, world-wide surveys
(Pelgrum, 2001) to small focused groups Makrakis (1997). Specifically, the research highlighting
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the barriers to ICT integration covered by Christensen (2002) and Tearle (2003) gave this study some
of its structure.

A questionnaire was issued to all the teachers and was designed to find out if there was a link
between the teachers' confidence level and which programmes/utilities were used and to gain some
data on teachers' personal perceptions. The results would help to gain deeper insight into
understanding the existence of a link between confidence and ICT integration.

The questionnaire used in this study, incorporated eleven scales presented in either a four or five
response, Likert-type scale and was developed from scales used in the Teacher Attitudes
Questionnaire (TAC), developed by Christensen and Knezek (1998) and from the research carried
out by Cox et al (1999a and 1999b). The domains these scales measured included: School ICT
environment (n= 1); Ease of ICT implementation (n= 1); Confidence and competence (n=2); Usage
content (n= 17); Internet subscriptions (n= 4); Software usage (n= 71); Patterns of usage (n= 28);
Internet usage (n= 14); Support (n= 22) and Personal perceptions (n=39).

Following the recommended procedure for manual scoring (Knezek and Christensen, 1997), the
numeric values of the responses were entered into an electronic spreadsheet simply summed for the
related items to produce the various category scores and data graphs.
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3.7.4 Narrative Responses
Using open-ended narrative enabled the respondents to give their feelings about their use of ICT and
was considered an additional method of providing more in-depth data. This was similar to the
approach adopted by Watson (1997) and Summers (1988, 1990).
Although it was ‗open‘, the narrative ‗Personal Viewpoint‘ had six guideline domains:
'The most positive and negative outcomes of using IT for you?‘
'How has the use of computers and IT changed?‘
'What major problems were encountered and how were they handled?‘
'What recommendations could be made about introducing laptops for staff use into school?'
and
'Plans for future use of laptops and software?‘

A coding framework was then devised to compare the responses using an 'open coding' method
(Strauss and Corbin, 1990). The responses were grouped into five main categories:

equipment,
organisation,
classroom practice
self-worth
training
Sub categories of ―positive‖ and ―negative‖ were applied within each category. The categories used
in the analysis which arose from this 'open coding' method have similarities with analytical
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categories used in the studies of Blackmore et al (1992), Summers (1988, 1990), and Woodrow
(1991).

3.7.5 Classroom Observations.
As part of the multiple-tool approach, lesson observations were also carried out to further determine
the level of confidence for the use of ICT in the classroom on a day-to-day basis.

The use of observations as part of a range of ways of determining ICT integration was highlighted in
such research as the large-scale SITES project (Pelgrum, 2001, and Kozma and Anderson, 2002) and
has been placed in the forefront with the UK's DfES' e-strategy "Harnessing Technology" (DfES,
2005). In this project, all members of the teaching profession are action researchers, feeding back
into the project through a number of different methods including classroom observations. Because
the researchers are as likely to be teaching assistants as much as trained teacher, the approach to
reporting the observations was done in any manner that was easy to show the way that ICT was
being used.

Following a similar approach, children's conversations were recorded during lessons. Transcripts of
these conversations (suitably anonymised and with parental permission given for their use in
academic research) were made and a simple analysis of the conversations along those suggested by
Travers (2001) was completed.
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CHAPTER 4 ANALYSIS OF THE INDIVIDUAL CASE STUDIES’ DATA
4.1 Introduction
In this study, data was collected through a variety of methods: unstructured and semi-structured
interviewing, use of graphical organisers, and questionnaires. This triangulation across various
techniques of data collection is particularly beneficial in theory generation, as it provides multiple
perspectives on an issue and supplies more information on emerging concepts. (Eisenhardt, 1989;
Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Pettigrew, 1988, Stake, 2005).

The iterative approach of data collection, coding, and analysis was relatively open-ended and
generative focusing on the development of concepts, properties, and relations, and following an
approach similar to the one set out by Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Eisenhardt (1989). The data
generated was examined and coded using a form of content analysis where the data is read and
categorized into concepts that are suggested by the data rather than imposed from outside (Agar,
1980). Known as ―open coding‖ (Strauss and Corbin, 1990), it relies on an analytic technique of
identifying possible categories and their properties. Once all the data was examined, the concepts
were organized by recurring themes looking for connections between subcategories. This iterative
examination yielded a set of broad categories that described a number of key conditions, events and
experiences associated with the introduction of ICT in the case study school.

In order to ensure validity of the interpretations made (Miles and Huberman,1984; Yin, 1994),
emerging concepts were checked by examining them across the sample cohort using multiple
methods. For example, participants' reports of the software they used in the classroom were checked
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against the documentation available for planning. Triangulation across the data sources further
served to strengthen the emerging concepts.

Numerous studies have shown that the hardware itself has a major impact – lack of it, reliability of it,
understanding of it - on the successful implementation of ICT into the curriculum (Pelgrum, 2001;
Lim and Hang, 2003). By considering what impact this has on the teachers themselves we can
determine if we are missing something on the more personal level that determines how a teacher uses
ICT. Studies such as IMPACT2 (Harrison, et al, 2002) and others (Tearle, 2003) have indicated that
there are areas to be pursued here. The relationship between teachers and ICT is complex but by
looking at individual cases we can hope to gain more insight into these relationships.

This exploratory case study is, in essence, looking at causes in non-implementation of change;
specifically, consideration of how confidence and emotions have been factors not taken into account
when considering CPD and the implementation of the ICT initiative.

Guskey‘s (2002) seminal work on evaluating CPD along with detailed case studies of teachers
innovating with ICT (Zhao et al, 2002) gives us five levels to act as benchmarks – participants‘
reactions; participants‘ learning; organisational support and change; participants‘ use of new
knowledge and skills and students‘ learning outcomes. The boundaries of this case study can be
defined within the first level of participants‘ reaction by the hypothesis that teacher confidence plays
a part in the integration of ICT into the classroom and should have more weighting when considering
teacher CPD. This hypothesis may be examined by addressing four specific questions:
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What part does teacher confidence play in the integration of ICT into the classroom?



What has an impact on this confidence?



What implications does this have for continued professional development (CPD)?



Can we model the case study into a proposal to help other teachers?

By exploring these four questions, it will allow us to make informed judgement about whether this
small-cohort case study can be used to determine whether the proposition is correct or whether
alternative set of explanations might be more relevant.

4.2 Layout of Chapter
As this study is basically three mini case studies, the chapter has been laid out thus:
4.3 The need for triangulation in this Case Study – the use of multiple response tools.
4.4 Overview of the analysis techniques for the survey tools used
4.5-4.7 Analysis of each of the cohort members‘ responses to these tools

4.3 The Need For Triangulation In This Case Study – the use of multiple response tools
Guba and Lincoln (2005, p212) stated that there was no single, conventional paradigm towards
which researchers had to subscribe. Rather, that there should be more of a mixture of approaches. In
what they term their 'guiding inquiry paradigm' (Guba and Lincoln, 2005, p 200) offered that,
although qualitative approaches are often more appropriate for case study, there are arguments for
the use of mixed methodologies and that the use of quantitative methods would also be appropriate.
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In considering, also, the methods for data collection and analysis, the work in phenomenology
(Marton, 1994) became influential. Given the small size of the cohort involved in this case study,
there needed to be some form of triangulation if there was to be any support for a generalization.
Glaser and Strauss' method was to use comparative analysis - "multiple comparison groups" (Glaser
and Strauss, 1967, p7) - which allows for generation of a theory, regardless of the size of the social
unit being analysed.

The triangulation method, being based around the approach used by navigators to pinpoint their
position (anecdotally stated by Stake, 1995, p 109), is what many consider the most acceptable form
of validation when carrying out a case study and is "the combination of methodologies in the study
of the same phenomenon." (Denzin, 1978, p291) - a "between (or across) methods" approach
(Denzin, 1978, p291). Because the cohort size was small (n=3) and statistical analysis was going to
be difficult, in this study validation was addressed through the use of mindmapping, surveys and
interviews.

4.4 Overview of the Analysis Techniques for the Survey Tools Used
I will now briefly review the methods utilised, before examining these methods in detail as applied to
each teacher. Finally, I will conclude with an overview which links each analysis section together.

4.4.1 The Mind maps
From the three basic mindmap structures - 'chain', 'net' and 'spoke' identified by Kinchin and Hay
(2000) - the latter, qualitative approach (and often referred to as a 'mindmap' (Buzan and Buzan,
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2003) was adopted for this task; thus, the teachers were given simple instructions as to how they
could construct their mindmap, ―Computers and Me‖. The openness and unstructured nature of the
input was emphasised in contrast to the more formally laid out Likert scale questionnaire which
accompanied the mapping task.

Mind maps are not the easiest of research tools to interpret and approaches to this have divided
critics. Some researchers like Novak and Gowin (1984) suggest a very elaborate system, while
another approach rates the maps against specific criteria such as outlined by Mason (1992) and Stuart
(1985). White and Gunstone (1992) state that they should not be scored but, if they are, the decision
as to which approach to adopt should follow their simple advice of choosing the one for 'the purpose
for which the scores are wanted' (White and Gunstone, 1992, p3).

From the work of researchers such as Ruiz-Primo and Shavelston (1996), Kinchin (2000) and Klein
et al (2001), Kinchin and Hay (2000), Roberts (1999), Novak and Gowin (1984), Stoddard et al
(2000), Rice et al (1998), McLay and Brown (2003), Roberts (1999) and Mavers, Somekh and
Restorick (2002), scoring methods and analysis of mind maps can be carried out in one of hundreds
of permutations with a corresponding number of interpretations. As the majority of this research was
showing links to understanding of factual content rather than graphical representation of feelings, the
scoring method adopted drew on the works of McLay and Brown (2003), Roberts (1999) and Mavers
et al, (2002). One of the difficulties facing the use of mind maps is to ensure fair scoring - the
openness of the responses leads to uncertainty. No scoring for mind maps is perfect (Yin, et al,
2005), and thus I decided only to score key areas of relevance.
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The first step, therefore, was to make an initial value judgement of the maps based on relevance to
the guiding criteria given to the teachers and apparent clarity of the map. This gave a rough rank
ordering from which future analysis continued. The next stage was to count the number of nodes
(connections) on the maps. However, because the scoring methods outlined in the majority of the
literature analysed understanding of knowledge, the analyses of these mind maps weighed various
statements linked to the mindmap's theme of 'confidence, competence and Teacher's usage of ICT in
the classroom'. See Figure 4.1 below (this will subsequently be analysed in further detail):

Figure 4.1 Mindmap from one of the teachers
The following terms, based on the author's expectations of what was likely to appear, were taken as
top ranking in the coding (the 'expected list' of words):









Apprehension
Competency
Concern
Confidence/ feeling of failure
Difficulties
Frustrating
Reluctant/Resistant
Unreliable

Using this list, a ranking points table was devised:
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Area for ranking

Description

Terms appearing Expected list plus others
Expected list
Expected list, less 1
Expected list, less 2
Expected list, less 5 or more
Nodes
Logical connections
Connections not understandable
Few examples given

Ranking points
5
4
3
2
1
4
3
2

Table 4.1 Mindmap ‗expected words‘ ranking
How each teacher‘s mindmap corresponded with these rankings will be evidenced later within each
case-study.

4.4.2 Interpreting the Free Response Narratives
A semi-structured, free-response format, similar to that used in studies by Summers (1988, 1990)
was used to elicit responses on six areas:
1. What have been the most positive and negative outcomes of using IT for you?
2. How has your use of IT and computers changed?
3. What major problems had you encountered and how were they handled?
4. What recommendations would you make about introducing laptops for staff use into schools?
5. What are your plans for future use of your laptops and software?
6. Please feel free to comment on any aspect of IT you consider important.

Although a suggestion was offered to use the back of the response sheet should it be required (and
two of the teachers generally stayed within the guideline response boxes), one elected to take up the
offer. Unfortunately that teacher did not specifically complete any of the above guiding questions.
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The teachers' free-response messages‘ were coded using an 'open coding' method (Strauss and
Corbin, 1990) in a similar method as used for the mindmap section. The responses were grouped into
five main categories: equipment, organisation, classroom practice, self-worth and training. Sub
categories of ―positive‖ and ―negative‖ were applied within each category. The categories used in
this analysis which arose from the 'open coding' method have similarities with analytical categories
used in the studies of Blackmore et al (1992), Summers (1988, 1990), and Woodrow (1991).

4.4.3 Questionnaire
All the respondents completed the questionnaire. There were 201 closed questions in ten sections:
School ICT environment (n= 1); Ease of ICT implementation (n= 1); Confidence and competence
(n=2); Usage content (n= 17); Internet subscriptions (n= 4); Software usage (n= 71); Patterns of
usage (n= 28); Internet usage (n= 14); Support (n= 22) and Personal perceptions (n=39). All the
items were presented with either 4 or 5 Likert-type response options for ease of coding. These
categories are now briefly outlined, with additional reasons for their pertinence and thus inclusion.

School ICT Environment
In order to determine the level of effort the teachers felt the school was providing in integrating ICT,
the responses were categorised within the range of 'in some subjects'.

Ease of implementation of ICT
As with any new initiative, how well it is implemented and how well it is accepted will depend upon
the resources being given to support its introduction.
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Confidence and Competence levels
Much of the literature discussing integration of ICT refers to reasons why the integration has not
been successful (Pelgrum, 2001). The amount of confidence a teacher has with regards to the
technology may greatly influence how effectively ICT is integrated (Christensen, 2002) and the
results in this study are similar to research by Becker (1998) who found that, at any level, the number
of teachers strong in most aspects of computer use is small (5% of elementary school teachers). With
the comment made during the interviews about still needing more training, the link between
competence and confidence is crucial for successful implementation of ICT (Kirkwood et al, 2000),
as will be seen in greater detail later in this chapter.

Software Usage
Findings from research (Niederhauser and Stoddart, 2001) indicate that views about effective
computer-based pedagogy are related to the types of software teachers report using with their
students. The list of software included in this survey was for those currently available in the sample
school. The titles were then categorised according to the genre, in order to give feedback on the areas
of the curriculum that were most actively supported. The genre was used in order to acknowledge the
findings of other research (Becker, 1998 and 2000), where it has been found that teachers who use
ICT effectively tend to have students use computers in varied and complicated ways.

Personal perceptions
The processing of emotional information, according to Mayer (2001) begins with its accurate
perception. With this perception comes 'emotional integration' (Mayer, 2001), contributing to
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awareness of how one's emotions are affecting these perceptions. Because it is difficult to determine
the accuracy of a person's perceptions, the issue becomes less dependent on whether such
perceptions were correct, but rather how they were shaped through the teacher's experiences. Indeed,
perception, according to Lowe:
includes the subject as the perceiver, the act of perceiving, and the content of the perceived….The act of
perceiving unites the subject with the perceived. And the content of the perceived, which results from
that act, affect the subject's bearing in the world (Mayers,1982, p1).

Furthermore, this definition has proved most crucial to this research and is being used here to
consider the 39 constructs of this section of the questionnaire. These constructs were divided into 5
sub-categories T+ teacher positive outcome; T- teacher negative outcome; S - effects on school;
O- effects on others; L - effects on pupils' learning.

Software integration
There were 28 constructs under the heading 'Patterns of Usage". Of these, four dealt specifically
about how much the teachers felt that ICT was being integrated into various areas of school life.

Collaboration
Collaboration was viewed as vital for inclusion as it is a major part of any teacher's box of tools for
self-development. (Mortimore, et al, 1994, Hopkins, 1996).
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4.4.4 Interviews
Interview studies are often used to elicit participant‘s perceptions, but to what extent can it be
appropriately presumed that people attach a single meaning to their experiences? Holstein and
Gubrium (1995) raise the issue of whether to treat interview responses as constructed ‗narratives‘ or
as giving direct access to ‗experiences‘. In this study, the approach for the interview analysis
incorporates a descriptive study based upon one aspect of the infusion of ICT into the curriculum.

The questions were the same for each respondent; though some areas were explored further to elicit
more detailed responses. The responses were recorded, transcribed, and analysed for recurring
thoughts or emergent themes (Kvale, 1996, chapter 11).

4.4.4.1 Coding the transcripts
Although the transcripts look fairly detailed, the importance in their interpretation is not linked to the
exact wording but more to the meaning of what was said (Huberman and Miles, 2002). During the
process of analysing, then, similar ideas, feelings, and experiences were noted.

Now the structure of the analysis has been presented and explicated, I will explore each case study
separately: first the data will be recorded, with subsequent analysis. Finally, I will return to a
comprehensive comparative analysis of all three in order to compound my findings.
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4.5 Analysis of each of the cohort members’ responses to these tools
4.5.1: Teacher 1
4.5.1.1 The Mindmap

Figure 4.2 T1 Mindmap
Here, again, is the ranking system used to codify the mindmap:
Area for ranking

Description

Ranking points

Terms appearing

Expected list plus others

5

Expected list

4

Expected list, less 1

3

Expected list, less 2

2

Expected list, less 5 or more

1

Logical connections

4

Connections not understandable

3

Few examples given

2

Nodes

Table 4.2 Mindmap ‗expected words‘ ranking points
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Thus, Teacher 1‘s mindmap was codified as below:
Rank ordering :

T1MM

Number nodes:

64

Ranking points - terms:

2

Ranking points - Nodes:

4

Table 4.3 results of analysis of Teacher 1‘s mindmap.
The cohort sample was small and so any patterns could only be suggestive at the most, rather than
conclusive. The researcher's expectation was that the number of nodes would reflect the number of
comments about the areas of concern. Surprisingly, scores from initial rank ordering were inversely
proportional to the rank ordering on the mind maps' contents.

It was T1 who drew in the most nodes linked to the theme, and also T1 that produced a mindmap that
showed the least number of negative comments and thus the most positive approach. The free
approach to what can be included was insightful in that the respondents' descriptors for each of the
nodes gave a good indication of the creator's inner feelings towards the topic.
The expected activity system contradiction was not highly evident across the cohort. The mind maps
would appear to show more that the level of enthusiasm for the use of IT is reflected in the number
of terms used to show how IT was being used rather than the number of negative terms to show
concerns for IT integration. T1, one of the more IT literate teachers scored higher in ranking for the
expected list, perhaps because she used the technology more and was thus more likely,
proportionally, to experience more problems. This variation allows for a more highly likely
probability of these teachers integrating ICT if it was based solely on their own ability to support
each other and not on other external factors (eg hardware reliability).
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4.5.1.2 Free Response Narrative

4.5.1.2.1 Organisation Primary Category
Response comment

positive comments

negative comments

Organisation
Planning time

111

Time saving

111

Table 4.4 Organisation Primary Category – T1 responses
Teacher 1 was therefore very positive concerning the organisational aspect of this practice; six
positive comments were made, three referring to planning time and three to time saved. No negative
comments were recorded.

4.5.1.2.2 Classroom Practice Primary Category
Response comment

positive comments

negative comments

Classroom practice
Level of IT
integration concern

1111

Use of software for
integrating IT

111

Use of internet

1 1

Use of IT specialist
in the classroom
rather than left to the
class teacher

1

1

Table 4.5 Classroom Practice Primary Category – T1 responses
Results varied to a greater extent in this category; there was a great deal of concern expressed over
the integration of IT into the classroom, though the software utilised was received positively. A
negative comment was also levelled at the suggestion of using an IT specialist, while internet usage
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was met with optimism. A pattern begins to emerge, arguably, corresponding to the ideas and
benefits of IT – which are embraced wholeheartedly – as compared to its actual implementation,
which is seen as lacking.

4.5.1.2.3 Self Worth Primary Category
Response comment

positive
comments

negative
comments

Self worth
Use of computers increased

1111

Lack of expertise to address faults/errors
Lack of computer empathy

111
1

Feeling IT inadequate

11
111

Table 4.6 Self Worth Primary Category – T1 responses

Again, one can see that Teacher 1 is pleased with the increase of computer usage; however, there is a
sense of inadequacy relating to her ability to fully utilise ICT in the classroom, which impacts
heavily on self-worth.

4.5.1.2.4 Training Primary Category
Response comment

positive
comments

negative
comments

Training
More training required
Future use of the computer - internet

11
1

Table 4.7 Training Primary Category – T1 responses
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Such views are compounded conclusively by this third category: more training is required, though
participation in this training would be enthusiastic, one could deduce from the comment embracing
future use of the computer – internet.

4.5.1.3 Questionnaire

Confidence and
competence

high

low

4.5.1.3.1 Confidence and Competence levels

1

Confidence

1

2

Competence

1

Table 4.8 Confidence and Competence levels – T1 responses

4.5.1.3.2 Ease of implementation of ICT
School ICT Environment

Ease of ICT implementation

1
2
3
4

limited activity school wide
activity in some subjects
very active in some subjects
very active in most subjects

1 I have had major problems which
have persisted
2 problems recurred but regular use has
been possible
3 early problems arose but these have
been overcome
4 few problems arose but computer use
has not been continuous
5 few problems were encountered and
use has been continuous

Table 4.9 Ease of implementation of ICT – T1 responses

1

1
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Quite a middling response, one could propose: there have been regular problems but nonetheless a
regularity of use; and there has been some ICT activity but not an overwhelming amount (perhaps
due to the recurring problems). Thus, Teacher 1 feels moderately confident and competent – there is
definite room for improvement.

Usage contents –
facilities

Usage content application software

1 Scanner
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Datalogging equip
Large screen monitor
Desktop publishing
Personal organiser
Finance or accounts
Spreadsheet
Database
Fax
Digital camera

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Word processing
Printing or drawing
Games or simulations
E-mail
CD-ROM
Internet
Printing

often

some

tried

none

4.5.1.3.3 Contents usage

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.10 Contents usage – T1 responses

The most overwhelming pattern here is perhaps the lack of equipment which is used frequently;
largely those pertaining to the internet, but also CD-ROM usage.
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Internet usage –
school
Internet usage –
home

1
2

RM(Eduserve)
Freeserve

often

some

tried

none

4.5.1.3.4 Internet usage

1
1

3 (own list)
4 (own list)

Internet
usage

1 to access information for your own use
2 to access information for pupils‘ use
to demonstrate accessing information to
3 pupil(s)
allowing pupils(s) to access information
4 using your laptop
5 to access information for colleague(s)
to demonstrate accessing information to
6 colleague(s)
allowing colleagues(s) to access
7 information using your laptop
8 using e-mail for contact for teaching
using e-mail for contact for
9 administration

major

high

none

some

Table 4.11 Internet usage (general location) – T1 responses

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10 using e-mail for contact for personal use
11 demonstrating e-mail to pupil(s)
12 demonstrating e-mail to colleague(s)
13 downloading information or images
14 downloading software
Table 4.12 Internet usage (genre) – T1 responses

1
1
1
1
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An awareness of privacy is demonstrated here; Teacher 1 never allows others to use her laptop, and
uses it a great deal for her own private use. Such frequency of use at home may indicate as to why
Teacher 1 has expressed greater confidence – throughout all of these tests – in utilising the internet
(and is therefore not reflective of any ICT training the school has provided).

Software usage
APPlication (n=6)
Art (n=2)
Geography (n=1)
History (n=8)
Literacy (n=11)
Maths (n=14)
Problem Solving
(n=16)
REFerence (n=6)
Science (n=2)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Art Gallery
Crayola Magic Wardrobe
Microsoft Publisher
Microsoft EXCEL
Microsoft Powerpoint
Microsoft WORD
RM Our World
RM Window Box (eg Graph
8 maker, Roamer, etc)
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

The Lost Tribe
Ancient Egyptians
Exploring Castles
History of the World
How We Used to Live - Early
Victorians
Past Lives British History
Romans
The Evacuees
The Romans - Zig Zag
Clicker Plus
English for SATs 2
Fuzzbuzz
I Love Spelling

A
A
APP
APP
APP
APP
APP

H
H
H
H
H
L
L
L
L

often

some

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

APP
G
H
H
H

tried

none

Genre

4.5.1.3.5 Software usage

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.13 Page 1/3 Software usage – T1 responses

Software usage
APPlication (n=6)
Art (n=2)
Geography (n=1)
History (n=8)
Literacy (n=11)
Maths (n=14)
Problem Solving
(n=16)
REFerence (n=6)
Science (n=2)

22 Rhyme activities - activity software
23 SATs tests English KS1
24 Science for SATs 2
25 Sound activities - literacy
26 Starspell 2001
27 Wellington Square
28 Word Shark
29 All about number

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
M

32 Arthur's teacher trouble
31 Counting and sorting
33 I Love Maths
30 Let's Go with Katy
34 Mad About Maths
35 Maths skills
36 Number Shark
37 Number Skills
38 Practise Maths
39 SATs tests Maths KS1
40 Talking Clocks
41 Talking tables (7-9 years)
42 Top of the class/ numbers
43 Albert's house
44 Crystal Rainforest 2000
45 Cyberworld
46 Harry and haunted house
47 Magic School Bus
48 Map Detective
49 Max and haunted house
50 Maximania
51 Mission Control
52 Oz, the magical adventure

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

often

some

tried

none

Genre
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.13 Page 2/3 Software usage – T1 responses

Software usage
APPlication (n=6)
Art (n=2)
Geography (n=1)
History (n=8)
Literacy (n=11)
Maths (n=14)
Problem Solving
(n=16)
REFerence (n=6)
Science (n=2)

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

PB Bear's birthday party
The Cat in the Hat
The fish who could wish
The Tortoise and the hare
Tizzy's toybox
Word puzzles (7-9 years)
Children's Encyclopedia
Encyclopedia -Science

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
REF
REF

61
62
63
64
65
66

Encyclopedia - Nature
My first dictionary
Oxford Interactive Encyclopedia
The New Way Things Work
I Love Science
Practise Science

REF
REF
REF
REF
S
S

often

some

tried

none

Genr
e
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.13 Page 3/3 Software usage – T1 responses

There appears to be a great disparity between how much software is potentially available and what
has actually been used; Maths and Problem Solving programmes appear to be more popular, though
there are still a greater number available than are accessed.

Patterns of use collaboration

A - administration
(n=2)
C - curriculum (n=2)
H - home (n=2)
L - local area (n=2)
O - others (n=1)
P - pupils (n=5)

1 with the other teachers in my school
with whole classes of pupils for
2 teaching
with selected groups of pupils for
3 teaching
4 with individual pupils for teaching
5 with groups of special needs pupils
6 with individual special needs pupils
7 with groups of colleagues for teaching
8 with individual colleagues for teaching

P
P
P
P
T
T

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.14 Page 1/2 Patterns of usage – T1 responses

majo
r

high

1

T
P

some

none

4.5.1.3.6 Patterns of use

S - self (n=6)
T - teaching (n=4)
W - wide area (n= 4)

Patterns of use location

9 with colleagues for administration
by yourself in school for teaching
10 purposes
by yourself in school for
11 administration
by yourself at home for teaching
12 purposes
by yourself at home for school
13 administration
by yourself at home for personal
14 tasks
by yourself at home for
15 entertainment
16 by others at home for any use

T

17
18
19
20
21

L
W
W
L
W

22
23
24
Patterns of use integration

25
26
27
28

in a fixed school location
in 2 or 3 school locations
in 4 or more school locations
in a meeting at school
in a meeting outside school
at home to continue work from
school
at home for any purpose
in a location other than school or
home
to supplement existing teaching
provision
to supplement existing
administrative provision
to provide a new teaching resource
to provide a new administrative
resource

S

1
1
1

S

1

S

1

S

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

H
H
W

major

1

S

S
O

high

some

none
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1
1

C
A
C
A

1
1
1
1

Table 4.14 Page 2/2 Patterns of usage – T1 responses

One striking element of this section stems from the reluctance to utilise ICT on a large scale; large
group work is reported as never occurring, though it is useful individually or in smaller groups (both
in terms of staff and pupils). It is also more likely that ICT will be utilised for administration with
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colleagues, rather than teaching. Home-usage still proves most popular, but it is also found
moderately useful in both administration and for teaching resources within school.

Support - aspects of
usage

Support - sources of
support

RM familiarisation programme
World Wide Web sites
other colleague in your school
other colleague in another school
LEA advisory service
LEA ICT support service
someone in your family
a friend or acquaintance
hardware supplier(s)
software supplier(s)

Table 4.15 Support – T1 responses

N/A

excellent

1

1 guidance before receiving your laptop
guidance on continuing with the
2 laptop
3 installation/set-up of laptop hardware
4 installation/set-up of laptop software
installation/set-up of non-laptop
5 hardware
installation/set-up of non-laptop
6 software
7 day to day usage of hardware
8 day to day usage of software
9 using CD-ROMS
10 using the Internet
11 telephone line access
12 printing
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

good

fair

poor

4.5.1.3.7 Support

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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In general, the support provided seems to be satisfactory; however there are some gaps in the level of
support offered (no LEA advisory service, or software/hardware suppliers).

Personal
perceptions

T+ teacher
positive outcome
T- teacher
negative outcome
S effects on
school
O effects on
others
L effects on
pupils' learning

The impact on pupil learning of IT has
3 been negligible
Most of my pupils are not aware of the
19 full use of IT in the school
Pupils are often put off by computing in
34 school
Certain groups of pupils have gained a lot
7 from IT
Many pupils have been enthusiastic about
15 the IT materials
Children readily acquire a working
35 understanding of IT
Computer games are effective in
39 developing IT skills
IT imposes excessive demands on
8 ordinary people
For most users the costs of IT exceed the
12 benefits
Families without IT facilities will be
20 disadvantaged
Most adults will benefit from the ability
4 to use IT
IT facilities are cheap enough for most
24 families to afford
IT has enabled businesses to provide
28 better services
I felt the money spent on IT was
2 worthwhile

1
1

LL+
L+
L+
L+

1
1
1
1
1

OO-

1
1

OO+

1
1

O+
O+
S+

1
1

Table 4.16 Page 1/3 Personal Perceptions – T1 responses (sorted by Attitude Designator)

not sure

strongly agree

1

LL-

agree

disagree

strongly disagree

Attitude
designator

4.5.1.3.8 Personal Perceptions

Personal
perceptions
T+ teacher
positive outcome
T- teacher
negative outcome
S effects on
school
O effects on
others
L effects on
pupils' learning

Personal
perceptions

The school as a whole has benefited
10 from the introduction of IT
11 IT has enhanced our SEN provision
18 IT has assisted school management
I would like the school to develop
37 multimedia laptop provision
Getting to know my laptop has taken
5 up too much of my time
The use of IT has interfered with other
9 aspects of my work
My colleagues in school are sceptical
17 about the use of IT in the school
Most people are unaware of the
22 problems in producing effective IT
I would not have accepted the laptop if
23 I had known what I know now
I have had problems integrating IT
25 provision
I frequently worry about the risk of
27 computer failure
I would not advise the school to spend
32 its money in this way
It is difficult to introduce IT into the
33 pupils‘ work
I resent devoting leisure time to IT38 related tasks
Teachers need laptops to help them
1 develop pupils‘ IT skills
The laptop has allowed me to develop
6 my teaching
I was reluctant initially to participate in
13 IT training
14 I feel I am in command of IT materials
Having the laptop has increased my
16 enthusiasm for IT

1
1

S+

1

S+

1

T1

T-

1

T1

T-

1

T1

T-

1

T-

1

T1

1

T1

T+

1

T+

1

T+
T+
T+

1
1

Table 4.16 Page 2/3 Personal Perceptions – T1 responses (sorted by Attitude Designator)

not sure

strongly agree

1

S+
S+

T-

agree

disagree

strongly disagree

Attitude designator
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Personal
perceptions

I have been able to help curriculum areas
21 outside my own
Many pupils‘ interest in IT has been
T+ teacher positive
outcome
26 heightened
T- teacher
negative outcome
S effects on
school
O effects on
others
L effects on
pupils' learning

29 My use of IT has increased substantially
I have improved my understanding of
30 pupils‘ use of computers
I enjoy introducing others to the use of
31 computers
On balance the project‘s disadvantages
36 outweigh any benefits

T+
T+
T+
T+

not sure

strongly agree

1

T+
T+

agree

disagree

strongly disagree

Attitude
designator
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1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.16 Page 3/3 Personal Perceptions – T1 responses (sorted by Attitude Designator)

Interestingly, there seems to be a general sense that the benefits of IT are not worth the money the
school spent on them; Teacher 1 also feels that the laptop has proved both time consuming and
perhaps not worth the effort (he/she stated that he/she would not have accepted the laptop based on
possession of current knowledge). There also seems to be a lack of interest in ICT demonstrated by
pupils – and a concern that families with lower incomes would be disadvantaged by not possessing
costly facilities.
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4.5.1.4 The Interviews: Analysis of the codified transcripts.
4.5.1.4.1 Interview - Pre lesson (T1)
Recorded unit - T1 Pre Lesson (R- researcher, T1 – teacher)
1.
R:
Okay, what are you going to do?

Central theme

2.
T1: Two ICT activities, one is a cyber-hunt type activity with
an open ended task where 2 groups of children have got to make a
presentation with a title Water Is Important. They have to decide
where on the Internet they‘re going to research it after giving them
some initial pointers, so they have to choose sort of chapter headings
for it, they have to decide what software package to present it and how
to present it and it had to inform the rest of the class so that gives it
audience and purpose.
3.
The other activity is more of a literacy one, partly constrained
by the fact that the internet access for the laptops isn‘t great in the
classroom,
4.
so the others are working off line and they‘ve got to do a piece
of persuasive writing on why we should have a world Children‘s Day
in this country. That‘s after having found out about Children‘s Day in
Japan.

2. Children on line
researching

3. Problems with
accessing internet for
all the laptops.
4. Cross curricular
links

5.
R:
So, why is this particularly important to you? Is it
personal, is it curriculum?
6.
T1:They‘re both because the geography topic is one that I‘ve
come up with personally, our amazing world things and we‘re looking
at all different aspects of geography around the world, but it‘s also
been guided by the stuff that
7.
the children have responded to best so an open ended internet
research task is one of their favourite things because it is variable
independently and it‘s not as prescriptive.
8.

R:

7. Open ended
approach using the
internet.

Great, thank you. What IT are you using?

9.
T1: Laptops, desktops, Internet access, the presentation
package of some sort and a word processing package.

Table 4.17 Page 1/2 Interview - Pre lesson (T1)

9. Using laptops,
internet and
applications package.
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Recorded unit - T1 Pre Lesson (R- researcher, T1 – teacher)
10.
R:
What learning do you expect to take place?

Central theme

11.
T1: On the geography side using a range of media resources to
research and independent research largely, trying to get them to ask
questions and then find the right answers to them independently, but
also there‘s a literacy link because some of the others are doing
persuasive writing and using the word processor to allow them to edit
it and do it efficiently.

11. Children's
independent
researching

12.
R:
of this?

The last question is what do you expect to achieve out

13.
T1:I am looking for the research groups to as I said have come
up with meaningful geographic questions and use the IT as a means to
answer them, specifically Internet in this particular case.

13. Self motivating
children, own internet
research.

14.
With the others I‘m looking for them to apply their
understanding of the subject in a different context, so turning it into
their own persuasive piece of writing based on what they‘ve learned
about something else.

14 Children applying
what they have
learned to feedback to
others

15.

R:

Good, thank you.
Table 4.17 Page 2/2 Interview - Pre lesson (T1)

4.5.1.4.2 Interview - Post lesson (T1)

Recorded unit - T1 Post Lesson (R- researcher, T1 – teacher)
1.
R:
So what learning took place there?

Central theme

2.
T1:
The two research groups, I don‘t think you become a
proficient user of the internet or somebody who is able to get what
they want from the internet without practice so by giving them a
focus and asking them to use it in quite a wide way and then narrow it
down and find it,
3.
I think is a great way in finding their research skills.

2. Focused webbased learning
activity.

3. Developing
children's research
4.
R:
Okay, fine, were there any problems with the skills.
technology, generally, within the lesson?
Table 4.18 Page 1/4 Interview - Post lesson (T1)
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Recorded unit - T1 Post Lesson (R- researcher, T1 – teacher)
5.
T1:
No. Everything worked that we had. I would have
liked to have had Internet access in the classroom for everybody, but
in the end didn‘t have.
6.
[child's name] had not correctly saved his file on his story but
the good thing about that is you‘re able to recreate it very, very
quickly so they‘re back to where they were and I sorted that out for
them, so that‘s fine. I was able to handle that for them.
7.

R: What areas would you change?

8.

T1:

Central theme
5. No class-wide
access to internet.
6. Some problems
with children
saving/loading.

In terms of?

9.
R:
Anything in the way you did it, to use technology,
whether or not to use Power Point again?
10.
T1:
There‘s always things you can change, I mean nothing
is ever perfect and sometimes you try – but this is the beginning of
the interactive white board use and we were really doing a brief
reminder of the past two weeks. That didn‘t need to be, that‘s just this
is what we‘ve been doing.
11.

R:

10. Newly introduced
interactive
whiteboards and still
learning.

I like the use of the hyperlinks on the word documents.

12.
T1:
We‘re trying to be a bit more environmentally 12. Use of advanced
conscious and not print off so much stuff, so sometimes sending them ICT techniques.
to places through a hyperlink is better.
13.
R:
Okay, now the basis of all of this is to work out the
difference between what we were like 2 years ago and what we‘re
like now. So, do you think you would have attempted this lesson 2
years ago?
14.
T1:
We didn‘t have the broadband Internet links in the
classroom
15.
and we only had one mobile interactive white board, so in
terms of those developments, no, it wouldn‘t have been possible.
16.

R:

How about your confidence in using the equipment?
Table 4.18 Page 2/4 Interview - Post lesson (T1)
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Recorded unit - T1 Post Lesson (R- researcher, T1 – teacher)
Central theme
17.
T1:
Well, I came to teaching already as an ICT specialist
so in terms of my sort of willingness to use the stuff, I think it hasn‘t
kind of increased, I think that wasn‘t a big thing I‘ve had to improve.
18.
What I have tried to do is make ICT much more cross 18. ICT across the
curricular which is why it was in a geography lesson, which is why curriculum
there was literature going on as well. Part of that sort of whole school
cross curricular ICT rather than just ICT skills.
19.
R:
Is there something about how you use ICT now as
opposed to the status of how you used it a few years ago?
20.
T1:
I think having the wireless links, having the broadband 20. Using internet as
linked to the laptops, the broadband link to an interactive white board major part of ICT
is invaluable and that gets used in probably 90% of what I do.
work.
21.
R:
So it has improved in terms of the use of the internet
with broadband and the new interactive whiteboards?
22.

T1:

Particularly with white boards and laptops.

22. Whiteboards and
laptops have
23.
R:
How do you think your skills have changed over the improved
last 2 years, if so, how, and what‘s caused them to change? Is any accessibility.
aspect in terms of change?
24.
T1:
I think in terms of because my skills from outside was 24. Interactive with
with business data handling so what I have started to do much more is children.
use communications software and presentation practice, the Easy
Teach stuff, I use that a lot and so making it much more interactive so
it‘s not me standing there working, it‘s the children with their hands
on the computers and using the skills.
25.

R:

So when do you do your preparation for this?

26.

T1:

I do my preparation outside of school at home, mostly.

27.

R:

What makes it easier to do it outside of home?

Table 4.18 Page 3/4 Interview - Post lesson (T1)

26. Planning done at
home, but (28)...
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Recorded unit - T1 Post Lesson (R- researcher, T1 – teacher)
28.
T1:
OH, having the laptop. Having my new laptop, which
I‘ve got wireless broadband at home. Before with my old one I was
tied to a cable by the telephone point because it was an old Dell
laptop.

Central theme
28. Using laptops at
home has improved
planning time.

29.
R:
[T3] said that as well, so having a laptop at home has 30. Internet as a large
helped you as well, but it‘s not so much just the laptop, it‘s the resource.
connection with the broadband?
30.
T1:
Absolutely because I believe very strongly that the 31. Children see it as
Internet is an incredibly valuable research tool. It has loads there this and know how to
providing you‘re capable of using it with some discernment,
access it.
31.
which is something I‘ve been able to do and that‘s what I
want the children to be able to do, but that‘s the way I do a lot of my
work at home and it‘s much, much easier for me to do my work at
home now and do it.
32.
R:
The research has shown two years ago that it was the
laptop was having an effect, now it is using broadband. Are there any
areas ICT could provide you think needs improving?
33.
T1:
I would like to have more reliable things like really
good children‘s encyclopaedias on CD Rom. I‘m not that impressed
with the ones that we‘ve got, the DK, because the biggest issue I see
is resource, the different topics, it would be nice to know that we
have a really sparkly online encyclopaedia with the lack of internet
access in the classroom, because then you‘re much more able to
direct.
34.

R:

33. Still prefers
loaded programmes
such as
encyclopaedias

The hard CD based?

35.
T1:
Or something that would provide an equivalent
function. The Deakin Multimedia Encyclopaedia is nice, but it‘s very
limited in some areas, I think there are others.
36.

R:

(inaudible)

37.
T1:
No, they don‘t, and it doesn‘t work with the operating 37 Problem with
system we have so yeah, I think having research tools that are loaded software
that you can use off line for the kids to use is great.
compatibility
38.

R:

That‘s it, thank you. Well done.
Table 4.18 Page 4/4 Interview - Post lesson (T1)
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The responses shown in Table 4.18 suggest that T1 is one of the more confident ‗early adopters‘
(Rogers 2003) of ICT. The overall impression is one of anticipation and enthusiasm and high
expectations of what can be done as she goes into the lesson. The post interview response gives a
similar attitude but is now incorporating the frustration faced due to hardware and software
problems. This is an important point when considering innovation adoption – ―innovations with
favourable implementation characteristics may be expected to be adopted more easily and diffused
more rapidly than those with unfavourable characteristics‖ (Fichman, 1992, p6).

4.6.1 Teacher 2.
4.6.1.1 The Mindmap

Figure 4.3 T2 Mindmap
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Rank ordering :

T2MM

Number nodes:

27

Ranking points - terms:

1

Ranking points - Nodes:

4

Table 4.19 Results of analysis of T2's mindmap.
As Figure 4.3 demonstrates, T2 is a less positive map than that of T1 in terms of her own ICT
abilities, perhaps, but with logical connections and a noting of ICT possibilities. Concerns over speed
and pressure are articulated, as well as the need for support in order to maximise the potential for
new initiatives.

4.6.1.2 Free Response Narrative
4.6.1.2.1 Organisation Primary Category

Response comment

positive
comments

negative
comments

Organisation
Planning time
Time saving

111
111

Table 4.20 Organisation Primary Category – T2 responses
Similar to T1, this category elicited only positive comments from T2 regarding positive potentials for
planning time and time-saving through ICT.
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4.6.1.2.2 Classroom Practice Primary Category
Response comment
Self worth
Use of computers increased
Lack of expertise to address faults/errors
Lack of computer empathy
Feeling IT inadequate

positive
comments

negative
comments

1111
1

111
11
111

Table 4.21 Classroom Practice Primary Category – T2 responses
A strong amount of negativity was expressed regarding the level of IT integration concern;
moreover, a somewhat mixed response to the use of integrative IT software. Some anxieties over the
success of utilising IT in the classroom can thus certainly be noted; these seem most specifically
linked to integration in general, due to abilities of software and teacher herself.

4.6.1.2.3 Self Worth Primary Category
Response comment
Classroom practice
Level of IT integration concern
Use of software for integrating IT
Use of internet
Use of IT specialist in the classroom
rather than left to the class teacher

positive
comments

111
1 1

negative
comments
1111
1
1

Table 4.22 Self Worth Primary Category – T2 responses
Indeed, as with the last category, it can be noted that Teacher 2 feels much less confident in her grasp
of IT than Teacher 1: three negative comments corresponded to inadequacy concerning IT, and a
further three with a lack of expertise. Though Teacher 2 feels very positively about the increase of
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computer usage, he/she is not positive concerning her own relationship with IT and abilities to
implement such usage

4.6.1.2.4 Training Primary Category
Response comment
Training
More training required
Future use of the computer - internet

positive
comments

negative
comments
11

1

Table 4.23 Training Primary Category – T2 responses
Again, the ideas behind IT implementation in schools do not cause concern for Teacher 2, but her
grasp of IT concepts. More training is needed.

4.6.1.3 Questionnaire
4.6.1.3.1 Ease of implementation of ICT
School ICT Environment

Ease of ICT
implementation

1 limited activity school wide
2 activity in some subjects
3 very active in some subjects

1

4 very active in most subjects
1 I have had major problems which have persisted

1

2 problems recurred but regular use has been possible
3 early problems arose but these have been overcome
4 few problems arose but computer use has not been
continuous
5 few problems were encountered and use has been
continuous
Table 4.24 Ease of implementation of ICT - T2 responses
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Teacher 2‘s lack of confidence could be attributed to the fact the IT environment is perhaps more
pressured in this school – the school is very active in some areas of IT – which makes her major
problems with IT (problems which have also persisted) all the more evident. Further evidence for
this can also be seen in the Confidence/Competence section which follows.

low

high

4.6.1.3.2 Confidence and Competence levels

Confidence and
competence

1 Confidence
2 Competence

1
1

Table 4.25 Confidence and Competence levels – T2 responses

Usage contents – facilities

Usage content - application
software

E-mail
CD-ROM
Internet
Fax
Scanner
Digital camera
Datalogging equip
Large screen
8 monitor
9 Printing
10 Word processing

1

11 Spreadsheet
12 Database
Printing or
13 drawing
Desktop
14 publishing
Games or
15 simulations
16 Personal organiser
Finance or
17 accounts

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Table 4.26 Contents Usage – T2 responses

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

often

some

tried

none

4.6.1.3.3 Contents usage
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It is only word processing which has been used with any frequency; there are many programmes
which have been merely attempted, or not at all.

Internet usage - school
Internet usage – home

1 RM(Eduserve)
2 Freeserve
3 (own list)
4 (own list)

often

some

tried

none

4.6.1.3.4 Internet Usage

1
1

Internet
usage

1 to access information for your own use
2 to access information for pupils‘ use
3 to demonstrate accessing information to pupil(s)
allowing pupils(s) to access information using your
4 laptop
5 to access information for colleague(s)
6 to demonstrate accessing information to colleague(s)
allowing colleagues(s) to access information using your
7 laptop
8 using e-mail for contact for teaching
9 using e-mail for contact for administration
10 using e-mail for contact for personal use
11 demonstrating e-mail to pupil(s)
12 demonstrating e-mail to colleague(s)
13 downloading information or images
14 downloading software

Table 4.28 Internet Usage (genre) – T2 responses

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

major

high

some

none

Table 4.27 Internet Usage (general location) – T2 responses
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As can be seen, the internet is not used by Teacher 2 at all, at home or at school. A lack of frequency
in her relationship with the internet could again explain her lack of confidence; particularly when one
considers Teacher 1, who is much more confident, but uses the internet regularly in her free time.

Software usage
APPlication (n=6)
Art (n=2)
Geography (n=1)
History (n=8)
Literacy (n=11)
Maths (n=14)
Problem Solving
(n=16)
REFerence (n=6)
Science (n=2)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Art Gallery
Crayola Magic Wardrobe
Microsoft Publisher
Microsoft EXCEL
Microsoft Powerpoint
Microsoft WORD
RM Our World
RM Window Box (eg Graph maker,
8 Roamer, etc)
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

The Lost Tribe
Ancient Egyptians
Exploring Castles
History of the World
How We Used to Live - Early
Victorians
Past Lives British History
Romans
The Evacuees
The Romans - Zig Zag
Clicker Plus
English for SATs 2
Fuzzbuzz
I Love Spelling

A
A
APP
APP
APP
APP
APP

H
H
H
H
H
L
L
L
L

Table 4.29 Page 1/3 Software Usage – T2 responses

often

some

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

APP
G
H
H
H

tried

none

Genre

4.6.1.3.5 Software usage

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Software usage
APPlication (n=6)
Art (n=2)
Geography (n=1)
History (n=8)
Literacy (n=11)
Maths (n=14)
Problem Solving
(n=16)
REFerence (n=6)
Science (n=2)

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Rhyme activities - activity software
SATs tests English KS1
Science for SATs 2
Sound activities - literacy
Starspell 2001
Wellington Square
Word Shark
All about number

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
M

32
31
33
30
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Arthur's teacher trouble
Counting and sorting
I Love Maths
Let's Go with Katy
Mad About Maths
Maths skills
Number Shark
Number Skills
Practise Maths
SATs tests Maths KS1
Talking Clocks
Talking tables (7-9 years)
Top of the class/ numbers
Albert's house
Crystal Rainforest 2000
Cyberworld
Harry and haunted house
Magic School Bus
Map Detective
Max and haunted house
Maximania
Mission Control
Oz, the magical adventure

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

often

some

tried

none

Genre
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.29 Page 2/3 Software Usage – T2 responses

Software usage

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

APPlication (n=6)
Art (n=2)
Geography (n=1)
History (n=8)
Literacy (n=11)
Maths (n=14)
Problem Solving
(n=16)
REFerence (n=6)

PB Bear's birthday party
The Cat in the Hat
The fish who could wish
The Tortoise and the hare
Tizzy's toybox
Word puzzles (7-9 years)
Children's Encyclopedia
Encyclopedia -Science
Encyclopedia - Nature

62 My first dictionary
Oxford Interactive
63 Encyclopedia
64 The New Way Things Work
65 I Love Science
66 Practise Science

Science (n=2)

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
REF
REF
REF 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

REF

1

REF
REF
S
S

often

some

tried

none

Genre
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1
1
1
1

Table 4.29 Page 3/3 Software Usage – T2 responses
History, Maths, Problem Solving and Science programmes are used; but one must note that those
used are a very small proportion of those potentially available (as in the sample school).

Patterns of use collaboration
A - administration (n=2)
C - curriculum (n=2)
H - home (n=2)
L - local area (n=2)
O - others (n=1)
P - pupils (n=5)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

with the other teachers in my school
with whole classes of pupils for teaching
with selected groups of pupils for teaching
with individual pupils for teaching
with groups of special needs pupils
with individual special needs pupils
with groups of colleagues for teaching
with individual colleagues for teaching

Table 4.30 Page 1/2 Patterns of Use – T2 responses

T
P
P
P
P
P
T
T

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

major

high

some

none

4.6.1.3.6 Patterns of use

S - self (n=6)
T - teaching (n=4)
W - wide area (n= 4)

9 with colleagues for administration
T
10 by yourself in school for teaching purposes
S
11 by yourself in school for administration
S
12 by yourself at home for teaching purposes
S
13 by yourself at home for school administration S
14 by yourself at home for personal tasks
S
15 by yourself at home for entertainment
S
16 by others at home for any use
O
Patterns of use - location
17 in a fixed school location
L
18 in 2 or 3 school locations
W
19 in 4 or more school locations
W
20 in a meeting at school
L
21 in a meeting outside school
W
22 at home to continue work from school
H
23 at home for any purpose
H
24 in a location other than school or home
W
Patterns of use - integration 25 to supplement existing teaching provision
C
26 to supplement existing administrative provision A
27 to provide a new teaching resource
C
28 to provide a new administrative resource
A

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.30 Page 2/2 Patterns of Use – T2 responses
Again, computer usage is very limited in Teacher 2‘s home. One can also note a similar tendency as
found with Teacher 2, of restricting computer access to within small groups and individuals.
Moreover, Teacher 2 seems to use the computer infrequently in a variety of situations.

Support - aspects of usage

1
2
3
4

guidance before receiving your laptop
guidance on continuing with the laptop
installation/set-up of laptop hardware
installation/set-up of laptop software

Table 4.31 Page 1/2 Support – T2 responses

1
1
1
1

excellent

good

fair

poor

4.6.1.3.7 Support

major

high

none

some
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Support - aspects of usage

Support - sources of support

5 installation/set-up of non-laptop hardware
6 installation/set-up of non-laptop software
7 day to day usage of hardware
8 day to day usage of software
9 using CD-ROMS
10 using the Internet
11 telephone line access
12 printing
13 RM familiarisation programme
14 World Wide Web sites
15 other colleague in your school
16 other colleague in another school
17 LEA advisory service
18 LEA ICT support service
19 someone in your family
20 a friend or acquaintance
21 hardware supplier(s)
22 software supplier(s)

good
excellen
t

fair

poor
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.31 Page 2/2 Support – T2 responses

Such data reflects a very poor level of support provided for Teacher 2, in general. There are only
three areas in which Teacher 2 feels satisfied: with her laptop, or within her colleagues. Aside from
this, the support provided has been most unsatisfactory, which may heavily contribute to her lack of
confidence/competence.
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Personal
perceptions

T+ teacher positive
outcome
T- teacher negative
outcome
S effects on
school
O effects on
others
L effects on
pupils' learning

3
1
9
3
4
7
1
5
3
5
3
9
8
1
2
2
0
4
2
4
2
8
2
1
0

The impact on pupil learning of IT has been
negligible
Most of my pupils are not aware of the full use
of IT in the school
Pupils are often put off by computing in school
Certain groups of pupils have gained a lot from
IT
Many pupils have been enthusiastic about the
IT materials
Children readily acquire a working
understanding of IT
Computer games are effective in developing IT
skills
IT imposes excessive demands on ordinary
people
For most users the costs of IT exceed the
benefits
Families without IT facilities will be
disadvantaged
Most adults will benefit from the ability to use
IT
IT facilities are cheap enough for most families
to afford
IT has enabled businesses to provide better
services
I felt the money spent on IT was worthwhile
The school as a whole has benefited from the
introduction of IT

L-

1
1

L-

1

L1

L+
L+
L+
L+
O-

1
1
1
1
1

OOO+

1
1
1

O+
O+
S+
S+

1
1
1

Table 4.32 Page 1/3 Personal Perceptions – T2 responses (sorted by Attitude Designator)

not sure

strongly agree

agree

disagree

strongly disagree

Attitude designator

4.6.1.3.8 Personal Perceptions

Personal
perceptions
T+ teacher positive
outcome
T- teacher negative
outcome
S effects on school
O effects on others
L effects on pupils'
learning

L effects on
pupils' learning

11 IT has enhanced our SEN provision

S+

18 IT has assisted school management
I would like the school to develop
37 multimedia laptop provision
Getting to know my laptop has taken up
5 too much of my time
The use of IT has interfered with other
9 aspects of my work
My colleagues in school are sceptical about
17 the use of IT in the school
Most people are unaware of the problems
22 in producing effective IT
I would not have accepted the laptop if I
23 had known what I know now
25 I have had problems integrating IT provision
I frequently worry about the risk of
27 computer failure
I would not advise the school to spend its
32 money in this way
It is difficult to introduce IT into the pupils’
33 work

S+

I resent devoting leisure time to IT38 related tasks
Teachers need laptops to help them
1 develop pupils‘ IT skills
The laptop has allowed me to develop
6 my teaching

1
1
1

S+
1

T-

1

T-

1

TTTT-

1
1
1
1

T-

1

T1

T-

TT
+
T
+

not sure

strongly agree

agree

disagree

strongly disagree

Attitude designator
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1
1
1

Table 4.32 Page 2/3 Personal Perceptions – T2 responses (sorted by Attitude Designator)

Personal
perceptions

T+ teacher positive
outcome
T- teacher negative
outcome
S effects on school
O effects on others
L effects on pupils'
learning

L effects on
pupils' learning

1
3
1
4
1
6
2
1
2
6
2
9
3
0
3
1
3
6

I was reluctant initially to participate in
IT training

T+

I feel I am in command of IT materials
Having the laptop has increased my
enthusiasm for IT
I have been able to help curriculum areas
outside my own
Many pupils‘ interest in IT has been
heightened

T+

My use of IT has increased substantially
I have improved my understanding of
pupils‘ use of computers
I enjoy introducing others to the use of
computers
On balance the project‘s disadvantages
outweigh any benefits

T+

T+
T+

not sure

1
1
1

T+

T+

strongly agree

1

T+

T+

agree

disagree

strongly disagree

Attitude
designator
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1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.32 Page 3/3 Personal Perceptions – T2 responses (sorted by Attitude Designator)

Interestingly, Teacher 2‘s enthusiasm for computer learning has not been diminished due to the lack
of confidence previously displayed; furthermore, he/she feels that her improvement has been
substantial. On the teaching side, nonetheless, there are issues: other colleagues are sceptical, and
though most are aware of potential problems, IT has detracted from teaching time devoted to other
things as well as causing worries about potential hardware problems. Furthermore, the impact on the
school has not always been sufficient; it has been difficult to introduce IT into pupils‘ learning
routines, the money spent on it has not been completely justified, and it has not improved school
management.
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Teacher 2 feels that IT is accessible for all families, as it is not too costly and thus the benefits
outweigh monetary concerns; though those without access will not be disadvantaged. In general,
learning outcomes have not been improved by IT, however; it is not easy for pupils to grasp, and
some are put off by IT.

4.6.1.4 The Interviews: Analysis of the codified transcripts.

4.6.1.4.1 Interview - Pre lesson (T2)

Recorded unit (R- Researcher T2- Teacher 2)
1.
R:
What did you decide to do?

Central theme

2.
T2: We‘re doing some research so we‘re going to do some 2. Web-based learning
cyber hunts.
3.
R:
reason?

So, why is this important to you, is it a personal

4.
T2: Well, because it‘s a good science thing to do with it, the 4. Cross-curricular use of
last few weeks of term involves our research that we‘re doing in ICT.
English and topic at the moment and it‘s a way of infusing research
to them really in a fun way.
5.

R:

Good, thank you. What ICT are you using?

6.
T2: The interactive white board just to show everybody 6. Use of Interactive
what we‘re doing and give everybody a sense to try it and then whiteboard and laptops for
we‘re going to work on the laptops to sort of take it to a different learning.
level.
7.

R:

Okay, what learning are you expecting to take place?

Table 4.33 Page 1/2 Interview - Pre lesson (T2)
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Recorded unit (R- Researcher T2- Teacher 2)
8.
T2: Well, there‘s two levels really, one is using questions,
specific questions and so using scanning and skimming a page for
information to find an answer to a specific question is what they‘re
going to need to be able to do and
9.
also to then use some of these websites again in their own
research independently so we‘re going to hopefully look up some
stuff about weather, some useful sites and they‘ll use it in their
research and when they‘re on their own.

Central theme
8. Using other skills

9. Promoting independent
student research.

10.
R:
Okay and the last point is what‘s expected to be
achieved by all of this on a personal level as well as on a teaching
level?
11.
T2: Well, on a personal level I‘ve not done this before,
I‘ve not done cyber hunts with the children so we‘ll see how it
goes and how useful it is and the children, well the children get 11. New use of ICT by
research skills from the Internet which is a sort of research they teacher.
have to do as well as doing research in books.
12.

R: Okay, thank you. That‘s it.

Table 4.33 Page 2/2 Interview - Pre lesson (T2)

4.6.1.4.2 Interview - Post lesson (T2)
Recorded unit (R- Researcher T2- Teacher 2)
1.
R:
Okay, right. What‘s happened during the lesson?

Central theme

2.
T2:
Oh, I think it was fine. I think when children get
back to their own activity - because the work was website based – 2. Internet use by
some of them needed a lot of help just finding their way on the children - some good,
internet and others are on the internet all the time and it‘s not a others needed support.
problem for them. Some of them just need support.
3.
R:
place?

Do you think the learning that you wanted took

4.
T2:
I think so; I think you could do a long assessment
on it. But I think yes, some of their answers are going to need a
bit more about recording and then what websites could we then go 4. Assessment/Next steps
on to use again, what could we use first and then what are we not
interested in.

Table 4.34 Page 1/4 Interview - Post lesson (T2)
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Recorded unit (R- Researcher T2- Teacher 2)
Central theme
5.
R:
Okay, good. Thank you. Did the technology
used go as planned?
6.

T2:

Yes, pretty much on this occasion!

7.

R:

Have you had problem before?

6.Quite positive on
hardware

8.
T2:
Yes, some of the laptops don't work, sometimes 8.Problems with
the internet doesn't work on them, sometimes the laptops hardware
haven‘t been recharged … you have to check they are recharged
and plug them in, but no, on the whole it was okay. It was fine.
9.
R:
So, are there areas you would change regarding
technology use?
10.

T2:

No, I don‘t think so.

11.
R:
years ago?

Do you think you would have done this two 10. Still positive re
technology use

12.

T2:

No.

13.

R:

Okay, why?

14.
T2:
Well, I didn‘t know what cyber hunts were two
years ago and I didn‘t have an interactive white board so
anything I was teaching in the way of ICT was done on the PC
which was always difficult to manage when you‘ve got 20 odd
children needing to see it.
15.
But the fact that you can do it on the interactive
whiteboard and you can check and when you can show them
step by step together it makes a big difference.
16.
Also being confident to use that particular program,
finding a program outside of this site, the Tony Poulter site.
17.
I didn't even know that websites like that were even
available - that‘s a teaching tool site, but it also has children‘s
stuff on it so that was actually recommended by staff.
18.

R:

That leads to other sites as well.

12. Increase in ICT use.

14. Increase in
knowledge of websites

15. Advantages in new
hardware
16. Confidence in
programme use.
17. Unaware of types of
sites available on web.

19.
T2:
Yes, there is a huge amount of stuff you can use 19. Children's ICT
there. Now actually [child's name] will go on that site alone that confidence on web
are (inaudible) the book they are interested in.
improved.

Table 4.34 Page 2/4 Interview - Post lesson (T2)
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Recorded unit (R- Researcher T2- Teacher 2)
20.
R:
Yeah.

Central theme

21.
T2:
They actually like that particular site and I can 21. Good web sites.
leave them on it happily.
22.
R:
Do you think that your ICT teaching skills have
increased over the last two years and why?
23.
T2:
Usually, but I have my own laptop at school
that I use at home,
24.
being 'forced' (humour) by my head teacher to do forms
and write reports
25.
but seeing the advantages of it, of doing things, and
then of course with
26.
the children, seeing how they love it and how
motivated they are and how quick they are really with it.
27.
I enjoy it more now and I‘m more confident to use
things that are relevant rather than just finding doing a general
search which I might have done two years ago, but I don‘t
think it would have been as useful.
28.
R:
own laptop?

23. Use of school laptop
at home.
24. Directed by HT to use
ICT for admin.
25. Advantages of using
ICT for admin.
26. Children motivated.
27. Teacher enjoys ICT
more

So one of the big factors has been having your

29.
T2:
Yeah, having my own laptop, having the 29. Introduction of
interactive white boards as well, but obviously I am only just Interactive whiteboards starting with that, but having it there to use in your own time still learning.
and your own space just means you tend to fiddle around with
it to get confident by trying it a little bit (inaudible) the whole
unit, just using it a bit and the little starts or looking at an
interactive map or something in topic, doing it bit by bit helps.
30.

R:

So you use it for starts in other lessons?

31.
T2:
Yes, I use it in other lessons quite a lot at the
moment, more actually then in ICT.
31. Use ICT in other
curriculum areas.
32.
R:
So is there anything else you think has affected
the way you‘ve actually done, you‘ve used ICT over the years,
that with your own laptop, the interactive white board, has your
confidence been built up?

Table 4.34 Page 3/4 Interview - Post lesson (T2)
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Recorded unit (R- Researcher T2- Teacher 2)
33.
T2:
Yes, it‘s encouraging being in an environment
where everybody else is using it confidently,
34.
all the other teachers or a lot of other teachers using it
confidently, seeing what they‘re getting out of it.
35.
I‘m being encouraged by the Headteacher, I suppose,
for me to do it and keep trying and also having the
Headteacher coming in and fixing things as we go along.
36.

R:

Central theme
33. School ethos of
support for ICT use.
34. Some, not all are
more confident
35 HT support

[Inaudible]

37.
T2:
Part of it is being done where I can sit down
and figure out myself, but part of it I have to do…
37. Time to try.
38.

R:

You wouldn‘t have done that would you?

39.
T2:
No, there are limits in terms of there are still a
lot of things I don‘t know how to sort out myself which I need
to learn, and there are quicker ways to do things which I need
to learn how to do as well,
40.
so there is still areas where I may have to ask [teacher's
name] to come in and do. I'm going to have to rely on
[teacher's name] a bit more which is obviously going to be a
disadvantage because
41.
[Headteacher] won't be here next year and that makes a
difference so next year it will be more difficult. But the
[Headteacher] has given me a grounding to build on.
42.

39. More to learn

40. Use of other teachers
for help.

41. Loss of key school
members who guide
ethos.

R: That's brilliant. Thank you.

Table 4.34 Page 4/4 Interview - Post lesson (T2)
As can be seen, prior to the lesson Teacher 2 was enthusiastic about the potential of combining
research with a fun, multimedia approach; furthermore, he/she identified the possibility to encourage
independent work through IT usage. There was a sense of apprehension in that Teacher 2 was
piloting this method – he/she had no previous experience- but she/he had relatively high hopes.

After the lesson, Teacher 2 noted some initial problems in that the children‘s ability levels are varied;
some, therefore, get bogged down in trying to navigate websites rather than absorbing information.
Some of the laptops don‘t always work, and there are also problems connecting to the internet, which
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can hinder the lesson; however, on this occasion things ‗pretty much‘ went as planned. Teacher 2
noted an increase in both her own knowledge of websites and ICT as well as the children‘s, and this
was commented on most positively; he/she attributed her own improvement largely to
administrational usage and orders from HT. Encouragement, time to study independently and the
acquisition of her own laptop has really improved ICT skills as a whole. A supportive network of
teachers to share IT is also foregrounded.

4.7.1 Teacher 3
4.7.1.1 The Mindmap

Figure 4.4 T3 Mindmap
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Rank ordering :

T3MM

Number nodes:

12

Ranking points - terms:

4

Ranking points - Nodes:

4

Table 4.35: results of analysis of Teacher 3's mindmap.

T3, the teacher considered to be the least IT literate, ‗because of feelings of inadequacy’ (comment
from free response narrative) did give the greatest number of negative comments in this map.
However, though T3 (Figure 4.4) showed uncertainty and concern for her own ability (and its
subsequent effect on the school's plan for integration of ICT) the terms from the ‗expected list‘ of
negative comments were almost non-existent.

4.7.1.2 Free Response Narrative
4.7.1.2.1 Organisation Primary Category
Response comment

positive
comments

negative
comments

Organisation
Planning time
Time saving

111
111

Table 4.36 Organisation Primary category – T3 responses
A uniform positivity concerning the planning time and time saving of IT has therefore been
demonstrated by all three teachers.
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4.7.1.2.2Classroom Practice Primary Category
Response comment
Classroom practice
Level of IT integration concern
Use of software for integrating IT
Use of internet
Use of IT specialist in the classroom
rather than left to the class teacher

positive
comments

111
1 1

negative
comments
1111
1
1

Table 4.37 Classroom Practice Primary category – T3 responses
4.7.1.2.3 Self Worth Primary Category
Response comment
Self worth
Use of computers increased
Lack of expertise to address faults/errors
Lack of computer empathy
Feeling IT inadequate

positive
comments

negative
comments

1111
1

111
11
111

Table 4.38 Self Worth primary category – T3 responses
Similar to Teacher 2, Teacher 3 feels positive about the potential of increased IT usage – particularly
the use of internet, increase of computers and some software; however, he/she feels inadequate and
incompetent in her IT ability, particularly when addressing faults/errors.

4.7.1.2.4 Training Primary Category
Response comment
Training
More training required
Future use of the computer – internet

positive
comments

negative
comments
11

1

Table 4.39 Training Primary Category – T3 responses
It is perhaps unsurprising, therefore, that Teacher 3 also reports negatively on her training, but is
optimistic about theoretical future use of the computer – internet.
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4.7.1.3 Questionnaire
4.7.1.3.1 Ease of implementation of ICT
To determine the level of effort the teachers felt the school was providing in integrating ICT.

School ICT Environment

1
2
3
4

Ease of ICT implementation

1

2

3

4

5

limited activity
school wide
activity in some
subjects
very active in
some subjects
very active in
most subjects
I have had major
problems which
have persisted
problems recurred
but regular use has
been possible
early problems
arose but these
have been
overcome
few problems
arose but
computer use has
not been
continuous
few problems
were encountered
and use has been
continuous

1

1

Table 4.40 Ease of Implementation of ICT – T3 responses
As noted in the case of Teacher 2, if the school is very active in some areas of IT, there is perhaps a
greater level of pressure on a teacher to be confident in IT; problems therefore seem maximised.
Teacher 3 has experienced some recurring problems, but nonetheless fortunately regular use has still
been possible.
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low

high

4.7.1.3.2 Confidence and Competence levels

Confidence and
competence

1

1 Confidence
2 Competence

1

Table 4.41 Confidence and competence levels – T3 responses

Usage contents –
facilities

Usage content application software

1
2
3
4
5
6

E-mail
CD-ROM
Internet
Fax
Scanner
Digital camera
Datalogging
7 equip
Large screen
8 monitor
9 Printing
10 Word processing
11 Spreadsheet
12 Database
Printing or
13 drawing
Desktop
14 publishing
Games or
15 simulations
Personal
16 organiser
Finance or
17 accounts

often

some

tried

none

4.7.1.3.3 Contents usage

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.42 Contents Usage – T3 responses
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Nonetheless, Teacher 3 feels moderately confident and competent, which perhaps relates to her
frequent use of certain facilities such as E-mail, CD-Rom, Internet, and Office processing
programmes. Interestingly, he/she is less active in utilising the computer for organisational,
entertainment and financial resources.

Internet usage - school
Internet usage - home

1 RM(Eduserve)
2 Freeserve
3 (own list)
4 (own list)

often

some

tried

None

4.7.1.3.4 Internet usage

1
1

Internet
usage

1 to access information for your own use
2 to access information for pupils‘ use
3 to demonstrate accessing information to pupil(s)
allowing pupils(s) to access information using your
4 laptop
5 to access information for colleague(s)
6 to demonstrate accessing information to colleague(s)
allowing colleagues(s) to access information using
7 your laptop
8 using e-mail for contact for teaching
9 using e-mail for contact for administration
10 using e-mail for contact for personal use
11 demonstrating e-mail to pupil(s)
12 demonstrating e-mail to colleague(s)
13 downloading information or images
14 downloading software

Table 4.44 Internet Usage (genre) – T3 responses

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

major

high

some

none

Table 4.43 Internet Usage (general location) – T3 responses
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There is some Internet usage, but never to demonstrate email, to download images or software, or
shared usage (Teacher 3 would not allow a pupil or colleague to access her laptop). A level of
confidence is thus demonstrated, but perhaps not a sense of ease.

Software usage
APPlication (n=6)
Art (n=2)
Geography (n=1)
History (n=8)
Literacy (n=11)
Maths (n=14)
Problem Solving
(n=16)
REFerence (n=6)
Science (n=2)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Art Gallery
Crayola Magic Wardrobe
Microsoft Publisher
Microsoft EXCEL
Microsoft Powerpoint
Microsoft WORD
RM Our World
RM Window Box (eg Graph
8 maker, Roamer, etc)
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

The Lost Tribe
Ancient Egyptians
Exploring Castles
History of the World
How We Used to Live - Early
Victorians
Past Lives British History
Romans
The Evacuees
The Romans - Zig Zag
Clicker Plus
English for SATs 2
Fuzzbuzz
I Love Spelling

A
A
APP
APP
APP
APP
APP

H
H
H
H
H
L
L
L
L

often

some

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

APP
G
H
H
H

tried

none

Genre

4.7.1.3.5 Software usage

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.45 Page 1/3 Software Usage – T3 responses

Software usage
APPlication (n=6)
Art (n=2)
Geography (n=1)
History (n=8)
Literacy (n=11)
Maths (n=14)
Problem Solving
(n=16)
REFerence (n=6)
Science (n=2)

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Rhyme activities - activity
software
SATs tests English KS1
Science for SATs 2
Sound activities - literacy
Starspell 2001
Wellington Square
Word Shark
All about number

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
M

32
31
33
30
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Arthur's teacher trouble
Counting and sorting
I Love Maths
Let's Go with Katy
Mad About Maths
Maths skills
Number Shark
Number Skills
Practise Maths
SATs tests Maths KS1
Talking Clocks
Talking tables (7-9 years)
Top of the class/ numbers
Albert's house
Crystal Rainforest 2000
Cyberworld
Harry and haunted house
Magic School Bus
Map Detective
Max and haunted house
Maximania
Mission Control
Oz, the magical adventure

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

53 PB Bear's birthday party

PS

54 The Cat in the Hat
55 The fish who could wish

PS
PS

often

some

tried

none

Genre
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.45 Page 2/3 Software Usage – T3 responses

1
1

Software usage
APPlication (n=6)
Art (n=2)
Geography (n=1)
History (n=8)
Literacy (n=11)
Maths (n=14)
Problem Solving
(n=16)
REFerence (n=6)
Science (n=2)

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

The Tortoise and the hare
Tizzy's toybox
Word puzzles (7-9 years)
Children's Encyclopedia
Encyclopedia -Science
Encyclopedia - Nature
My first dictionary
Oxford Interactive Encyclopedia

64 The New Way Things Work
65 I Love Science
66 Practise Science

PS
PS
PS
REF
REF
REF
REF
REF

often

some

tried

none

Genre
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

REF
S
S

1
1

Table 4.45 Page 3/3 Software Usage – T3 responses
Teacher 3 does make substantial use of several applications; furthermore, he/she uses some
programmes very often, such as literacy, history, problem-solving and maths. A number of other
programmes – mainly maths, problem-solving and reference – are used at times. As with the two
other teachers, however, there are a huge number of programmes which are never accessed. This
arguably demonstrates a reluctance to try new things; routine is preferred in software.

Patterns of use collaboration

1 with the other teachers in my school
with whole classes of pupils for
2 teaching
with selected groups of pupils for
A - administration (n=2) 3 teaching
C - curriculum (n=2)
4 with individual pupils for teaching

T
P
P
P

Table 4.46 Page 1/2 Patterns of Use – T3 responses

1
1
1
1

major

high

some

none

4.7.1.3.6 Patterns of use

H - home (n=2)
L - local area (n=2)
O - others (n=1)
P - pupils (n=5)
S - self (n=6)
T - teaching (n=4)
W - wide area (n= 4)

5 with groups of special needs pupils
6 with individual special needs pupils
7 with groups of colleagues for teaching
8 with individual colleagues for teaching
9 with colleagues for administration

10 by yourself in school for teaching purposes
11 by yourself in school for administration
12 by yourself at home for teaching purposes
by yourself at home for school
13 administration
14 by yourself at home for personal tasks
15 by yourself at home for entertainment
16 by others at home for any use
Patterns of use - location 17 in a fixed school location
18 in 2 or 3 school locations
A - administration (n=2) 19 in 4 or more school locations
C - curriculum (n=2)
20 in a meeting at school
H - home (n=2)
21 in a meeting outside school
L - local area (n=2)
22 at home to continue work from school
O - others (n=1)
23 at home for any purpose
P - pupils (n=5)
24 in a location other than school or home
Patterns of use integration
25 to supplement existing teaching provision
to supplement existing administrative
26 provision
27 to provide a new teaching resource
28 to provide a new administrative resource

1
1
1
1
1

P
P
T
T
T

1
1
1

S
S
S
S
S
S
O
L
W
W
L
W
H
H
W
C
A
C
A

major

high

none

some
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.46 Page 2/2 Patterns of Use – T3 responses

Interestingly, there has been some tackling of usage for whole classes, instead of restricting this to
small groups and individuals as with Teacher 1 and 2 (though individual teaching is the area most
frequently undertaken). Major usage occurs independently, which should have a positive impact on
Teacher 3‘s own skill sets. Indeed, as can be seen from the Patterns of use – integration section,
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Teacher 3 appears to readily integrate ICT with her everyday life through some use of the laptop
away from home/school. It is also used heavily to supplement current administration and resources.

Personal
perceptions

3
19

T+ teacher positive
outcome
T- teacher negative
outcome
S effects on
school
O effects on
others
L effects on
pupils' learning

34
7
15
35
39
8
12
20
4
24

The impact on pupil learning of IT has been
negligible
Most of my pupils are not aware of the full
use of IT in the school
Pupils are often put off by computing in
school
Certain groups of pupils have gained a lot
from IT
Many pupils have been enthusiastic about
the IT materials
Children readily acquire a working
understanding of IT
Computer games are effective in developing
IT skills
IT imposes excessive demands on ordinary
people
For most users the costs of IT exceed the
benefits
Families without IT facilities will be
disadvantaged
Most adults will benefit from the ability to
use IT
IT facilities are cheap enough for most
families to afford

1

L-

L+
L+

1
1
1

1

1
1

OOOO+
O+

not sure

1

L-

L+

strongly agree

1

L-

L+

agree

disagree

strongly disagree

Attitude designator

4.7.1.3.7 Personal Perceptions

1

1

1

1

1
1

Table 4.47 Page 1/3 Personal Perceptions – T3 responses (sorted by Attitude Designator)

Personal
perceptions

28
2

T+ teacher positive
outcome
T- teacher negative
outcome
S effects on
school
O effects on
others
L effects on
pupils' learning

10

IT has enabled businesses to provide
better services
I felt the money spent on IT was
worthwhile
The school as a whole has benefited from
the introduction of IT

O+
S+
S+

11
IT has enhanced our SEN provision

S+

IT has assisted school management
I would like the school to develop
multimedia laptop provision
Getting to know my laptop has taken up
too much of my time
The use of IT has interfered with other
aspects of my work
My colleagues in school are sceptical
about the use of IT in the school
Most people are unaware of the
problems in producing effective IT
I would not have accepted the laptop if I
had known what I know now
I have had problems integrating IT
provision
I frequently worry about the risk of
computer failure
I would not advise the school to spend its
money in this way
It is difficult to introduce IT into the
pupils’ work

S+

18
37
5
9
17
22
23
25
27
32
33

38
1
6
13

I resent devoting leisure time to ITrelated tasks
Teachers need laptops to help them
develop pupils‘ IT skills
The laptop has allowed me to develop
my teaching
I was reluctant initially to participate
in IT training

S+

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

T1

T-

1

TT-

1
1

T1

T-

1

T-

1

T-

1

T-

1

TT+
T+
T+

1
1
1

Table 4.47 Page 2/3 Personal Perceptions – T3 responses (sorted by Attitude Designator)

not sure

strongly agree

agree

disagree

strongly disagree

Attitude
designator
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Personal
perceptions

14
16

T+ teacher positive
outcome
T- teacher negative
outcome
S effects on
school
O effects on
others
L effects on
pupils' learning

21
26

I feel I am in command of IT materials
Having the laptop has increased my
enthusiasm for IT
I have been able to help curriculum
areas outside my own
Many pupils‘ interest in IT has been
heightened

T+

My use of IT has increased substantially
I have improved my understanding of
pupils‘ use of computers
I enjoy introducing others to the use of
computers
On balance the project‘s disadvantages
outweigh any benefits

T+

T+

29
30
31
36

T+
T+
T+

not sure

strongly agree

agree

1
1

T+
T+

disagree

strongly disagree

Attitude
designator
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1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4.47 Page 3/3 Personal Perceptions – T3 responses (sorted by Attitude Designator)

Less positive comments are attributed to the possession of a laptop; Teacher 3 disagrees both that
teacher-owned-laptops increase their ability to develop pupils‘ IT skills, or their own teaching, or
their enthusiasm towards IT. Indeed, Teacher 3 was initially very reluctant to participate in training
and does not now feel in command of these materials; nonetheless, her command of IT has
improved. Overall, the project‘s disadvantages outweigh the benefits; indeed, Teacher 3 is unsure as
to how much this has helped, from increasing pupil‘s understanding of computers and also enhancing
the teacher‘s own enjoyment of computers. There is a great deal of satisfaction with the time
consuming nature of learning IT skills; from devoting one‘s own time to improving IT skills, to
attempting to introduce this into the pupil‘s work, to the time spent worrying about possible
computer failures.
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Moreover, Teacher 3 indicates quite strongly that the school should have not spent so much money
on this project; children have not been encouraged, they are put off by computing in school, and the
school has not benefited as a whole.

4.7.1.4 The Interviews: Analysis of the codified transcripts.
4.7.1.4.1 Interview Pre Lesson (T3)

Recorded unit (R- Researcher T3- Teacher 3)
1.
What did you decide to do?

Central theme

2.
T3: This is a literacy lesson, so we are going to look at 2. Using wordprocessing
how to develop a story. If the children want to they can use a
laptop to help them write the story.
3.
R:
reason?

So, why is this important to you, is it a personal

4.
T3: I don‘t normally use computers for this, you know I‘m 4. Student familiarity with
not hat comfortable with them yet; but I am trying really hard to hardware.
see if they make it better; I hope the children know how to get the
laptops going! I am trying to put some of that training to good use.
5.

R:

Good, thank you. What ICT are you using?

6.
T3: The laptops only, I‘ve not got the hang of the new 6. Use of laptops for learning
boards, so I will go through my introduction using the material I
have already prepared.
7.
R:
place?

Okay, what learning are you expecting to take

Table 4.48 Page 1/2 Interview Pre Lesson (T3)
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Recorded unit (R- Researcher T3- Teacher 3)
Central theme
8.
T3: How to plan and structure a story; I don‘t think the 8. Using other skills - keyboard
approach will be any different than when I did this without a
computer but I would like to see how different it could be
[indistinct words]… the children can try and see, but I worry that
their typing skills are going to slow them down and that they
could be trying too hard with the computer and not concentrate on
the story journey process that I am teaching about.
9.
R:
Okay and the last point is what‘s expected to be
achieved by all of this on a personal level as well as on a teaching
level?
10.
T3: You know I‘m not comfortable with computers. I can 10. New use of ICT by teacher.
see their need for the kids for their future, but I don‘t think I can
them see them being fully used in my classes before I retire. I am
willing to try anything and I at least feel comfortable with this
level of using. Using a wordprocessor. For the children, I will see
how it goes.
11.

R: Okay, thank you. That‘s it.

Table 4.48 Page 2/2 Interview Pre Lesson (T3)

4.7.1.4.2 Interview Post Lesson (T3)
Recorded unit (R- Researcher T3- Teacher 3)
1.
So what learning took place there?

Central theme

2.
T3:
They spent so much time on their typing that in 2. Lack of keyboard skills
the end I had them stop and had them work on their paper affected time taken
versions.
3.
We got the story plan finished but not the story. I felt 3. IT slowing down work, not
frustrated despite the help from [name of Teaching Assistant].
enhancing
4.
R:
Okay, fine, what where the problems with the
technology, generally, within the lesson?

Table 4.49 Page 1/3 Interview Post Lesson (T3)
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Recorded unit (R- Researcher T3- Teacher 3)
5.
T3:
[Child‘s name] was very fast on the typing and
did produce a good draft. [Children‘s names] didn‘t hardly do
anything. Spent most of the time trying to type in their story but
their typing skills aren‘t up to it. The laptops worked well, no
problems, though one had to be started twice. The children
seemed to like using them, but I don‘t think it helped with what I
wanted to teach them.

Central theme
5. Children enjoy using IT;
teacher felt it hadn‘t helped
her.

6.
Maybe more time needs to be spent on teaching them 6. Some time spent on
typing?
keyboard skills.
7.

R: What areas would you change?

8.
T3:
In my lessons? I wouldn‘t change my planning. 8. No reason to adopt IT
Oh, you mean with the computers. I would not use them for this
again. In SATs they have to write, in lessons they have to write.
Using computers for projects may be good, but they [the
children] don‘t know, don‘t use them enough to be as quick or
productive.
9.
R:
technology?

Anything in the way you did it, to use

10.
T3: I looked at what [other teacher‘s name] has been 10. Wordprocessing skills at
doing. She is very good, but I don‘t think I can use them basic level.
[computers] like that. I could see and help the children with
simple wordprocessing but I was just frustrated by how long it
took them to produce something that I was able to do with them
before in half the time.
11.
R:
Okay, now the basis of all of this is to work out
the difference between what we were like 2 years ago and what
we‘re like now. So, do you think you would have attempted this
lesson 2 years ago?
12.
T3:
No, I wouldn‘t have seen the need. I use OHP and 12. More understandable
photocopy cut and paste sheets that I use for springboard technology
activities. The OHP, if it goes wrong is easy to fix. Normally it‘s
just the bulb. I did feel under pressure a little to use the
computers.
13.
The training we tried wasn‘t very good and I still think of 13. Reluctant adopter
myself of a very beginner. In some respects I am glad that I don‘t
have to work on using computers. I do remember when the big
push was for using OHPs and to move away from just
chalkboards, so maybe it is time to move on!

Table 4.49 Page 2/3 Interview Post Lesson (T3)
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Recorded unit (R- Researcher T3- Teacher 3)
Central theme
14.
R:
How about your confidence in using the
equipment?
15.
T3: I have been teaching for longer than I care to 15. Age concern. 17. Can‘t
remember and I am afraid that my confidence in this new see necessity.
initiative is better left to the younger teachers like [teachers‘
names].
16.
R:
Is there anything [note change in question
approach because of previous answers] about how you use ICT
now as opposed to the status of how you used it a few years
ago?
17.
T3:
I feel a little ashamed to say that there isn‘t. But
I don‘t think the children are any worse off. My SATs results are
still as good!
18.
R:
How do you think your skills have changed over
the last 2 years, if so, how, and what‘s caused them to change?
Is any aspect in terms of change?
19.
T3:
You know when the NOF training came in I 19. NOF training feedback
thought ―Great! Now I can learn!‖ But the training didn‘t help
me – I don‘t have a computer at home and the way it was set up
meant that I was jumping through hoops just for the school to
get the money for the laptops it wanted. I just felt that for me, it
so disappointing.
20.
R:
That‘s it, thank you. Well done.

Table 4.49 Page 3/3 Interview Post Lesson (T3)

Almost immediately, Teacher 3 mentions her own discomfort at using computers; however, he/she is
making a concerted effort to integrate them by using computers in an area he/she would not usually
tend to. Teacher 3 is attempting to integrate laptops into her usual method of teaching, and will not
be using the interactive whiteboards and he/she has not quite mastered these yet. However, he/she is
not confident that using laptops will make much of a difference; furthermore, he/she worries laptops
will produce an added hindrance to the children‘s understanding due to their slow typing skills. A
great deal of apprehension is thus expressed.
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Consequently, Teacher 3 felt that her prediction about slowing down of learning due to lack of
keyboard skills has been realised; Teacher 3 adds that this caused much frustration on her part.
Though the children enjoyed the IT element, the teacher feels that it detracts from what they should
be enjoying; it provides them with an additional point of focus, perhaps, rather than increasing their
concentration on literacy. Teacher 3 felt it was so unsuccessful that he/she would not utilise
computers again; he/she does not feel the need to change her lesson plan to accommodate the laptops
further: Teacher 3 obviously feels the benefits are not substantial enough to justify alterations in this
case. This could be attributed to the fact that Teacher 3 feels unconfident in her own IT skills as the
training he/she was given was not sufficient – Teacher 3 has also felt under pressure to embrace IT
and is somewhat reluctant to change her methods, which she has found consistently successful. This
was attributed by Teacher 3 to her age; new initiatives are ‗better left to the younger teachers‘. A
flaw in the training is perhaps displayed here; it has not catered for the differing needs of
experienced, older teachers, or proved to them that they should embrace the new method.
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Chapter 5 CROSS CASE ANALYSIS - OVERVIEW ANALYSIS OF THE COHORT
5.1 An Holistic Summary
Now that we have charted the independent cases, it would perhaps be pertinent to review these
holistically; some final thoughts and theoretical, critical insight analysing the relationship between
the results would enrich my evaluation of ICT integration on a practical level. I will also include
some suggestions for future research.
5.2. The Mind maps
Together, the mind maps‘ scores are thus:
Rank ordering :
Number nodes:
Ranking points - terms:
Ranking points - Nodes:

T1MM
64
2
4

T2MM
27
1
4

T3MM
12
4
4

Table 5.1 results of analysis of cohort's mind maps.
How effective was the mindmap exercise in highlighting the teachers‘ attitudes? It does indeed
show, as evidence through the individual reportage, that Teacher 1 is the most positive, followed
respectively by Teacher 2 and Teacher 3, with the latter significantly less enthusiastic regarding IT.

Although only a small number were involved in this study, the literature and the results indicate that
the use of mind maps to record 'feelings' was a useful tool to act as a visual gauge for feedback. The
use of mind maps provided good visual discrimination between what each of the creators felt about
'Computers and Me', and, although some careful consideration was needed to prepare a scoring
rubric, they were easy to produce and allowed the creator to freely construct their own visual image
of how they perceived a topic.
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It may be beneficial, perhaps through future research, to determine if using mind maps (referring to
McLay and Brown,2003) with a more focused approach, could be used to obtain 'before and after'
evidence of the feeling of effectiveness of a professional development programme. In addition, using
a computer programme such as Concept Draw's Mind maps (2007) or C-Tools (Luckie et al, 2004;
Michigan State University C-Tools, 2003) and a self-scoring map tool such as TPL-KATS (Hoeft, et
al, 2003) could make understanding and interpreting the maps easier.

5.3 The Free-Response Narrative
5.3.1 Interpreting the Equipment Primary Category
Research by Snoeynik and Ertmer (2001) found that when teachers tried to use technology and the
hardware malfunctioned, they was often a time gap before coming back to try it again, the corollary
of this is demonstrated by the research of Lloyd and Gressard (1986) who showed that teachers'
positive attitude to ICT correlated with a positive experience with computer technology. Comments
typifying the more mechanical negative aspects of integrating ICT were: ' Failure of hardware and
software causing time-wasting and frustration' (T1) and 'In class, not being able to remedy faults for
children instantly’ (T1); ‘The computer says "error" but you don't know what! Eg not printing or not
loading something or refusing to shut down’ (T2); ‘I enjoy manually cutting and pasting my own
pictures to make worksheets more interesting – why would I want to spend time scanning and
electronically cutting and pasting – my way is easier and more reliable’ (T3).

However, as Becker (1998, p289) pointed out ―At the same time, exemplary teachers make greater
demands on available resources and face problems that other computer-using teachers are less likely
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to face‖. It is clear that there is one member of the cohort (T3) who is definitely one of Rogers‘
(2003) ‗resistors‘. So, although this study's cohort were facing some problems and this can, as can
be seen, lead to frustration, one of the reasons why at least some of the participants could be facing
such problems is that they are pushing their ICT skills and the technology (especially the broadband
internet access) to the limit . With developments in technology, there may be an argument to re-visit
the cohort (especially T3) and see whether improvements in wireless access connection speeds (and
the ability to have more than four laptops access one wireless access point) would have made
connection easier, frustration levels lower and learning more effective.

5.3.2 Interpreting the Organisation Primary Category
Response comment

positive
comments

negative
comments

Organisation
Planning time

111

Time saving

111

Table 5.2 Interpreting the Organisation Primary Category - Cohort
In considering whether computers had changed how they worked, there were only positive
comments:
'I feel that I spend less time planning due to work on the computer - everything is planned on the
computer/saved/reused'; (T2)
―T1:

When do you do your preparation for this?

T1:

I do my preparation outside of school at home, mostly.

R:

What makes it easier to do it outside of home?

T1:

OH, having the laptop. Having my new laptop, which I‘ve got wireless broadband at
home. Before with my old one I was tied to a cable by the telephone point because it
was an old Dell laptop.‖ (extract from T1‘s post lesson interview)
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This is consistent with much of the research (OfSTED, 2005, BECTA, 2008): ―Many teachers made
fundamental changes to their ways of working, their enthusiasm for their work increased and there
were positive benefits for teaching and learning as well as wider benefits for pupils and other
teachers‖ (BECTA, 2008, p4).

The key word here is ‗many‘. Even in a small, supportive cohort there are still members who are
struggling to change the way they have been working from the ‗old, tried and reliable methods‘.
―Something new is always coming along and I’ll never be able to learn it all, so I don’t see
any point in trying.” (T3).
Approaching CPD for cohorts with this range of comfort-level is a challenge. The NOF approach
(NGFL,2000) which relied heavily on an individual‘s commitment to working independently on the
programme would not work here; a bespoke, mentoring approach may be of more benefit – certainly
is may have been more successful in getting T3 out of the IT starting gate.

5.3.3 Interpreting the Classroom Practice Primary Category
Response comment

positive
comments

negative
comments

Classroom practice
Level of IT integration concern

1111

Use of software for integrating IT

111

Use of internet

1 1

Use of IT specialist in the classroom
rather than left to the class teacher

1
1

Table 5.3 Interpreting the Classroom Practice Primary Category - Cohort
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As the whole purpose of the ICT initiative was to have an impact on the children's learning, it is here
that there was most ambiguity from the positive: ‗I thoroughly enjoy interactive whiteboards and
have found this really enhancing my teaching'(T2); to the negative:' I felt quite confident using
[computers]but others may need more training to introduce how they work and how to use them'
(T2) which was a telling reflection on the NOF training (which had only recently been completed at
the school) but was consistent with findings from other research (OfSTED, 2002c; Davis et
al,,2008).

5.3.4 Interpreting the Self Worth Primary Category
Response comment
Self worth
Use of computers increased
Lack of expertise to address faults/errors
Lack of computer empathy
Feeling IT inadequate

positive
comments

negative
comments

1111
1

111
11
111

Table 5.4 Interpreting Self Worth Primary Category - Cohort
Many of the technologies used in education were designed to serve the needs of business (BECTA,
2007). While business deals with specific software - often bought as an integrated package to ease
transfer of information across its components and is used on an individual basis - the teacher in the
classroom is faced with a wide variety of software programmes each with their own protocols and
user-interfaces. In addition, the teacher is also faced with a group of learners with their own
machines all eager to be used, yet with not easy path to move forward without guidance from the
teacher. As T3 put it: ‘While I fully agree that children should be confident in a technology which so
much broadens their horizons and will be so much a part of their future, I have found it difficult,
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partially because of feelings of inadequacy on my part, to use it routinely as part of my teaching'.
T1, on the other hand wanted to use ICT as much as possible but acknowledged that the time taken to
adequately support it during a lesson, meant that she would ― give [her] classroom assistant
responsibility for much of my IT syllabus as I don't feel that I can spare the time during lesson times
to help the pupils sufficiently” (T1).

The NOF training, moreover, focused on applications and planning for integration when some
teachers would also have preferred to have some ―training to introduce how they work and how to
use them” (T2). Addressing this key area is fundamental for ICT to become embedded into teaching
and learning. The approach has to be one of catering for the individual needs of the teachers; for
some it may well be some additional time on basic ‗computer first aid‘ troubleshooting, while for
others it would be time spent on sitting down with them to help appreciate how ICT can improve
planning efficiency, it can improve access to a wealth of information and resources on line and that
‗cutting and pasting‘ can become a little more sophisticated than with just scissors.

5.3.5 Interpreting the Training Primary Category
Response comment

positive
comments

negative
comments

Training
More training required
Future use of the computer - internet

11
1

Table 5.5 Interpreting the Training Primary category - Cohort
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Even within the small cohort where training had previously taken place, there was still an over-riding
sense that 'more was still needed': ' I felt quite confident using them but others may need more
training to introduce how they work and how to use them' (T2).

Despite the vagueness of each main categories' definitions as a unit for comparison (and is thus
statistically not a significant measure), there is still a use for their quantification. For each question,
the teachers gave both negative and positive responses. Overall, there was very little difference in the
total number of each type of response (positive =17; negative=18). Given the comments by Makrakis
(1993) and Clarke and Chambers (1989) whose data showed that there was a tendency for females to
be unsure of their individual IT ability this could seem a little surprising. However, when specific
areas such as those under 'self worth' are examined, we can deduce that the responses are consistent
with such research: 'I have found it difficult [to integrate IT], partially because of feelings of
inadequacy on my part' (T3).

When considering the integration of IT into the classroom, it can be seen that, although various
pieces of software were used, there was a feeling that true integration was not taking place - one
participant stated that 'guidelines on how to incorporate ICT seamlessly into each curriculum area
was still a necessity’ (T1). Condie et al (2005) in a review of ICT integration in Scotland reported
similar findings, that ―teachers were looking for staff development beyond managing the technology
and, increasingly, for guidance and advice in embedding ICT into everyday practice‖. Condie‘s
research also found that the technology training should not be ‗one size fits all‘ (BECTA, 2008) but
instead should focus on only those technologies and programmes to which they had access in their
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schools – this personalisation of the learning was also found to be an issue by Barton and Haydn
(2004).

The mixed comments by the cohort teachers show what Makrakis (1993, p191) calls negative
responses to feelings of ICT competency as the "we can, I can't paradox‖ - as a group we are able,
but personally there are difficulties. Just because the hardware targets have been achieved (BECTA
2005) does not mean that the technology has been embraced, despite a recognised need of the
students by those teachers who themselves feel in need of more training. For while the education
sector as a whole may take on board the initial adoption, the actions of individual adopters has the
largest impact on the diffusion process (Rogers, 2003).

5.4 Interpreting the Free Response Narratives – Cohort Summary
In attempting to discover parallels between each individual member of the cohort, one can infer that
T1 and T2 are similar in their generally positive attitude towards the initiative. They identify
difficulties with time management of the resource (due mainly to hardware problems), would like to
see more training aimed specifically at their needs and a greater level of support. T3, by contrast, was
unsure about many of the ICT ideals and felt quite neglected by the support, which had only allowed
her skills to improve to a very basic level. The process of incorporating IT was therefore very timeconsuming for T3 and more of a hindrance than help.

5.5 The Questionnaire

In order to consider these case studies holistically, I have decided to compile both graphs and tables,
so that I might present the information with clarity and concision.
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Illustrative graphs can provide important information about the outcomes of a study and can be very
helpful in understanding the results of a qualitative case study; however, sample size is a
consideration when analysing questionnaires (Kumar, 1999; Munn and Drever, 2004). Because of
the small number in the cohort (n=3), discussion of the results did not focus on statistical analysis the level of confidence range would be too great. Instead, an overall consideration was given to the
descriptive information provided by responses and graphical models using pie, bar and spider charts
were produced. Again, because of the small cohort size, these are used as comparative illustrations
rather than for significant analysis.

5.5.1 School ICT Environment
The teacher (T1) who less comfortable with her use of ICT felt that the school was only active‘ in
some subjects while the other two felt that the school ‗very active‘ in some subjects.

Figure 5.1 School ICT Environment
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Ease of ICT implementation
I have had major problems which have persisted
problems recurred but regular use has been possible
33%
67%

Figure 5.2 Ease of ICT Implementation
5.5.2 Ease of ICT implementation
The teacher (T1) who perceived the school was doing less well in integrating ICT also perceived that
she had had most difficulties in implementing the initiative due to hardware difficulties.
With ICT, the technology is beyond most people's understanding and this is reflected in comments
made concerning the ability to fix the (often minor but irritatingly time- consuming) problems. In
designing CPD, a component of the training could be devoted to ‗basic problem solving‘ at each
teacher‘s (or groups of similar level teachers) technology level.
5.5.3 Confidence and Competence levels

Confidence levels
low

high
33%

67%

Figure 5.3 Confidence Levels

Figure 5.4 Competence Levels
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5.5.4 Software Usage

Figure 5.5 Type of software used
The feedback from the cohort showed that although there was a wide range of software genre
available, the most popular uses were for skill reinforcement maths and literacy software (easy for
the student to load and run) and problem solving (cross curricular software that allowed the students
to apply a number of skills in various 'situations'). Whether the variation in usage was due to
inappropriate software could not be determined. In line with the work carried out by Yuen and Ma
(2002), it may also be that some teachers have different perceptions of a piece of software's
usefulness and this may also influence their usage.
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T+
T+
T+
T+
T+
T+
T+
T+
T+
T+
T+

not sure

strongly agree

agree

disagree

strongly disagree

Positive outcomes - Teachers ('T+')
Teachers need laptops to help them develop pupils‘ IT
skills
The laptop has allowed me to develop my teaching
I was reluctant initially to participate in IT training
I feel I am in command of IT materials
Having the laptop has increased my enthusiasm for IT
I have been able to help curriculum areas outside my own
Many pupils‘ interest in IT has been heightened
My use of IT has increased substantially
I have improved my understanding of pupils‘ use of
computers
I enjoy introducing others to the use of computers
On balance the project‘s disadvantages outweigh any
benefits

Attitude designator

5.5.5 Personal perceptions

0

2

0

0

1

0
1
0
1
0
0
0

2
0
2
1
0
3
1

1
1
0
1
2
0
2

0
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

2

0

0

Table 5.6 Personal Perceptions – positive outcomes – Cohort

These constructs were divided into 5 sub-categories T+ teacher positive outcome; T- teacher
negative outcome; S - effects on school; O- effects on others; L - effects on pupils' learning.

Again, re-stating that these graphical displays are only indicators of an overall view of the responses
some trends can be seen and for the benefit of graphical clarity ‗agree‘ and ‗strongly agree‘ have
been combined as have ‗disagree‘ and strongly disagree‘:
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On balance the project’s disadvantages outweigh…
I enjoy introducing others to the use of computers
I have improved my understanding of pupils’ use…
My use of IT has increased substantially
Many pupils’ interest in IT has been heightened
I have been able to help curriculum areas outside…
Having the laptop has increased my enthusiasm…
I feel I am in command of IT materials
I was reluctant initially to participate in IT training
The laptop has allowed me to develop my teaching
Teachers need laptops to help them develop …
0

1

2

3

Figure 5.6 Teachers‘ perceptions – positive outcomes

The analysis highlights the mix off responses. It may be worth highlighting the two areas on which
all the cohort agree: That they perceive that the initiative has had no influence on the children‘s
interest in IT - how this perception has arose – perhaps through lack of update in accessing the
computers at times other than directed time may be worth researching further as well as a possible
match to the children‘s perceptions – and that individual laptops is essential for future professional
development.
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I resent devoting leisure time to IT-…
It is difficult to introduce IT into the…
I would not advise the school to spend…
I frequently worry about the risk of…
I have had problems integrating IT…
I would not have accepted the laptop if…
Most people are unaware of the…
My colleagues in school are sceptical…
The use of IT has interfered with other…
Getting to know my laptop has taken…
0

1

2

3

Figure 5.7 Teachers‘ perceptions – negative outcomes - Cohort

From Figure 5.7 it can clearly be seen that the integration of ICT has its problems. There is,
however, one positive aspect – despite the cohort being unanimously sceptical of the benefits of
introducing ICT the cohort did agree that people are aware of the problem. Combined with the
feedback shown in Figure 5.6,there can be seen a reluctantly positive move to addressing the
problems rather than simply allowing them to continue.

This quasi-positive approach is at least partly supported in the following section where software
usage is addressed.
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Patterns of use - integration
none

to supplement existing
teaching provision

some

to supplement existing
administrative
provision

high

major

to provide a new
teaching resource

to provide a new
administrative
resource

Figure 5.8 Patterns of use – integration

5.5.6 Software integration
Despite the amount of Government money and training, there was still not a significantly positive
level of integration. Perhaps, as Tearle (2003), suggests we should not be looking at just the teachers
and their ability (or otherwise) to change, but also that of the school organisation. This was reflected
in set of constructs representing the school's overall ICT environment. In other words, there was
some integration but not to the extent that there should be.
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School environment
limited activity schoolwide

activity in some subjects

very active in some subjects

very active in most subjects

Figure 5.9 School Environment

5.5.7 Collaboration

by others at home for any use
by yourself at home for entertainment
by yourself at home for personal tasks
by yourself at home for school administration
by yourself at home for teaching purposes
by yourself in school for administration
by yourself in school for teaching purposes
with colleagues for administration
with individual colleagues for teaching
with groups of colleagues for teaching
with individual special needs pupils
with groups of special needs pupils
with individual pupils for teaching
with selected groups of pupils for teaching
with whole classes of pupils for teaching
with the other teachers in my school
0
high/major

1

some

Figure 5.10 Collaboration

2

3
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From the overview in Fig 5.10, it can be seen that the teachers see that ICT collaboration goes on at
least to some extent in all the peer-peer areas. The one area that stands out in terms of collaboration
is that with in-school peers which reflects Hargreaves' (1994, p 195) comment that "collaborative
cultures…can build collective strength and confidence".

5.6 Interviews and a final overview of participants’ response categories
Within the case studies I have provided a reflection on each set of interviews which refers each
Teacher to each other; therefore, I will not focus specifically on this section here, but rather a final
overview which also incorporates the interviews.

While sorting and classifying the emerging themes, it became evident that certain themes were
common across all the informants. The tables (49 and 50) provide an overview of the common
themes as well as the frequency of each theme across the informants.

Theme - positive
Cross curricular links/usage
On line researching
Open ended approach
IWB other new hardware
New use of ICT - moving forward
Use of school laptop at home
Enjoyment by teachers
Advantages of using ICT for admin
School ethos - support
Interactivity

Occurrence
111
1
1111
1111
1111
111
1
111
111
11

Table 5.7 positive comments in interviews.
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Theme - negative
Problems with accessing internet
Not all children have equal knowledge of ICT
Loss of key people with 'knowledge'
No class-wide internet access
New hardware/software - unfamiliar
Infrastructure in place, but hardware not yet in
place.

Occurrence
1
11
1
11
11
1

Table 5.8 negative comments in interviews.

The responses varied but there were indications of frustration between what the teachers expected to
do and what the technology allowed them to do:
"I would have liked to have had internet access for everyone, but in the end didn't have"
"[child's name] had not correctly saved his files ….but …was able to recreate the files quickly" and
"there were problems with the laptops… sometimes the internet doesn't work on them…sometimes
the laptops hadn't been charged". This frustration with the equipment decreases the level of
confidence in the technology and the teacher's ability to cope with the breakdowns (Cuban, 1999).

Recorded conversations which preserve the children's interaction with each other and the teachers
predominantly centred around the specifics of using the technology, rather than on developing the
child's ability to carry out the work:
T1:

Can you hop up for a second; this program is a bit temperamental at times. Have you closed
it? You closed the story?
(…)
Oh, that’s interesting. So it’s associating it with the wrong file type.
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These comments, in general, were in the minority but reflect what Shortis (2001) has found in other
professions – that the teacher often sees the computer operating system, the programme or other
hardware anthropomorphically. In this case, the teacher referred to the programme as being ‗a bit
temperamental‘. By attributing such human-like qualities, the teacher tries to lessen the frustration of
the moment by implying that the next time it will work; often this is articulated in front of the
students so that they don‘t feel either ‗let down‘ or acquire a cynical approach to the reliability the
ICT systems. This may well prove an interesting area to pursue further – how students‘ attitudes to
ICT are affected by the methods with which teachers combat their frustrations arising from
technological issues.

The majority of comments, however, extolled the upsides of the technology from independent
research using the enormously wide resource bank found on the internet (―I believe very strongly that
the Internet is an incredibly valuable research tool. It has loads there providing you’re capable of
using it with some discernment”), to the fact that the multi-media interactive resources helped in
keeping the children's focus (―I think having research tools that are loaded that you can use off line
for the kids to use is great”). OfSTED (2005) found this also to have some truth in their wider study
that showed that teachers‘ competence and confidence has improved in using applications, but they
also had a tendency to stay with familiar and consistent software.

There were a few comments linked to confidence:
"it's encouraging being in an environment ….. where all the other teachers [are] using it
[ICT] confidently"
"[colleague's name] won't be there next year and that makes a difference, so next year will be
more difficult.”
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This latter causes some concern (BECTA, 2004) but is not insurmountable.

Research from the interim findings of the Teacher Workload Study for the then DfES (PriceWaterhouse-Coopers, 2001) found that teachers who were given laptops to take home ended up
making more use of ICT while Guha (2000) had feedback in her research to show that teachers using
computers at home had less fear of using them. This was reflected in comments from this study's
cohort where using the laptops at home for planning and familiarisation was highlighted as a positive
move forward on the confidence front - "I do a lot of my work at home, and it's much, much easier".
This factor could help to account for the higher positive responses than expected using the mind
maps.

An approach to helping these teachers may also be through what Laurillard (2008) highlights as
‗personalised learning‘. Involvement in developing a personal digital portfolio can lead some
teachers to move swiftly from a position of non-user to mentor of others (Kankaanranta, 2001).
Publishing these digital portfolios on the Web could enable a sharing of pedagogical expertise and
practice (Kankaanranta, 2001), while sharing problems and success via a discussion group could give
members the confidence to reflect on practice in their own schools (Parker and Bowell, 1998).

In any diffusion model, the assumption is that individuals adopt the innovation for their own use
rather than as part of the larger group. Providing ‗critical mass‘ (Markus, 1987) is reached, the
technology will be adopted (Rogers, 2003). In the responses from the case study participants, it can
be seen that although some individuals were ready to adopt, not all were, and the ‗critical mass‘ was
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not achieved. Confidence in the technology played an important part in the lack of progress, in
addition the technology was not intertwined with what Nelson and Winter (1982) called
‗organisational routines‘ – using ICT for data handling, internal emails and other forms of routine
teacher administration – and this might also be a factor worthy of future examination.
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Chapter 6 DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS TO EARLIER
STUDIES IN THE FIELD

6.1 The Research problem
Research highlighted in previous chapters has shown that generalizing from a case study is often
problematic. Although the data returned from this small cohort case study could be considered too
disparate or lacking substance, Yin (1994) states that in such case studies we should aim towards
analytic generalization and avoid thinking in such confusing terms as "small sample size of cases".
The choice of a combined qualitative and quantitative approach seemed to make sense - try to use as
many sources of input to achieve what could be triangulated to a more general view. Time restraints
and teaching and administrative commitments and an unexpected change in the cohort staff (earlier
than anticipated retirement) meant that although the case study data may not have been as robust as
would have been liked, nonetheless, it did give an unexpected insight - that, overall, despite
reservations and hardware problem, teachers do attempt to be positive and to assimilate technological
changes as best they can.

There are a range of different aspects to the successful diffusion of an ICT initiative. These include
lack of time (Eifler et al, 2001; Wepner et al, 2003), technological skill of the teachers (Eifler et al,
2001; Strudler et al 2003; Thompson et al, 2003), fear of technological problems (Bullock, 2004;
Doering et al., 2003), a lack of clear understanding about how to integrate technology into teaching
(Cuban, 2001), and insufficient access to technology (e.g., Bartlett, 2002; Brush et al, 2003; Russell
et al, 2003). In addition, the over-riding impression is very much that bespoke Continual
Professional Development (CPD) is what is required, which is consistent with the findings of Condie
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et al (2007) who stated that teachers preferred ―training that addressed their specific needs, rather
than ‗one size fits all‘ approach‖ and Davis et al, (2008) who also found that distance learning (again
of the New Opportunities Funding – NOF- generic type) ―was particularly ineffective for teachers
who started without skills and confidence in ICT‖ (p12).

When addressing the ICT CPD needs of the teachers, there is a strong need to understand the place
of emotions and to develop them towards a positive goal – one of the core ingredients of ‗emotional
intelligence‘ (Goleman, 1998). Because learning often takes place close to the emotional point where
challenge may tip into threat it is important that CPD providers understand the necessity of emotions
in the context of ICT learning. Schools initiating change involving ICT are very definitely what
Fineman (1993) calls ‗emotional arenas‘ where ―[emotions] are usually talked about only insofar as
they help administrators and reformers ‗manage‘ and offset teachers‘ resistance to change‖
(Hargreaves, 1998, quoted in Day and Leitch, 2001, p10) a view which Goleman (1998) says is
―sadly short-sighted‖.

In all of the initiatives, the process of change is an obvious, recurring theme. There is no right or
wrong theory to change management, each CPD leader must pick and choose from a number of
different approaches to lead the change effort effectively. In taking all the above into account,
alongside literature discussing similar findings, it is hoped that consideration of the effect of a small
part of ICT diffusion can lead to further research and a more improved provision for successful ICT
CPD.
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6.2 The Role Of Emotions In ICT CPD

The term ‗emotions‘ is not considered here as linked to the sole need to respond to a particularly sad
scene in a film; yet ―understanding the emotional life of teachers, their feelings for and in their work,
and attending to this emotional life in ways that positively cultivate it and avoid negatively damaging
it, should be absolutely central to teacher development efforts‖ (Hargreaves, 1995, p21).

Responses in this case study such as
I felt quite confident using them [computers] but others may need more training to introduce
how they work and how to use them.
and the literature research (eg Hargreaves, 1998, Day and Leitch, 2001) shows that this is an
important factor in considering how to develop teachers. The question arises as to why it did not
seem to have been given serious consideration when developing the NOF strategy – the
government‘s main thrust in providing training for the integration of ICT. Even though there were
organisations willing to take the bespoke approach on board, only those in the ‗Red Folder‘ (list of
approved CPD providers) could be used and theirs were seriously devoted to rationalizing,
intellectualizing, or worse still, ignoring the teachers‘ emotional relationships with what they do and
how they see change affecting their pedagogy. Such approaches to reforms, as has been highlighted
in a recent review of the New Opportunities Fund (NOF), one of the earlier initiatives (Conlon,
2004), had been shown to fail and there is mounting evidence to suggest that had more account been
taken of the ‗whole teacher‘ – where s/he works and the culture of their teaching - there may well
have been a better initial response to this innovation (Lawless and Pellegrino, 2007; Davis and
Thompson, 2005; Sahin and Thompson, 2006; Loucks-Horsley and Bybee, 2000)
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When faced with the unknown, often the choice is ‗fight or flight‘. Whether to participate and take
on board a new initiative or whether to resist and deny the initiative is governed to a great extent by
past experiences and their emotional responses to these experiences. Teachers are used to be being
the 'giver of information' rather than the facilitator of information. Current CPD provision for IT
reflects this pedagogical approach. But teachers need a different kind of support and training to
integrate IT than they would for, say, mathematics, where there is less reliance upon technology
(Planow,1993). Such IT training programmes must not only be designed for teachers to improve
their skills but must also help them change their emotional attitude to the technology in order to
ensure they use the technology – to ‗fight‘ and engage and learn.

In order for this to happen, CPD providers need to have some background knowledge of the teachers
for whom the CPD is being organised. Such knowledge, according to Goleman (1999, p137/138),
can be acquired through:
Understanding others: Sensing others' feelings and perspectives and taking an active interest
in their concerns.
Service Orientation: Anticipating, recognising and meeting customers' needs
and Developing others: sensing others' development needs and bolstering their abilities.

Recognition by the CPD providers that learning often takes place close to the point where the
challenge may lead to ‗flight‘ means that they also need to recognize the value of teachers‘ emotions
in the context of learning.
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6.3 Impact Studies

In comparison to the introduction of the National Numeracy (NNS) and Literacy Strategies (NLS),
the rate of diffusion for ICT integration has been slower and assessing its effectiveness has been
problematic. Even though research (DfES 1999b, 2000b), is questioning the overall effectiveness of
the NNS and NLS programme on the standards of achievements (often considered to be the only
benchmark against which to measure a new initiative) there is evidence to show that the NNS and
NLS have had some considerable impact on standards. There are no studies which can reliably show
that the ICT innovation is having an effect on the levels of achievement in all areas of the
curriculum. As Balanskat et al‘s (2006) European-wide study showed some areas are more impacted
than others but there is still a lot of contradictory evidence. Comments such as
….clearer guidelines on how to incorporate ICT meaningfully in particular curriculum areas
are needed.
best highlight the need to have a more consistent approach. Maybe it is a case similar to the
metaphor of the ‗hare and the tortoise‘ in as much as the ICT innovation has been slow to take off
and rocky in its introduction, but is now showing signs of achieving what was originally imagined.

6.4 The Role Of Change Theory In Successful Initiative Implementation

Successful change, according to Fullan and Miles (1992, p749) "involves learning and that all
learning involves coming to understand and to be good at something new". Although change is an
area that can be studied in great depth on its own, nonetheless, some acknowledgement to its impact
in comparison to this case study is required.
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Organizations don't change unless the individuals do - no matter how large the education initiative
being taken on (and ICT diffusion in schools is very big!), the success of that project ultimately lies
with each teacher doing their work differently, multiplied across all of the teachers impacted by the
change. In the case study this is highlighted in how one of the teachers responded to the various
questionnaires and mindmap tasks and her comments: concern that computer technology will take
over completely; find it difficult to retain instructions – almost like a foreign language and, possibly
most indicative, need to approach it on my own terms (T2MM). This comment supports other work
(Ehman et al, 2005) that highlights the need for focusing the CPD intentions in a way that is
meaningful for the teachers individually.

Effective change management requires an understanding for and appreciation of how one person
makes a change successfully. Huberman (1988) found that older teachers were not only more
resistant to change; they were also less likely to believe that it would work:
The growing impact of ICT in schools has left me teaching in its wake.
Children learn interactively and pleasurably by using ICT and it is of great use in lightning
the administrative load, but I have reservations about the extent of its use in school today.
Feeling of resistance to most technology.
Many of the best writers still insist on writing in longhand.
Something new is always coming along and I’ll never be able to learn it all, so I don’t see
any point in trying.
Authentic change occurs when a teacher‘s belief system and core values concerning teaching and
learning are modified. In order for authentic change to occur, teachers need the opportunity to learn
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new information, time to experiment with the new concept, and the opportunity to evaluate its
effectiveness (Levy and Murnane, 2004; Richardson, 2003) this change is a highly personal process
accomplished by the individual through experiences, emotions, cognitions, and behaviours over a
period of time which transform a teacher‘s values and beliefs (Treacy et al, 2002; Prochaska et al,
1993).

This process of change assumes the teacher recognizes a need, makes plans to improve, engages in
the improvement, and allows time to evaluate the effectiveness of the new practices. In the case of
the experienced teacher discussed above, the process of change is far from over – resistance to
change can be seen in terms of the experienced teachers‘ unwillingness to change her teaching
practices (Snoeyink and Ertmer, 2001) and a perception that technology does not enhance learning
(Yuen and Ma, 2002; Preston et al 2000): I enjoy manually cutting and pasting my own pictures to
make worksheets more interesting – why would I want to spend time scanning and electronically
cutting and pasting – my way is easier and more reliable. Because this teacher does not realize the
advantages of using technology in her teaching (easier to edit a document electronically, for
example), perhaps a way forward would be to initially tailor specific CPD to what she enjoys best –
adding interest to her worksheets and moving forward from there? Interesting, although there is some
research that shows that age does not affect ICT up-take (Bradley and Russell, 1997), in this case
study, it was the younger teachers who most keen to try integrating ICT while the more experienced
teacher (discussed above) was reluctant to be an adopter; this teacher had also declined to be
involved in the early adoption of the Laptops For Teachers initiative where teachers were given their
own laptops to work with at home and school – factors influencing one barrier often affect other
barriers to ICT diffusion (Jones, 2004).
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To help with the change at each individual's level, Caplan (1964) and Mechanic (1967) show that
one of the major support mechanisms is coping behaviour. "Change in the classroom which involves
more than extending the repertoire by acquiring new skills will mean changing attitudes, beliefs and
personal theories; a reconstructing of a personal approach to teaching. CPD therefore needs to
provide new experiences, support the anxieties which accompany not just the threat but the genuine
difficulties of change, and give people time to reflect, work things out and think things through"
(Steadman, et al, 1995, p49).

There are many lessons to be learned here; one can certainly be found in the evidence that small,
positive changes – established in order to overcome one barrier - will have a knock-on effect on
other flawed areas: "we really should not be surprised", according to Whittaker (1993, p156), "at the
capacity of small incidents and events to create turbulence. In fact quality is built on the idea that
excellence resides in sensitive attention to the small but significant aspects of change". The feedback
from the case study cohort reflects this - if the teachers have difficulty working with the hardware,
then that frustration will manifest itself in frustration with the innovation but if the teacher sees
beyond this frustration to its ability to enhance the children‘s learning experience then that is one
small step towards a fuller diffusion of ICT.

There is a general consensus from the literature research and from this case study that the diffusion
of ICT has not been as successful as it was first hoped to be. This gap in ‗value added‘ is not uncrossable. Those teachers in the study who were attempting to integrate ICT found that the internet
was one of the most powerful tools for their children‘s learning. Coupled with the introduction of the
interactive whiteboards, this a combination which would seem to lead down a path for more
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integration – providing the hardware/internet connection was reliable. As stated earlier, though, just
because the resources are in place does not necessarily mean that the ‗ICT is well integrated‘ box can
be ticked. This is obviously not enough. What is needed is an individual-level training approach that
focuses on one aspect of ICT and concentrates resources and CPD to this area and enables teachers
to support and enrich the curriculum; a commitment to involve all members of the staff, taking into
account individual‘s experiences, emotional levels of commitment and a willingness to take risks,
accepting that not all projects will succeed.

6.5 Visual Metaphor Model For CPD And ICT Integration.

In order to understand what change such as the introduction of the ICT initiative means to the teacher
in the classroom, it is necessary to understand how it impacts each teacher. The case study has
highlighted the role of emotions especially given the number of teachers in a small school such as
this case study‘s.

In order to get some kind of overview of how CPD, individualization and ICT diffusion fits together,
a visual representation often helps.

A metaphor is usually understood in a verbal context; specifically as a figurative literary device. A
visual metaphor is a graphic that uses the shape and elements of an easily recognizable form to
explain something that can be more complex. There is a small body of literature outside the fields of
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psychology and ICT that has described this interpretation of visual metaphors - in education
(Goldsmith 1984) and in graphic design (Richards 2000).

Graphs constitute a class of visual metaphor that has been so long established that it can stand alone
without any explanatory text. There has been much research on the use of graphs in terms of
interpretative behaviour (Zacks and Tversky 1997, Carpenter and Shah 1998) and some of these
studies have provided practical advice about when to use graphs in presenting research results
(Carswell and Ramzy 1997, Shah and Carpenter 1995). Although Cooper, in his 1997 article titled
―The Myth of Metaphor‖, considers that the search for a good visual metaphor is essentially
counterproductive, nevertheless there is still an argument that "as a modelling idea, the metaphor
orientates the learner to totality... it involves a connection between visual image and concept"
(Fichtner, 1999, p323) As the transfer of knowledge can be difficult to manage (Burkhard and Meier,
2004), the use of a visual metaphor can be used to improve the process (Eppler, 2003).

As such, then, the use of a three dimensional graph metaphor (Figure 6.2) offers the ability to show
‗the totality‘ that teachers‘ confidence in using ICT, the level of CPD individualization and the
integration of ICT into the curriculum are dependent upon each other.
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Figure 6.2 3D graphical metaphor for CPD, teacher confidence and the integration of ICT

The purpose of designing such a model is to give a clearer representation of what effect
consideration of teacher confidence and, hence, the individualization of the CPD programme has on
effectiveness of ICT diffusion into the curriculum. It is not possible to change one aspect without
affecting the others. The objective of the CPD was to have ICT seamlessly integrated into all aspects
of the curriculum; the effectiveness of this imposed changed is dependent upon each individual and
there is research (Sikes, 1992; Huberman, 1988) that shows that not only are experienced teachers
more reluctant to change (especially in regards to technology) but that this is particularly the case
with older women. The importance of taking account of these individualised views cannot be overemphasised; the part played by ‗emotional baggage‘ should be at the forefront in any CPD.
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Chapter 7 BUILDING THEORY FROM A CASE STUDY: SUMMARIES AND
CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Building Theory from the Case Study

The research concept first arose from working in a school where there was a small cohort of
colleagues who struck me as representing what would seem to be an ideal cross section of ICT
adopters. This was highlighted through many staff room coffee discussions on ICT, the one common
theme becoming apparent being linked to feelings of confidence about the whole area of ICT –
hardware, software and, especially, teaching and learning. The intention was to ascertain whether a
closer study of the reasons for this concern amongst this group of teachers (a ‗case study‘) could be
extrapolated into a premise that could reflect the views of teachers in general, beginning, as
Eisenhardt (1989) suggests, ―as close as possible to the ideal of no theory under consideration and no
hypothesis to test‖ (p536) .

Case study research to build a theory is well documented and has taken many approaches (Glaser and
Strauss, 1967; Stake 1995, 2005; Yin, 1994; Pettigrew, 1988; Mintzberg, 1979; Mintzberg and
McHugh, 1985; Jick, 1979, Barone, 2004). By choosing a small cohort school with a population that
appeared to span the range of IT adopters from 'early' to 'late' to 'laggards' (Rogers, 2003) the
research allowed for what Yin (1994) calls an ‗analytic generalisation‘ (a generalisation more
concerned with the interaction of factors and events). This re-focusing took the emphasis away from
obtaining accurate statistical evidence and moved it to giving a more in-depth consideration of what
specific barriers there were using multiple data collection methods.
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As the research progressed, then, Eisenhardt‘s ideal was refined down to four research questions:


What part does teacher confidence play in the integration of ICT into the classroom?



What has an impact on this confidence?



What implications does this have for continued professional development (CPD)?



Can we model the case study into a proposal to help other teachers?

Although the outcome of this research in the area of education was supported by some
generalisations for ICT diffusion in the business arena, this case study did not lead to any new
generalizations. Nonetheless, in line with Stake (1993), by using a combination of qualitative and
quantitative data, this study allowed for the corroboration of findings, explaining some relationships
between the data and the thesis questions.

What part does teacher confidence play in the integration of ICT into the classroom?
From comments by all the cohort members in many areas of the research, the confidence level was
high on their thoughts.
When asked about confidence in using the equipment T1, a relatively ICT literate teacher, said she
still felt that she had to improve.
Teacher 2‘s lack of confidence could be attributed to the fact the IT environment is perhaps more
pressured in this school – the school is very active in some areas of IT – which makes her major
problems with IT (problems which have also persisted) all the more evident.
Although one of the teachers did not embrace the change, the others showed not only willingness but
also instinctively seem to recognise the need to work together for support and confidence-boosting;
effectively running their own CPD amongst themselves, showing that the change is most effective
when carried out by a "cross role group" (Fullan and Miles, 1992) who can support each other as
well. Colleague support was obviously considered required scaffolding to help teachers‘ confidence:
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"it's encouraging being in an environment ….. where all the other teachers [are] using it
[ICT] confidently"
"[colleague's name] won't be there next year and that makes a difference, so next year will be
more difficult.”
Teaching has a range of levels of adoption in all new initiatives, but if due consideration is given to
the range of this study‘s cohort‘s abilities, then it is possible to say that in any larger group, a similar
spread will be evident, as will the responses.

What has an impact on this confidence?
In addition to the cohort teachers showing a positive attitudes towards ICT integration, there were
indications that integration of ICT into the classroom, though not always successful, was considered
appropriate and that ICT should be integrated with all curriculum areas, that it is important to
provide students with a variety of uses of ICT and that CPD is a main area for consideration in the
implementation of effective ICT integration.

Within the case study, the teachers‘ perceived obstacles to classroom ICT integration align with
other studies. The teachers' responses in the data collection show a diverse range of needs from
technical support in the classroom to assurance about the reliability of the resources - the participants
indicating that access to reliable hardware, software, technical support, and guidance in effective ICT
integration strategies impacted on their ability to integrate ICT from support from each other to
support from the school leadership.

The study indicates that there is a link between teacher‘s attitude and their perceived level of skills
when using ICT and, although the response to generic CPD was not positive, there is a positive
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correlation between bespoke professional development and teacher‘s attitudes towards ICTs
supporting the findings of Clark (2000) and Ertmer et al (1999). (See Figure 6.2).

The use of laptops provided to each teacher (and reported by the cohort teachers as being a key factor
in aiding adoption) was an enabling factor, supporting other research highlighting the need for
teachers to experiment and gain confidence in their own time (Harrison et al, 1998).

The case study teachers had experienced a number of substantial changes over the previous years.
This number of changes may easily had led to an ethos of 'Why again?' but instead had drawn the
team together and shown that there was certainly a spirit of adaptation and willingness to take on
board innovations with each other (see Figure 7.1 showing the spike for collaboration amongst the
cohort members).

by yourself at home for entertainment
by yourself at home for school administration
by yourself in school for administration
with colleagues for administration
with groups of colleagues for teaching
with groups of special needs pupils
with selected groups of pupils for teaching
with the other teachers in my school
0
high/major

1

2

3

some

Figure 7.1 Patterns of collaboration
Schools whose culture is 'collaborative' are those that can take on board innovation and succeed
(Fullan and Hargreaves, 1992b) by giving confidence to each individual member. In line with
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Rogers' (2003, p221) assertion that big organisations can only take on change quickly if the size of
the decision-making group is small, indications from this case study suggest that that is the case. It
seems from this case study that it is just the size of the staff but how they are trained, time allocation
for 'experimenting' to build confidence and respect for the emotional aspect of each individual are
more important than faculty numbers. A small cohort has communications channels that are both
tight and highly interconnected and thus enhance the sharing of knowledge and skills (Beebe and
Masterson, 2008; Cragan et al, 2008) and it takes account of each member‘s level of confidence.

This sharing of knowledge was highlighted amongst this small cohort. For one teacher it can be
clearly seen that the problem was 'late arrival to the table' in as much as she was nearing the end of
her teaching career and, although her colleagues were to help see the need for the technology
innovation as far as the students were concerned, she could not see herself taking on board the
innovation. The other teachers, however, had been taking the innovation on board but the effective
embedding of the technology was being hampered by hardware glitches which, although often small,
were building up into a major frustration that prevented a more seamless integration, by lack of time
to experiment with the technology and by lack of 'ground level' training specific to their needs.

Can we model the case study into a proposal to help other teachers?
The National Numeracy and Literacy Strategies had been well received and had been successfully
implemented. These were strategies which covered familiar ground, were controllable and the
generic training was usable as it dealt, fundamentally, with the children and with different
approaches with familiar resources. The ICT innovation has proved to be a different change. Now,
technology that was not easily understandable and was not consistent (eg: ―why would it print the
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document yesterday but not today?‖) was being implemented. The teachers were feeling very much
that, though the need for the change was understandable, they were dealing with a resource about
which they had no real understanding; overhead projectors didn't work because the bulb had blown
was physical and was within their realm of everyday experiences, but loading programmes, finding
files on hard drive and dealing with connecting computers to the internet was not, and the school
was not large enough to add a technician to be able to come in during a lesson to fix the problem.

This 'rate of adoption' of any innovation is influenced by five attributes: relative advantage - whether
the innovation is perceived as being better than what is already in place; compatibility - how is the
innovation consistent with past experiences and knowledge and, more importantly, the needs of the
users; complexity – the degree to which an innovation is perceived as relatively difficult to
understand and use; trialability - do the participants have time to understand and experiment;
observability - can the participants clearly see the results and the number of persons involved in the
innovation - ie the more that are involved, the slower the rate of adoption (Rogers,1995 and 2003).
For the teachers participating in the study, a summary table (Table 7.1) is shown below based on
their responses in the questionnaires, mind maps and interviews.

Innovation Attribute

T1

T2

T3

Relative advantage – is it better than what was in place?

4

1

4

Compatibility – is it consistent with past experiences?

5

1

2

Trialability – do you have time to experiment?

3

1

3

Observability – are the results and people involved clearly seen?

4

3

4

Complexity – is it difficult to understand and use?

1

5

3

Table 7.1 Attributes of Innovation for the cohort teachers (after Rogers, 2003) (1 disagree, 5 agree)
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Each teacher came to the initiative with their own background. One member, for instance started her
career in the IT department of a large national bank; one was a very experienced teacher, close to
retirement while the third was the youngest and the only one with some pre-service ICT training at
university. This range of backgrounds can be seen in the scores for the compatibility attribute while
the other scores reflect the areas previously discussed in this chapter – namely that there is a
consideration that there is a relative advantage to the ICT innovation, though not enough time to
experiment (the middle score being linked to the use of laptops by T1 and T3) and that although they
can all see the people involved and can see some results, they are not all agreed that it is better than
before.

In 1973, Zaltman and colleagues published "Innovations and Organisations" in which they stated that
the main dependent variable in the introduction of an innovation was not the decision to introduce it
but, rather, its implementation; it is, as Healey and De Stefano (1997) argued, not the replication of
the idea for the innovation so much as the replication of the conditions that made the innovation
successful in other schools.

From this study, then, the following findings can be highlighted that could be considered for similar
such initiatives and applicable for a more ‗analytic generalisation‘:


Working with generic training with an emphasis of individuals working through manuals was
the worst of possible scenarios to ensure the success of the initiative.



Small cohorts from the same school were the most effective method for both professional
development (because all the members are aware of the needs of cohort member) and in
encouraging colleagues to ‗try things out‘, leading to a better rate of adoption. Research by
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the likes of Abbott and Faris (2000) help to give further credence to this approach - giving us
clear indicators that reforms based upon assumptions of uniformity in the educational system
repeatedly fail.


Change causes anxiety and uncertainty. This 'emotional intelligence' is part and parcel of any
change (Goleman, 1998) and "people fail to adapt because of the stress provoked by the
problem and the changes it demands" (Heifitz, 1994, p37). The government, in their NOF
training, thought to use the approach of replicating the training exactly for each teacher and
have them carry it out by themselves (see Kirkwood et al, 2000). In fact, what was needed
was bespoke training for either individual schools if they were small enough or small groups
of teachers at similar levels of emotional anxiety and stages of adoption - 'early', 'late' or
'laggards' (Rogers, 2003) - "because each (original italics) local situation, to a certain extent,
will be unique and will need to develop differently" (Fullan, 2000b, p66).



One of the inhibitors to diffusion has been lack of confidence – whether it was in the
hardware, connections or own ability. Although in industry this lack of confidence is the most
cited reason for lack of effective ICT integration (Howard, 1997, Matthews, 2007,
Harindranath et al, 2008), there is no similar current research with teachers. Some of this
anxiety can be alleviated by:


Having acess to reliable hardware, software and technical support.



CPD for ICT innovations should have a ‗human face‘ - start from the needs, wants
and aspirations of the teachers when designing the CPD progamme.



Specific guidance in effective ICT integration strategies has a very positive impact on
teachers‘ ability to integrate ICT.



Diffusion, according to Everett Rogers (2003, p5) is "the process in which an innovation is
communicated through certain channels over time among the members of a social system. It
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is a special type of communication in that the messages are concerned with new ideas.
Communication (original italics) is a process in which participants create and share
information with one another in order to reach a mutual understanding". This study and other
research into diffusion has shown that anyone involved in the introduction of an innovation
does not make instantaneous decisions about its usefulness; rather, the decision process takes
place over time.

The case study was unable to show what Yin (1994) called 'revelatory' insights, nor was it able to be
a 'critical case‘ - "a single case meeting all the conditions for testing a well-founded theory‖. (Yin,
1994, p421). Instead, this study was able to show that by carrying out work with a small cohort, it
was possible to build on previous theories that showed that implementation of change was not just
dealing with the process but also with the attitudes and 'emotional intelligence' - the human interface
side of diffusion of an innovation.

7.2 Outcome from the Study
By taking some of the comments outlined above into account when looking at the demographics of a
school, the change agent could more effectively target individuals or groups with specific emotional
scaffolding techniques. Without taking into account this individual perspective, the change agent
will be left with activities but no idea of the goal or outcome that they are trying to achieve. If we
start with Schein‘s (2006, p1) proposal (based on the work of Kurt Lewin) that ―all forms of
learning and change start with some form of dissatisfaction or frustration‖, then the truly effective
change agent will employ tactics that will create a feeling of emotional safety. This is done at two
levels – diagnosis and intervention.
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One could argue that part of the change process that took place in this case study school was
enhanced by the effect on the teachers‘ attitude to the initiative by completing the questionnaires,
mind maps and interviews; by doing these, the teachers were forced to communicate their fears and
celebrations and, by doing so may have also helped them understand them.

The bespoke method of intervention would depend upon the level of diagnosis and must also take
into account how the teachers perceive the agent himself and what he is trying to do. The change
strategy has to be based on what the teachers sees as the impact on their teaching caused by the
agent‘s interventions. To do this effectively, the change agent has to be part of the project – he can‘t
be seen as someone ‗out there‘ dictating what should be done, but in the classroom/school involved
in the initiative project.

While change occurs one person at a time, there are processes and tools that can be used to facilitate
this change. Tools like communication and training are often the only activities when no structured
approach is applied. When there is an organizational change management perspective, a process
emerges for how to scale change management activities and how to use the complete set of tools
available for diffusion managers.
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7.3 Implications for CPD Practice
Because of the increasing prevalence of technology in everyday life, it is no longer appropriate to
talk about "ICT training" as intermittent sessions given out whenever a local area adviser deems that
it may be good to show that some training has been organised. Teachers need on-going exposure to
the constantly changing usage of ICT in education. Continued Professional Development (CPD)
should no longer be considered optional for schools to organise, it should be seen as an imperative.

Hunt (1971), recognises two types of staff development – what is often called CPD (In Service
Education and Training) which focuses on changing a skill or applying a specific strategy, presenting
a ―package of skills and strategies to be learned and practiced by the teacher (and which are) often
promoted as being ‗teacher-proof‘- in other words, individual teachers cannot ‗mess things up‖. The
implication is that the strategies will work in just about any classroom‖ (McKenzie, 1991). This
concept, highlighted through the NOF (NGfL, 2000) training was the approach used in this case
study‘s teachers‘ initial training where the teachers were expected to work through a series of tasks
designed to familiarise them with ICT – ―the customer was fitted to the basic training model….
rather than fitting the model to the customer‘s needs‖ (Davis et al, 2008). The resulting antagonism
towards the approach was only alleviated by the promise of a laptop at the end, even though the
‗package‘ bore no relations to ‗how‘ the technology could be used or what the long term implications
to the teachers‘ work in the classroom was going to be – and this was, after all, going to be one of the
single, most important (and costly) shifts in approach in education that the British Government had
introduced since the introduction of the National Curriculum in 1988. That having been said, the end
result of having a laptop available for use in their own time proved a positive influence in the
teachers‘ attitude to using ICT: ―A very high proportion of teachers (98%) made effective use of
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their [laptop] computers‘ teachers confidence and competence changed radically for the better and
most felt that their knowledge of ICT had increased ‗substantially‘‖ (Harrison, et al 1998, P4).

The second approach has been highlighted by the responses by this study‘s teachers and would build
on an appropriate match between the teachers‘ levels of development and experiences taking into
account what McKenzie (1971) calls the ‗special demands of Room 236‘ – the individual teacher.
This approach aims to move the teachers towards a new paradigm – a new way of teaching that
involves the recognition that ―teachers are adult learners with individual learning styles, different
stages of development and quite divergent interests and needs‖ (Bents and Howey, 1981, p18).
Taking into account the emotional level of each teacher has been shown by other research to be a
major contributor to effective CPD (Bradley and Russell, 1997; Rosen and Weil, 1995). Such CPD is
not just for the pedagogy, there also has to be some level of appreciation of how to deal with
hardware problems. The teachers in the case study cited the lack of their own expertise in this area
and, although there was weekly visit from a technician to deal with larger issues, when the hardware
malfunctions in the classroom, some level of knowledge is required to ensure that the abandoning of
the lesson was due to a technical problem and wasn‘t just down not knowing how to change a printer
cartridge.

The most effective in-service CPD programmes should be school-based, rigorous, sustained, and
designed and directed by teachers to match their own specific levels of expertise (see also BECTA,
2008). Equally important, they should balance individual priorities with school and local education
authority needs - the responses in this case study clearly show this. The teachers, despite, being held
back by lack of technical expertise, are willing to work at effectively integrating ICT into their
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students' learning and there is generally a high level of commitment to this innovation. Similarly to
the research findings of Williams et al (2000), the comments from the case study teachers for any
form of training shows that it will be most successful if the training matches their own level of
development and that there is an appropriate level of technical training as well. Although Rogers'
(2003) idea that the teachers are at different stages of innovation change is viable, Ertmer and her
colleagues (Ertmer et al, 1999) take this one stage further and say that the teacher is also likely to be
at more than one level at the same time - making the argument for individually designed CPD all the
more important. The use of a localised support team, as envisaged by many LEAs, although not as
effective as an 'on demand, in school' resource, does go at least some way to supporting the teachers
in schools too small to support their own ICT technician.

However, CPD is not just about the 'how to' aspect - CPD needs to take into account pleas raised by
such as Kenway that teachers need to be not only skilled but ―informed and critical‖ users of the
technology (Kenway,1995, p 57). "Computers in schools are physical artefacts which governments
can deliver, can point to as a symbol of action and commitment. The computer is an icon to
demonstrate to parents that ICT is a force in education" (Lloyd, 2003, p2). But it is not the computer
itself that is the change agent; rather, it is the teacher being self-reflective about his or her own
practices. ICT CPD programmes, ideally, will be designed with Kenway‘s plea in mind while also
addressing the issues noted in the present case study; that is, the need to change attitudes and provide
basic competencies while keeping in mind the different perceptions, abilities and experiences of the
teachers.
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7.4 Planning For ICT CPD
ICT is rapidly altering the paradigm of schooling, whether for better or worse is discussed elsewhere
(Selwyn, 1999; Watson, 1997; BECTA 2005, BECTA 2008, Kankaanranta, 2001). The vision for
schools of the future extends from those held by such ‗historical‘ figures as Ivan Illich (1973)
through the home-learning society envisaged by Graham Hewitt quoted in Davies and WestBurnham (2003) and those no less imaginative and now no less plausible of having children working
in schools with their own laptops, linking to the teacher and other resources via the computer
(Dettman, 1997) to current visionaries such as Bill Gates:

―Students can look at their grades and even turn in their homework over the Web. Teachers hold online discussion groups. Students email friends and family as naturally as they call them. Students are
the ultimate knowledge workers. Their ‗job‘ is to learn and explore and find unexpected relationships
between things‖ (quoted in MacGilchrist et al 2004).

Although Gates‘ commentary was considered a futuristic view, many teachers are now at this point
but still very much in control (including setting homework!) since they ‗hold‘ the on-line discussions
rather than facilitate or participate. In agreement with Vygotsky (1978), Rutter et al (1979) and
others, there is a belief that teachers do make a difference and ―are more important than even the
most sophisticated educational tool‖ (Mellon 1999, p34).

Though there is evidence of significant integration of technology across the curriculum, the range of
uses remains fairly limited and practitioners rarely realise the full benefits of technology in
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supporting learners. Use of digital resources and tools is regarded as optional in many cases,
suggesting a need to ensure professional standards and requirements, and cultures of practice, are in
place which recognise the technology as a core tool in a modern education and skills system
(‗Harnessing technology‖, BECTA 2008, p23).

That being the case, we need to consider how best we can develop teachers professionally to ensure
that they can, at the least hold the discussion as envisaged by Gates, and, at best, facilitate one.

Definitions of what professional development is depend very much on what such development
activity is set to achieve. One of the underlying assumptions of teacher development is lifelong
learning. If the goals are to be set to keep the teacher continually up to date with current ICT then the
professional development needs to be on-going, pro-active, bespoke (Granger, 2002) and, as
Mintzberg and McHugh (1985) states, balanced between boldness of vision and realistic
understanding of what will be involved in terms of time and resources.

7.5 Strategic ICT CPD
In all the strategic management and organisation theory, the concept of uncertainty is integral to the
planning. In a risky and changeable environment such as ICT, development training should be
flexible and schools need to be alert to adapt training and resources to external changes. In the past,
according to Mintzberg and McHugh‘s (1985) terminology, the school was an ‗operating adhocracy‘
where such training reflected the raisons d’être of schools - to work on behalf of a governing body
which fought shy of decisions committing resources or setting patterns for the long term, mainly
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because they were continuously responding to a changing environment which they could not predict.
However, with the concept of school improvement very much in mind, schools are now becoming
more comfortable with the notion of ICT CPD strategic intent which follows broadly agreed tracks
but which flex and respond according to emerging trends (Hall and Loucks, 1978).

Strategic ICT CPD intent can have pitfalls. This approach to ICT management requires an explicit
sense of direction and purpose. The Headteacher needs vision and the ability to put that vision into
action, applying what Dalin and Rust (1996, p 59) call Critical Mass to ensure that all the stakeholders pull together for constructive development.

In the need to avoid ‗short-termism‘ (Davies and Ellison, 1999, p75), we start looking to the future
nature of schooling and its implementation. This concept of visioning is a key point of concern
(witness the emphasis placed on it by the Teacher Training Agency‘s associated National
Professional Qualification for Headship work); indeed, Deal and Peterson (1990) focus on this point
when offering some guidance for development (adapted for ICT implementation):


The vision of a school leader includes a mental image of a possible and desirable future state
of ICT in the school given the resources and the level of expertise of the staff.



The vision will embody the leader‘s own view of what constitutes excellence in the use of
ICT.



The vision of a school leader also includes a mental image of a possible and desirable future
state of ICT for the broader educational scene and for society in general.
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The vision of a school leader also includes a mental image of a possible and desirable process
of change through which the preferred future state of ICT integration will be achieved.



Each aspect of the ICT vision for the school will reflect different assumptions, values and
beliefs about such matters as the nature of humankind; the purpose of schooling; the roles of
government, family and church in schooling; approaches to teaching and learning; and
approaches to the management of change.

Keeping in mind these points and the numerous caveats by Foreman (1998) that visioning is not to
be ‗top down‘, it is a key aspect that all the stakeholders should feel enthused about the leader‘s
vision and not be resentful and unwilling participants. This future thinking needs to have some
starting points. Davies and Ellison (1999) cite some examples of trends which could have an impact
on development in schools in general, and ICT in particular, in the future:


Radical changes in the nature of learning and teaching – the core process of school.
This is particularly important with learning, as the new technologies will exert a
powerful influence, giving students 24-hour access to high quality learning resources
and thus altering the traditional role of the school and teachers. This is particularly
well highlighted in the work on ‗Intelligent Schools‘ by MacGilchrist et al (2004)
who offers a framework for school leaders to think about different ways to consider
the learning and teaching that takes place in their schools – ―[to] synthesize different
kinds of knowledge, experience and ideas in order to be confident about current
achievements and to have the ability to decide what to do next‖ (p xv).
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An increasing emphasis on life-long learning and the school as part of the community
(Davies and Ellison, 1999, pp11-22). More recently the Leitch Report (Leitch, 2006)
was tasked by the government to quantify the current skills set of the UK population
and propose areas for enhancement in numeracy, literacy and ICT skills.

7.6 Putting the Basics in Place

The plan for staff development needs to be geared towards ‗informed users‘. The case study school
had gone a long way to implementing the structures and the hardware but had not allowed for
sufficient time and effort in bringing the staff on board. From this research, effective training
requires:


a focus on the hardware and software that the teachers need to use (including email and
internet)



that the training be conducted at the teacher‘s base using the user- interface with which
the teachers are familiar.



interaction; with the teachers being given the opportunities to experiment with a mentor
close by.



suitable training for dealing with minor technical problems and



access to a local technician for those areas beyond the teachers‘ ability



continual update of on-line resources.
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These experiential conclusions have also been confirmed by research covered by Borko and Putnam
(1995) who stated: ―Teachers themselves must make the desired changes. To do so they must
acquire richer knowledge of subject matter, pedagogy and subject-specific pedagogy. ........
Successful professional development efforts are those that help teachers to acquire or develop new
ways of learning, learners and subject matter, thus constructing a professional knowledge base that
will enable them to teach students in more powerful and meaningful ways‖, which, after all, is what
we are really here to do. Thus, when we create an environment that can facilitate and support this
teacher learning, in a way that fits in with the overall vision for the school, we can help the teachers
to adapt to teaching in some fundamentally different ways. The teacher‘s role will be moving
towards one of ―process facilitator and interventionist rather than content expert‖ (Day, 1999, p207);
as the child will be learning as much at home or on the internet as through school, so the teacher will
be taking on more of the role of human contact to ensure the continuance of the lifelong learning
process; finally the teacher will become a ―learning counsellor‖ (Day, 1999, p207), referring the
subject content and opening up a wider partnership between the school, the child and the parents.

West-Burnham (1994, p84) helps us to define the extended time-frame in which to ―translate vision
and values into significant, measurable and practical outcomes‖ as three to five years. During this
time, we are also considering evaluation, changes in direction and adaptation to new ICT initiatives
and technological developments. Flexible planning is the order of the day, ―simplicity usually works
better than complexity (and) moderate expertise proves as effective as great expertise‖ (Pant and
Starbuck, 1990, p433).
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The first three years of ICT CPD planning should be relatively easy to predict as most government
initiatives for ICT are based on similar timescales. The way forward, according to Abbott (2001) ―is
more likely to be through small, but important steps than by wholesale dramatic changes‖ (p121).
Technical innovation, as already mentioned can be imagined within a similar time frame predicted
by ‗judgment rather than techniques‘ (Dimma, 1985, p25) such as extrapolations or computergenerated models. The intent can never be effective by itself - it is the presence of the continual
review that makes it sustainable.

7.7 The Next Step? Planning And Sustaining Future ICT CPD

I have discussed the concerns about future planning and the problems such open-ended planning has
where knowledge about any future initiatives may be limited. Allaire and Firsitoru (1989, p7) noted
―uncertainty is the Achilles‘ heel of strategic planning. Strategic planning is heavily slanted toward
the ‗predict and prepare‘ mode of coping with the future. The strategic plan is a ‗road map‘ with a
fixed and well-defined target, as well as the steps to reach that target‖. Wallace (1991) chronicles a
series of events in his primary and secondary case-study schools that made similar plans obsolete,
including the inability to predict some shifts in central government and LEA policies and the
possibility, if not the timing, of others.

Given all that has been written about what can go wrong with any strategic ICT CPD intent, can it be
considered a viable concept in schools? Strategic planning was originally conceived for commercial
businesses that were able to have a large measure of control over their future. Outside influences
impinged on this intent, but not in a major way (Mintzberg, 1994). The many early theorists (Ansoff,
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1965, Drucker, 1955, Malmlow, 1972, Steiner, 1979) developed analytical tools to identify and
evaluate strategies, but there was little, if any actual planning taking place. The companies were able
to enhance their development plans almost in a cocooned environment.

When American industry started being faced with serious overseas competition, they started acting,
according to Mintzberg (1994, p208) ―Much like Chicken Little being hit on the head by an acorn, its
planners ran around ...... crying ‗The environment‘s turbulent! The environment‘s turbulent!‖ Since
then, the visionary approach is often cited as the more flexible way to deal with an uncertain world.
With this move, many (Weinstein, 1995; Hambden-Turner, 1995) would argue ‗yes‘, we can use
such planning in ICT CPD planning as it sets the broad outline while leaving the specific details to
be worked out later. In other words, ―the broad perspective may be deliberate, but the specific
positions can emerge. So when the unexpected happens, assuming the vision is sufficiently robust,
the organisation can adapt – it learns. Certain change is thus easily accommodated‖ (Mintzberg,
1994, p210).

Despite these caveats the key phrase from Wallace is ―predict the possibility, if not the timing of
others‖. Given the cost involvement of leading edge technology, most schools would consider
themselves to be in the enviable situation of being at least one pace behind that edge. As such, then,
schools could at least predict what current developments would be economically accessible within
the time frame of the strategic intent and plan their ICT CPD accordingly.

As far as current state primary schools are concerned, we have already seen the effect on ICT
provision through the National Grid for Learning initiative (Selwyn,1999) and the increased monies
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through the Lottery‘s New Opportunity Funding and the ‗Laptop for Teachers‘ initiative. With a
number of LEAs moving all their county-school communications through broadband computer links
and the subsequent benefits to the children with access through such high-speed systems, we already
have one strand of the strategic intent which can act as a guide for future staff development.

We can already see that the nature of schooling is changing:


In 1993, Drucker wrote: ‗What will be taught and learned; how it will be taught and learned;
who will make use of schooling; and the position of the school in society – all of this will
change greatly during the ensuing decades. Indeed, no other institution faces challenges as
radical as those that will transform school‘ (p209). Today, according to Dickinson (2000),
much of this has happened or is happening: ―we have all the knowledge and tools we need to
create an effective system that can help meet the needs of today's and tomorrow's students.
…. We have already seen many new interactive technologies along with a renaissance of the
arts in education, hands-on projects, inquiry-based learning, cooperative learning, internships,
and community service projects that deeply engage students and result in academic
achievement‖.



From a nineteenth century factory model to a twenty-first century one of emphasis on
children‘s learning, gearing the profession towards what the children learn rather than what
the teacher teaches (eg through the numeracy and literacy strategies) – a focus on learning
rather than teaching and where the students are considered the ‗clients‘. In the case of ICT, it
is likely to be based less around the transmission of knowledge, but rather around learning
from others using ‗Knowledge Navigators‘ (Scully, 1987).
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Headteacher management models are moving more and more to collegiality and leadership
rather than ‗management‘.



The recognition that learning should be life-long.



The need for be more proactive – creating cultures based on responsiveness where
monitoring and evaluation are key features.



A move towards more global awareness through the use of internet-based inter-school
projects.



A shift in focus and choice to the learner as new technologies are developed.



Schools becoming more independent in their management of funding, staffing and physical
resources.

Many of the technology tools used in education and skills were designed to serve the needs of
business. Although many of these are useful for education, we also need specific and customised
planning, curriculum management, and teaching tools for teachers and trainers to use as a natural
part of their professional repertoire. (BECTA 2008)With these and similar ‗expectations‘ (Davies
and Ellison, 1999, pp246-256) in mind, the benefits gained from engaging in strategic ICT CPD
planning are many. Returning to the initial focus, the school would be using the teachers‘ previous
experience to plan for the school‘s needs in an uncertain future by looking to adopt a process along
the lines shown in Figure 7.2.
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The start of the process is linear to the review section, but then moves into a continual cyclical
process along the lines of Hargreaves and Hopkins (1990) and Fidler and Bowles (1991). The
review section allows for what Davies and West-Burnham (1997, p 65) term ‗re-engineering‘ which
can be different for various points of the strategic ICT CPD journey.
The point at which this re-engineering occurs, according to Handy (1990) is decided by the reflective
Headteacher, who has to ensure that the school does not rest on its laurels, and takes the risk of
moving into a new direction before the change develops into a downward or stagnant one.
So, in any planning for strategic intent, we need to be able to answer three questions: (1) what
priorities do we need to change? (2) what should we change next? (3) what should we change it to:
Vision :

Figure 7.2 Planning and review
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A school which has ICT capability effectively integrated into all aspects of the curriculum and a staff
trained for this use.
Resource implications – physical:


Additional computers



Extension of network and internet cabling



additional licenses for software



Fast internet connection using broadband technology



Connection of class computers with suitable password firewalls enabling teachers to access
central record and tracking data.



Phased expenditure.



Maintenance costs – especially in light of changes in funding.

Resource implications – human:


Audit of teachers‘ ICT capability. Implementation of any necessary remedial training to
ensure basic level of skills attained.



We know that there will be some CPD required for as yet unknown areas but there will
certainly be CPD for teachers to cover: use of the network, internet, email and the network
(especially with a view to accessing centralised record and tracking data). An approach to
staff CPD can be clearly seen in the ‗Red Folder‘ of DfES approved providers of teacher
training for integration of ICT into the curriculum (NGfL, 2000).



Training in critical appraisal of software suitability.



Consideration for changes in the role of the teacher with more reliance upon technology.



Introduction of ‗computer mentors‘. These would be children who, in Year 4, would follow a
course that would enable them to operate the network, scanner, digital camera and other
peripherals as well as solve basic problems. By starting in Year 4, the programme would
enable these children to develop each year and would give maximum return for time spent in
training. Sessions need to be set aside for such training, probably as an after-school club.



Performance management and its impact on target setting for the teachers – particularly in the
case of ICT.



Emphasis on life-long learning not just for professional use, but also for personal
advancement.

Other


Move to establishment of a local consortium for pooled resources such as CPD, programmes,
technical support or bulk purchase of expendable resources.
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Expansion of school.



New housing developments.

Turbulence – consider:


Keep up to date with curriculum reviews and judge what impact any new initiatives will have
on the intent. Use of internet-based chat rooms such as ‗TalkingHeads‘



Unexpected fall in numbers.



Change in government with associated changes in educational direction.



Future of web-conferencing and distance learning.



Radical changes in cost and availability of technology.



Possibility of the creation of a more flexible workforce.



Unresolved and, as yet, unknown, influences.

Timescale:


Linking together such aspects as immediate need for basic training with a long-term view as
to how the school will introduce new technology.



What can be realistically be achieved given likely resources and staffing levels. Linked to this
would be long-term fundraising by the PTA.

Such concepts outlined above would be the basis for the next stage - discussion and collaboration
amongst the stakeholders. It is not enough for the Headteacher to have a vision and to be able to
‗sell‘ it. No one person can endeavour to recognise all necessities, but the collegial approach engages
all concerned in the debate about the influences on the pupils‘ learning and ensures inclusion of other
viewpoints and ideas and, most importantly, ownership of the intent.

Despite the problems associated with planning for an uncertain future, the use of such a perspective
is an essential tool in the arsenal of the Headteacher of the twenty-first century. Change is never easy
and strategic planning has pitfalls (and can require the stamina of a ‗superman‘ to see it through!) but
it shows a degree of being proactive and, as Wallace (1991) has argued so well, in today‘s
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continually changing educational climate that has got to give the school an advantage. There is no
‗success‘ or ‗failure‘, the experiences gained are simply converted to positive learning and used to
move on and develop. The alternative is to be reactive at best and stagnant at worse.

7.8 Importance of this Research and the Possible Contribution to the Field.
The thesis started out with four proposed research questions


What part does teacher confidence play in the integration of ICT into the classroom?



What has an impact on this confidence?



What implications does this have for continued professional development (CPD)?



Can we model the case study into a proposal to help other teachers?

The data from this research partly supports the role of teacher confidence in the way ICT is
implemented. There were a number of areas that can impact that confidence, but it was hardware
reliability and the availability of technical expertise that featured most prominently in the comments
from all three case studies as causes for frustration. Given the time line between the start and end of
this project it would be a question that could be re-examined.

In considering how to ensure that such diffusion initiatives are more successful, then we need to look
very closely at how CPD is delivered. Because of the technical knowledge required in this innovation
the approach cannot mirror that of the Literacy or Numeracy initiatives where a methodology was
the key to implementation. It is clear from the comments made by the case study subjects that there
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was a need for bespoke training and that such training may also needed to be at an individual level to
cater for the extreme spectrum of technical expertise.

Certainly there is room to consider how such an individualised approach could better serve CPD
provision – perhaps there is also scope for more controlled research into the effectiveness of such an
approach with cohorts who, even in the past ten years, have become more ‗tech savvy‘ ?

The research evidence formed from this study has addressed the questions and could help to inform
ICT CPD facilitators on how to increase the likelihood that teachers will return to their classrooms
and make effective use of ICT resources across the primary school curriculum. With a move into the
21st century, it is hoped that finally we will have effective CPD that is meaningful, effective, takes a
bespoke approach taking into account the emotions and backgrounds of the teachers individually and
helps the teachers do what they do best – help the children to learn in an exciting, relevant and
technological way.
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APPENDICES
Questionnaire and Mindmap task
Questionnaire results data
Completed Mindmaps
Personal viewpoints – T1,T2, T3
Pre- and Post classroom interviews questions

QUESTIONNAIRE AND MINDMAP TASK

Confidence and Teachers’ ICT Usage in the Classroom

First of all, thank you for agreeing to take the time to participate in this
research!
The case study is looking into teachers’ confidence and competence in the
use of IT and their effects on the use of this type of resource in the
classroom.
The survey is in three parts. You can do Parts 1 and 2 all at once or over a
few days. Part 3, an interview, will be later and will be designed to tease
out more details shown by your answers to Parts 1 and 2.

Part 1
This questionnaire should take about 30 minutes altogether (if you fill in
the Personal Viewpoint sections at the end as well!)
Part 2
In this section you are asked to draw a Mind Map – a drawing whose
structure is decided by you and that allows free flow of ideas. This can
take as long or as short a time as you want and, like the questionnaire, can
be completed in one sitting or over a few days.
Please don’t forget the last page!!!!

Again, thanks for your participation and I hope the wine helps to make
the task a little easier!
Please return the booklet to me as soon as possible.

Timothy J Gray
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Part 1
Questionnaire
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1 Name
2 School Environment






Please indicate your school’s level of involvement in IT now
tick the description that closely matches your school

3 Ease of Implementation






How easy have you found it to make regular use of your
computer?
tick the description that closely matches your experience



limited activity schoolwide
activity in some subjects
very active in some subjects
very active in most subjects

I have had major problems which have persisted
problems recurred but regular use has been possible
early problems arose but these have been overcome
few problems arose but computer use has not been
continuous
few problems were encountered and use has been
continuous

low

4 Confidence & Competence
Please rate your current levels of confidence and competence

Confidence

tick the description that closely matches your experience

Competence

high

    
    
1

2

3

4

5

5 Usage Content
Please describe your use of the facilities listed here using the rating scale described below
NONE
TRIED
SOME
OFTEN

1
2
3
4

no usage attempted
attempted but unsuccessful
some successful use
regular successful use

circle the description that closely matches your experience
A Facilities

1
none

2
tried

3
some

4
often

B General software

1
none

2
tried

3
some

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Word processing
Spreadsheet
Database
Printing or drawing
Desktop publishing
Games or simulations
Personal organiser
Finance or accounts

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

E-mail
CD-ROM
Internet
Fax
Scanner
Digital camera
Datalogging equip
Large screen monitor
Printing

4
often

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

6 Internet Subscriptions
Please rate usage of your own
Internet subscriptions and any
Internet subscriptions the school
holds
NONE
TRIED
SOME
OFTEN

1 no usage attempted
2 attempted but unsuccessful
3 some successful use
4 regular successful use

Your Subscriptions (please list)

School subscriptions
none tried some often

1 RM(Eduserve) 1
2 Freeserve
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

none tried some often

3(
4(

) 1
) 1

2
2

3
3

4
4

circle the description that closely
matches your experience
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7 Software Usage
Please describe your main software use by rating all the programs listed below
The list is based on the programs that are currently being used at XXXXXX Primary School.
NONE
TRIED
SOME
OFTEN

1 no usage attempted
2 attempted but unsuccessful
3 some successful use
4 regular successful use

circle the description that closely matches your experience

some

often

Albert's house
All about number
Ancient Egyptians
Art Gallery
Arthur's teacher trouble
Children's Encylcopedia
Clicker Plus

none tried some

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

often

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Mission Control
My first dictionary
Number Shark
Number Skills
Oxford Interactive
Encyclopedia
Oz, the magical adventure

none tried

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Counting and sorting
Crayola Magic Wardrobe
Crystal Rainforest 2000
Cyberworld
Encyclopedia -Science
Encylopedia - Nature
English for SATs 2
Exploring Castles
Fuzzbuzz
Harry and haunted house
History of the World
How We Used to Live Early Victorians

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Past Lives British History
PB Bear's birthday party
Practise Maths
Practise Science
Rhyme activities - activity
software
RM Our World
RM Window Box (eg Graph
maker, Roamer, etc)
Romans
SATs tests English KS1
SATs tests Maths KS1
Science for SATs 2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

I Love Maths
I Love Science
I Love Spelling
Let's Go with Katy
Mad About Maths
Magic School Bus
Map Detective
Maths skills
Max and haunted house
Maximania

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Sound activities - literacy
Starspell 2001
Talking Clocks
Talking tables (7-9 years)
The Cat in the Hat
The Evacuees
The fish who could wish
The Lost Tribe
The New Way Things
Work

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Microsoft WORD
Microsoft EXCEL
Microsoft Publisher
Microsoft Powerpoint

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

The Romans - Zig Zag
The Tortoise and the hare
Tizzy's toybox
Top of the class/ numbers
Wellington Square
Word puzzles (7-9 years)
Word Shark

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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8 Patterns of Usage
Please estimate your levels of usage of any computer equipment in the following areas
circle the description that closely matches your experience
NONE
SOME
HIGH
MAJOR

1 no usage at all
2 occasional, as extra provision
3 regular, an integral part of my work
4 heavy, I now depend on it

A

collaboration
high

major

1
2
3
4

with the other teachers in my school
with whole classes of pupils for teaching
with selected groups of pupils for teaching
with individual pupils for teaching

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
6
7
8
9

with groups of special needs pupils
with individual special needs pupils
with groups of colleagues for teaching
with individual colleagues for teaching
with colleagues for administration

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

by yourself in school for teaching purposes
by yourself in school for administration
by yourself at home for teaching purposes
by yourself at home for school administration
by yourself as home for personal tasks
by yourself at home for entertainment
by others at home for any use

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

B

location
some

high

major

17
18
19
20

in a fixed school location
in 2 or 3 school locations
in 4 or more school locations
in a meeting at school

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

21
22
23
24

in a meeting outside school
at home to continue work from school
at home for any purpose
in a location other than school or home

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

none

some

high

major

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

none

none

C

integration

25
26
27
28

to supplement existing teaching provision
to supplement existing administrative provision
to provide a new teaching resource
to provide a new administrative resource

some
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9 Internet usage
Please estimate your levels of involvement in the following Internet activities
circle the description that closely matches your experience
NONE
SOME
HIGH
MAJOR

1 no usage at all
2 occasional, as extra provision
3 regular, an integral part of my work
4 heavy, I now depend on it
none

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

to access information for your own use
to access information for pupils’ use
to demonstrate accessing information to pupil(s)
allowing pupils(s) to access information using your laptop
to access information for colleague(s)
to demonstrate accessing information to colleague(s)
allowing colleagues(s) to access information using your laptop
using e-mail for contact for teaching
using e-mail for contact for administration
using e-mail for contact for personal use
demonstrating e-mail to pupil(s)
demonstrating e-mail to colleague(s)
downloading information or images
downloading software

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

some

high

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

major

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

10 Support
Please indicate your view of the satisfactoriness of the support you have received in these areas
circle the description that closely matches your experience
POOR
FAIR
GOOD
EXCELLENT

1 generally minimal or unhelpful
2 available but requiring much effort
3 available and effective with little delay
4 extensive and rapidly effective

A

aspects of usage

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

guidance before receiving your laptop
guidance on continuing with the laptop
installation/set-up of laptop hardware
installation/set-up of laptop software
installation/set-up of non-laptop hardware
installation/set-up of non-laptop software
day to day usage of hardware
day to day usage of software
using CD-ROMS
using the Internet
telephone line access
printing

B

sources of support

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

RM familiarisation programme
World Wide Web sites
other colleague in your school
other colleague in another school
LEA advisory service
LEA ICT support service
someone in your family
a friend or acquaintance
hardware supplier(s)
software supplier(s)

poor

fair

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

poor

fair

good

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

good

excellent

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

excellent

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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11 Personal perceptions
This section invites you to offer your views on a range of issues concerning IT.
circle the description that closely matches your experience
1
2
3
4
?

strongly agree
disagree
agree
strongly disagree
unable to respond

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

The laptop has allowed me to develop my teaching
I felt the money spent on IT was worthwhile
The impact on pupil learning of IT has been negligible
Most adults will benefit from the ability to use IT
I was reluctant initially to participate in IT training
Getting to know my laptop has taken up too much of my time
Certain groups of pupils have gained a lot from IT
IT imposes excessive demands on ordinary people
I feel I am in command of IT materials
The school as a whole has benefited from the introduction of IT
IT has enhanced our SEN provision
For most users the costs of IT exceed the benefits
The use of IT has interfered with other aspects of my work
My colleagues in school are sceptical about the use of IT in the school
Many pupils have been enthusiastic about the IT materials
Most people are unaware of the problems in producing effective IT
Having the laptop has increased my enthusiasm for IT
IT has assisted school management
Most of my pupils are not aware of the full use of IT in the school
Families without IT facilities will be disadvantaged
I would not have accepted the laptop if I had known what I know now
I have been able to help curriculum areas outside my own
Many pupils’ interest in IT has been heightened
IT facilities are cheap enough for most families to afford
My use of IT has increased substantially
I have had problems integrating IT provision
I have improved my understanding of pupils’ use of computers
IT has enabled schools to provide better services
I frequently worry about the risk of computer failure
I would not advise the school to spend its money in this way
It is difficult to introduce IT into the pupils’ work
I enjoy introducing others to the use of computers
On balance the project’s disadvantages outweigh any benefits
Pupils are often put off by computing in school
Children readily acquire a working understanding of IT
I resent devoting leisure time to IT-related tasks
I would like the school to develop multimedia laptop provision
Teachers need laptops to help them develop pupils’ IT skills
Computer games are effective in developing IT skills

strongly
agree

agree

disagree

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

strongly
disagree

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

?

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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12 Personal Viewpoint
This section invites you to offer your personal views on any issues related to IT. If you require extra space, please use the back of this
sheet .
Of particular interest will be your responses to:

… what have been the most positive and negative outcomes of using IT for you

… how your use of computers and IT has changed

… any major problems you have encountered and how they were handled

… what recommendations you would make about introducing laptops for staff use into schools

… plans for future use of your laptops and software

… please feel free to comment on any aspect of IT you consider important
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Part 2
Mind Map Task
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Mind maps are an easy way for people to jot down their thoughts on a subject without having
to be concerned about sentence structure. By drawing your thoughts, they should be more
spontaneous and using an open diagram such as a mind map allows you to add, take away or
move things without affecting the sense of what you are trying to ‘say’.
Mind maps are becoming more and more popular as their production does not rely on the
restrictions associated with formal writing; and, more importantly, it allows your thoughts to
jump around as your train of thought moves you back and forth through the concept.
So, the order in which you draw things is not important. BUT, it is important to draw lines
between the drawings you think are linked. Make the joins how you want them and don’t
worry if there are lots or only a few as that will depend upon your ideas.
Please do not take too long on this part of the survey. I suggest you use ordinary pencil rather
than pen for the drawings but you may, if you like, use coloured pens/pencils to illustrate your
map.
The title of you Mind Map is :
‘Computers and Me’

9
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Finally, before you finish (sorry!) and to help in the analysis of
your Mind Map,
Please spend five minutes writing a list of what you have drawn.
You do not need to draw in links, but you should keep ideas
attached to individual drawings in the same part of the list.

Thank you very much for taking the time to complete the survey!!
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How to mind map!
Mind mapping is a friendly and fun way to show
your thoughts on a project in place or can be used
for planning a project from scratch
Start in the centre with a picture of the topic.
Use at least three colours (you may wish to use one
particular colour for one theme – eg ‘things I don’t
feel comfortable about’)
Use images/pictures wherever possible (no, they
don’t have to be like a van Gogh!)
Words are put on branches, one word per branch
The images and words should sit on a line of the
same length
Lines closer to the centre should be thicker (‘cos
they are supposed to show your main thoughts),
while those further out are thinner (they show the
equivalent of an ‘afterthought’ or secondary
thought). Lines can move between any thought
You can use upper case, lower case or a mixture
You can emphasise a thought by surrounding it a
with a star or any other border if you like.
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1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

often

some

tried

none
1
1

often

some

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

high

low
none
1
1
0
0

none

tried

often

often

1
1

1

some

some

tried

1

some

often

some

1

3
1
1
2
2
0
1
0
3
2
2
3

2
2
2
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

2
1
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
1
0

0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0

0
0

Genre

1

1
1

1

tried

1
1

often

1

1

some

1

0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
1
1
1
2
0
0

often

1

1

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
2
1
1
1
1
0

often

1

1

1
1

high
1

1
1

tried

1

often

1

1

1

0
0

some

1

some

1

1

2
2

tried

1

tried

none

1

none

high

low

often

some

tried

often

some

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

A
A
APP
APP
APP
APP
APP
APP
G
H
H
H

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

RM(Eduserve)
Freeserve
(own list)
(own list)

Art Gallery
Crayola Magic Wardrobe
Microsoft Publisher
Microsoft EXCEL
Microsoft Powerpoint
Microsoft WORD
RM Our World
RM Window Box (eg Graph maker, Roamer, etc)
The Lost Tribe
Ancient Egyptians
Exploring Castles
History of the World

1
1

1

1
0
1
1
3
1
3
2
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
2
3

1

0
0

some

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1

1

1
1

tried

7 Software usage

1

1
1

none

Internet usage ‐ home

1
2
3
4

1
2
0
0
0

1
1

1

1

Genre

6 Interent usage ‐ school

1
1

often

E‐mail
CD‐ROM
Internet
Fax
Scanner
Digital camera
Datalogging equip
Large screen monitor
Printing
Word processing
Spreadsheet
Database
Printing or drawing
Desktop publishing
Games or simulations
Personal organiser
Finance or accounts

tried

none

1
1

none

Usage content ‐ application software

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

1

low

high

1 Confidence
2 Competence

tried

5 Usage contents ‐ facilitiies

0
1
2
0

1

tried

4 Confidence and comptetence

TOTALS

1
1

none

I have had major problems which have persisted
problems recurred but regular use has been possible
early problems arose but these have been overcome
few problems arose but computer use has not been continuous
few problems were encountered and use has been continuous

1

none

1
2
3
4
5

TEACHER 3

1

none

limited activity schoolwide
activity in some subjects
very active in some subjects
very active in most subjects

low

3 Ease of ICT implementation

1
2
3
4

TEACHER 2

none

TEACHER 1
1 (Name)
2 School ICT Environment

Art (n=2)
APPlication (n=6)
Geography (n=1)
History (n=8)
Literacy (n=11)
Maths (n=14)
Problem Solving (n=16)
REFerence (n=6)
Science (n=2)
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS SUMMARY

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1

major

major

high

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

high

1
1

some

1

1
1
1
1
none

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

none

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

major

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

high

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
2
1

TOTALS
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
major

T
P
P

1

2
2
2
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
2
2
1
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
2
3
2
3
1
3
3
2
2
3
1
3

high

1 with the other teachers in my school
2 with whole classes of pupils for teaching
3 with selected groups of pupils for teaching

TEACHER 3
1

some

8 Patterns of use ‐ collaboration

TEACHER 2
1

none

1
1

some

H
H
H
H
H
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
REF
REF
REF
REF
REF
REF
S
S

none

How We Used to Live ‐ Early Victorians
Past Lives British History
Romans
The Evacuees
The Romans ‐ Zig Zag
Clicker Plus
English for SATs 2
Fuzzbuzz
I Love Spelling
Rhyme activities ‐ activity software
SATs tests English KS1
Science for SATs 2
Sound activities ‐ literacy
Starspell 2001
Wellington Square
Word Shark
All about number
Arthur's teacher trouble
Counting and sorting
I Love Maths
Let's Go with Katy
Mad About Maths
Maths skills
Number Shark
Number Skills
Practise Maths
SATs tests Maths KS1
Talking Clocks
Talking tables (7‐9 years)
Top of the class/ numbers
Albert's house
Crystal Rainforest 2000
Cyberworld
Harry and haunted house
Magic School Bus
Map Detective
Max and haunted house
Maximania
Mission Control
Oz, the magical adventure
PB Bear's birthday party
The Cat in the Hat
The fish who could wish
The Tortoise and the hare
Tizzy's toybox
Word puzzles (7‐9 years)
Children's Encylcopedia
Encyclopedia ‐Science
Encylopedia ‐ Nature
My first dictionary
Oxford Interactive Encyclopedia
The New Way Things Work
I Love Science
Practise Science

some

TEACHER 1
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
32
31
33
30
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

3
1
1

0
0
1

0
0
0
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1

excellent

good

N/A

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

fair

1
1

poor

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

major

1
1

high

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
3
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
3
2
3

1
2
2
0
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
excellent

1
1

major

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

poor

1

high

major

1
1
1

1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

some

1
1

none

1

high

some

none

major
1

1
1

TOTALS
1
2
2
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
3
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
2
0
3
0
2
0
3
0
2
0

good

Support ‐ sources of support

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
0
0
2
2
1
1
2
1
0
1
0
1

fair

10 Support ‐ aspects of usage

1

1
1
1

excellent

1
1

1
1

some

1

1
1

good

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

fair

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

none

1

TEACHER 3
1

poor

1
1

high

guidance before receiving your laptop
guidance on continuing with the laptop
installation/set‐up of laptop hardware
installation/set‐up of laptop software
installation/set‐up of non‐laptop hardware
installation/set‐up of non‐laptop software
day to day usage of hardware
day to day usage of software
using CD‐ROMS
using the Internet
telephone line access
printing
RM familiarisation programme
World Wide Web sites

1
1
1

excellent

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1
1

poor

9 Internet usage

TEACHER 2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

good

to access information for your own use
to access information for pupils’ use
to demonstrate accessing information to pupil(s)
allowing pupils(s) to access information using your laptop
to access information for colleague(s)
to demonstrate accessing information to colleague(s)
allowing colleagues(s) to access information using your laptop
using e‐mail for contact for teaching
using e‐mail for contact for administration
using e‐mail for contact for personal use
demonstrating e‐mail to pupil(s)
demonstrating e‐mail to colleague(s)
downloading information or images
downloading software

TEACHER 1
1
1
1

some

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

P
P
P
T
T
T
S
S
S
S
S
S
O
L
W
W
L
W
H
H
W
C
A
C
A

none

Patterns of use ‐ integration

with individual pupils for teaching
with groups of special needs pupils
with individual special needs pupils
with groups of colleagues for teaching
with individual colleagues for teaching
with colleagues for administration
by yourself in school for teaching purposes
by yourself in school for administration
by yourself at home for teaching purposes
by yourself at home for school administration
by yourself at home for personal tasks
by yourself at home for entertainment
by others at home for any use
in a fixed school location
in 2 or 3 school locations
in 4 or more school locations
in a meeting at school
in a meeting outside school
at home to continue work from school
at home for any purpose
in a location other than school or home
to supplement existing teaching provision
to supplement existing administrative provision
to provide a new teaching resource
to provide a new administrative resource

fair

Patterns of use ‐ location

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

3
3
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

strongly disagree

not sure

1

1
1

1

strongly agree

1
1

0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

not sure

1
1

agree

disagree

strongly disagree

1
1
1
1
1
1

not sure

strongly agree

agree

strongly disagree

disagree

not sure

strongly agree

1
1

1

TOTALS
0
2
1
1
1
0
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

strongly agree

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
0
1
1
1
1
2
2

agree

T+ teacher positive outcome
T‐ teacher negative outcome
S effects on school
O effects on others
L effects on pupils' learning

T+
T+
T+
T+
T+
T+
T+
T+
T+
T+
T+
T‐
T‐
T‐
T‐
T‐
T‐
T‐
T‐
T‐
T‐
S+
S+
S+
S+
S+
O+
O+
O+
O‐
O‐
O‐
L+
L+
L+
L+
L‐
L‐
L‐

agree

Teachers need laptops to help them develop pupils’ IT skills
The laptop has allowed me to develop my teaching
I was reluctant initially to participate in IT training
I feel I am in command of IT materials
Having the laptop has increased my enthusiasm for IT
I have been able to help curriculum areas outside my own
Many pupils’ interest in IT has been heightened
My use of IT has increased substantially
I have improved my understanding of pupils’ use of computers
I enjoy introducing others to the use of computers
On balance the project’s disadvantages outweigh any benefits
Getting to know my laptop has taken up too much of my time
The use of IT has interfered with other aspects of my work
My colleagues in school are sceptical about the use of IT in the school
Most people are unaware of the problems in producing effective IT
I would not have accepted the laptop if I had known what I know now
I have had problems integrating IT provision
I frequently worry about the risk of computer failure
I would not advise the school to spend its money in this way
It is difficult to introduce IT into the pupils’ work
I resent devoting leisure time to IT‐related tasks
I felt the money spent on IT was worthwhile
The school as a whole has benefited from the introduction of IT
IT has enhanced our SEN provision
IT has assisted school management
I would like the school to develop multimedia laptop provision
Most adults will benefit from the ability to use IT
IT facilities are cheap enough for most families to afford
IT has enabled businesses to provide better services
IT imposes excessive demands on ordinary people
For most users the costs of IT exceed the benefits
Families without IT facilities will be disadvantaged
Certain groups of pupils have gained a lot from IT
Many pupils have been enthusiastic about the IT materials
Children readily acquire a working understanding of IT
Computer games are effective in developing IT skills
The impact on pupil learning of IT has been negligible
Most of my pupils are not aware of the full use of IT in the school
Pupils are often put off by computing in school

1

TEACHER 3
1

disagree

11 Personal perceptions

TEACHER 2
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

disagree

1
6
13
14
16
21
26
29
30
31
36
5
9
17
22
23
25
27
32
33
38
2
10
11
18
37
4
24
28
8
12
20
7
15
35
39
3
19
34

TEACHER 1
1

strongly disagree

other colleague in your school
other colleague in another school
LEA advisory service
LEA ICT support service
someone in your family
a friend or acquaintance
hardware supplier(s)
software supplier(s)

Attitude designator

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

2
2
0
2
1
0
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
2
0
1
1
0
0
1
3
3
2
3
2
3
0
2
1
1
1
3
2
3
3
0
1
0

0
1
1
0
1
2
0
2
1
1
2
1
2
3
0
1
1
2
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
1
1
2
2
0
0
0
0
2
2
2

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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COMPLETED MINDMAPS

T1 Completed Mindm
map

T2 Completed Mindm
map

T3 Completed Mindm
map

PERSONAL VIEWPOINTS – T1.T2 &T3

12 Personal Viewpoint - T1 (Y3/4 teacher)
This section invites you to offer your personal views on any issues related to
IT. If you require extra space, please use the back of this sheet .
Of particular interest will be your responses to:

… what have been the most positive and negative outcomes of using IT for you
The huge bank of knowledge I have discovered on the internet is great.
Failure of hardware and software causing time-wasting and frustration.

… how your use of computers and IT has changed
I am more competent and more enthusiastic around computers generally

…any major problems you have encountered and how they were handled
In class, not being able to remedy faults for children instantly.
Keyboard or laptop breaking after forming email connections with friends

… what recommendations you would make about introducing laptops for staff
use into schools
That personal use should be encouraged (with or without financial support).
An awareness that, for some teachers, computers will never be of interest!

… plans for future use of your laptops and software
More confident use for admin, writing reports and headings and posters

… please feel free to comment on any aspect of IT you consider important
Although competence and confidence are both linked to giving teachers
laptops, clearer guidelines on how to incorporate ICT meaningfully in
particular curriculum areas is needed.
I would still have preferred a specialist IT teacher teaching my class and will
give my classroom assistant responsibility for much of my IT syllabus as I don't
feel that I can spare the time during lesson times to help the pupils sufficiently.

12 Personal Viewpoint - T2 (Reception and Year 1 teacher)
This section invites you to offer your personal views on any issues related to
IT. If you require extra space, please use the back of this sheet .
Of particular interest will be your responses to:

… what have been the most positive and negative outcomes of using IT for you
Positive: I feel that I spend less time planning due to work on the computer everything is planned on the computer/saved/resused.
Negative: I do worry that I don't do enough with the children regarding IT.

… how your use of computers and IT has changed
Over the past six years I have used computers more in all areas.
I now make worksheets, display titles, etc.
I thoroughly enjoy interactive whiteboards and have found this really
enhancing my teaching.
…any major problems you have encountered and how they were handled
Frustration when it seems that a seemingly obvious task for the computer
doesn't happen!
The computer says "error" but you don't know what! Eg not printing or not
loeading something or refusing to shut down.
… what recommendations you would make about introducing laptops for staff
use into schools
I felt quite confident using them but others may need more training to
introduce how they work and how to use them.
… plans for future use of your laptops and software
I plan to investigate more into the internet using the laptop.
Also more work on PowerPoint for meetings.
… please feel free to comment on any aspect of IT you consider important
I find the educational programmes, especially numeracy/literacy teach as many
skills in their own area as they do ICT skills. My children are very confident
with these.

12 Personal Viewpoint - T3 (Years 4, 5 and 6 teacher)
This section invites you to offer your personal views on any issues related to
IT. If you require extra space, please use the back of this sheet.
Of particular interest will be your responses to:
… what have been the most positive and negative outcomes of using IT for you
… how your use of computers and IT has changed
…any major problems you have encountered and how they were handled
… what recommendations you would make about introducing laptops for staff
use into schools
… plans for future use of your laptops and software
… please feel free to comment on any aspect of IT you consider important
(This teacher opted for a general comment, not specifically linking to the
suggested heading)
The growing impact of ICT in schools has left me teaching in its wake.
While I fully agree that children should be confident in a technology which so
much broadens their horizons and will be so much a part of their future, I have
found it difficult, partially because of feelings of inadequacy on my part, to use
it routinely as part of my teaching.
I enjoy manually cutting and pasting my own pictures to make worksheets more
interesting – why would I want to spend time scanning and electronically
cutting and pasting – my way is easier and more reliable.
Children learn interactively and pleasurably by using ICT and it is of great use
in lightning the administrative load, but I have reservations about the extent of
its use in school today.
Something new is always coming along and I’ll never be able to learn it all, so
I don’t see any point in trying.

PRE- AND POST CLASSROOM INTERVIEWS QUESTIONS

Pre- and Post- classroom interviews
Pre
What have you decided to do?
Why is this important to you? (personal? curriculum?)
What ICT are you planning on using?
What learning do you expect to take place?
What are you expecting to achieve?

Post
What happened?
What learning did you think took place?
Did you use the technology as planned?
Where there any problems during the lesson?
What areas would you change?
Do you think you would have attempted this kind of lesson two years
ago/How do you feel about ICT now?
How has your ICT skills developed over the last two years?
Why do think this is?

Yours
What ICT did they use?
How was it used?
Did they seem comfortable with the technology?
Is there a perception that their confidence has increased?
What factors have affected this?
What learning went on?

T1 Pre Interview
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R- Researcher T1- Teacher 1
Recorded unit
1. R: Okay, what are you going to do?

Central theme

2. T1:Two ICT activities, one is a cyber hunt type
activity with an open ended task where 2 groups of
children have got to make a presentation with a title
Water Is Important. They have to decide where on
the Internet they’re going to research it after giving
them some initial pointers, so they have to choose
sort of chapter headings for it, they have to decide
what software package to present it and how to
present it and it had to inform the rest of the class
so that gives it audience and purpose.
3. The other activity is more of a literacy one, partly
constrained by the fact that the internet access for
the laptops isn’t great in the classroom,
4. so the others are working off line and they’ve got
to do a piece of persuasive writing on why we
should have a world Children’s Day in this country.
That’s after having found out about Children’s Day
in Japan.

2. Children
researching

on

line

3.
Problems
with
accessing internet for all
the laptops.
4. Cross curricular links

5. R: So, why is this particularly important to you? Is
it personal, is it curriculum?
6. T1:They’re both because the geography topic is
one that I’ve come up with personally, our amazing
world things and we’re looking at all different
aspects of geography around the world, but its also
been guided by the stuff that
7. the children have responded to best so an open 7. Open ended approach
ended internet research task is one of their favorite using the internet.
things because it is variable independently and it’s
not as prescriptive.
8. R: Great, thank you. What IT are you using?
9. T1:Laptops, desktops, Internet access, the 9. Using laptops, internet
presentation package of some sort and a word and applications package.
processing package.
10. R: What learning do you expect to take place?
11. T1:On the geography side using a range of media 11. Children's
resources to research and independent research independent researching
largely, trying to get them to ask questions and then
find the right answers to them independently, but
also there’s a literacy link because some of the
others are doing persuasive writing and using the
word processor to allow them to edit it and do it

T1 Pre Interview

Page 2 of 2

efficiently.
12. R: The last question is what do you expect to
achieve out of this?
13. T1:I am looking for the research groups to as I said
have come up with meaningful geographic
questions and use the IT as a means to answer
them, specifically Internet in this particular case.
14. With the others I’m looking for them to apply their
understanding of the subject in a different context,
so turning it into their own persuasive piece of
writing based on what they’ve learned about
something else.
15. R: Good, thank you.

13. Self motivating
children, own internet
research.
14 Children applying
what they have learned to
feedback to others

T1 Post Interview
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R- Researcher T1- Teacher 1
Recorded unit
1. R: So what learning took place there?

Central theme

2. T1: The two research groups, I don’t think you 2. Focused web-based
learning activity.
become a proficient user of the internet or somebody
who is able to get what they want from the internet
without practice so by giving them a focus and asking
them to use it in quite a wide way and then narrow it
down and find it,
3. Developing
3. I think is a great way in finding their research skills.
children's research
skills.
4. R: Okay, fine, were there any problems with the
technology, generally, within the lesson?
5. T1: No. Everything worked that we had. I would have 5. No class-wide
access to internet.
liked to have had Internet access in the classroom for
everybody, but in the end didn’t have.
6. [child's name] had not correctly saved his file on his 6. Some problems with
children
story but the good thing about that is you’re able to
saving/loading.
recreate it very, very quickly so they’re back to where
they were and I sorted that out for them, so that’s fine.
I was able to handle that for them.
7. R:What areas would you change?
8. T1: In terms of?
9. R: Anything in the way you did it, to use technology,
whether or not to use Power Point again?
10. T1: There’s always things you can change, I mean 10. Newly introduced
interactive
nothing is ever perfect and sometimes you try – but
whiteboards and
this is the beginning of the interactive white board use
still learning.
and we were really doing a brief reminder of the past
two weeks. That didn’t need to be, that’s just this is
what we’ve been doing.
11. R: I like the use of the hyperlinks on the word
documents.
12. T1: We’re trying to be a bit more environmentally 12. Use of advanced
ICT techniques.
conscious and not print off so much stuff, so
sometimes sending them to places through a hyperlink
is better.
13. R: Okay, now the basis of all of this is to work out
the difference between what we were like 2 years ago
and what we’re like now. So, do you think you would
have attempted this lesson 2 years ago?

T1 Post Interview
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14. T1: We didn’t have the broadband Internet links in the 14. Increase in internet
infrastructure
classroom
15. and we only had one mobile interactive white board, 15. Introduction of
new hardware so in terms of those developments, no, it wouldn’t
interactive
have been possible.
whiteboards.
16. R: How about your confidence in using the
equipment?
17. T1: Well, I came to teaching already as an ICT 17. Teacher previous
experience in ICT.
specialist so in terms of my sort of willingness to use
the stuff, I think it hasn’t kind of increased, I think that
wasn’t a big thing I’ve had to improve.
18. What I have tried to do is make ICT much more cross 18. ICT across the
curriculum.
curricular which is why it was in a geography lesson,
which is why there was literature going on as well.
Part of that sort of whole school cross curricular ICT
rather than just ICT skills.
19. R: Is there something about how you use ICT now as
opposed to the status of how you used it a few years
ago?
20. T1: I think having the wireless links, having the
broadband linked to the laptops, the broadband link to
an interactive white board is invaluable and that gets
used in probably 90% of what I do.

20. Using internet as
major part of ICT
work.

21. R: So it has improved in terms of the use of the
internet with broadband and the new interactive
whiteboards?
22. T1: Particularly with white boards and laptops.
23. R: How do you think your skills have changed over
the last 2 years, if so, how, and what’s caused them to
change? Is any aspect in terms of change?
24. T1: I think in terms of because my skills from outside
was with business data handling so what I have started
to do much more is use communications software and
presentation practice, the Easy Teach stuff, I use that a
lot and so making it much more interactive so it’s not
me standing there working, it’s the children with their
hands on the computers and using the skills.

22. Whiteboards and
laptops have
improved
accessibility.

24. Interactive with
children.

25. R: So when do you do your preparation for this?
26. T1: I do my preparation outside of school at home,
mostly.
27. R: What makes it easier to do it outside of home?

26. Planning done at
home, but (28)...

T1 Post Interview

28. T1: OH, having the laptop. Having my new laptop,
which I’ve got wireless broadband at home. Before
with my old one I was tied to a cable by the telephone
point because it was an old Dell laptop.
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28. Using laptops at
home has improved
planning time.

29. R: [T3] said that as well, so having a laptop at home
has helped you as well, but it’s not so much just the
laptop, it’s the connection with the broadband?
30. T1: Absolutely because I believe very strongly that the
Internet is an incredibly valuable research tool. It has
loads there providing you’re capable of using it with
some discernment,
31. which is something I’ve been able to do and that’s
what I want the children to be able to do, but that’s the
way I do a lot of my work at home and it’s much,
much easier for me to do my work at home now and
do it.

30. Internet as a large
resource .

31. Children see it as
this and know how
to access it.

32. R: The research has shown two years ago that it was
the laptop was having an effect, now it is using
broadband. Are there any areas ICT could provide you
think needs improving?
33. T1: I would like to have more reliable things like
really good children’s encyclopedias on CD Rom. I’m
not that impressed with the ones that we’ve got, the
DK, because the biggest issue I see is resource, the
different topics, it would be nice to know that we have
a really sparkly online encyclopedia with the lack of
internet access in the classroom, because then you’re
much more able to direct.

33. Still prefers loaded
programmes such
as encyclopaedias

34. R: The hard CD based?
35. T1: Or something that would provide an equivalent
function. The Deakin Multimedia Encyclopedia is
nice, but it’s very limited in some areas, I think there
are others.
36. R: (inaudible)
37. T1: No, they don’t, and it doesn’t work with the 37. Problem with
software
operating system we have so yeah, I think having
compatibility
research tools that are loaded that you can use off line
for the kids to use is great.
38. R: That’s it, thank you. Well done.

T2 Pre Interview
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R- Researcher T2- Teacher 2
Recorded unit
1. R: What did you decide to do?

Central theme

2. T2: We’re doing some research so we’re going to do 2. Web-based learning
some cyber hunts.
3. R: So, why is this important to you, is it a personal
reason?
4. T2: Well, because it’s a good science thing to do with 4. Cross-curricular use
it, the last few weeks of term involves our research of ICT.
that we’re doing in English and topic at the moment
and it’s a way of infusing research to them really in a
fun way.
5. R: Good, thank you. What ICT are you using?
6. T2: The interactive white board just to show 6. Use of Interactive
whiteboard
and
everybody what we’re doing and give everybody a
laptops for learning.
sense to try it and then we’re going to work on the
laptops to sort of take it to a different level.
7. R: Okay, what learning are you expecting to take
place?
8. T2: Well, there’s two levels really, one is using
questions, specific questions and so using scanning
and skimming a page for information to find an
answer to a specific question is what they’re going to
need to be able to do and
9. also to then use some of these websites again in their
own research independently so we’re going to
hopefully look up some stuff about weather, some
useful sites and they’ll use it in their research and
when they’re on their own.

8. Using other skills

9.

Promoting
independent student
research.

10. R: Okay, and the last point is what’s expected to be
achieved by all of this on a personal level as well as on
a teaching level?
11. T2: Well, on a personal level I’ve not done this before,
I’ve not done cyber hunts with the children so we’ll
see how it goes and how useful it is and the children,
well the children get research skills from the Internet
which is a sort of research they have to do as well as
doing research in books.
12. R: Okay, thank you. That’s it.

11. New use of ICT by
teacher.

T2 Post Interview
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R- Researcher T2- Teacher 2
Recorded unit
Central theme
1. R: Okay, right. What’s happened during the
lesson?
2. T2: Oh, I think it was fine. I think when children 2. Internet use by children some good, others needed
get back to their own activity - because the work
support.
was website based – some of them needed a lot of
help just finding their way on the internet and
others are on the internet all the time and it’s not a
problem for them. Some of them just need
support.
3. R: Do you think the learning that you wanted
took place?
4. T2: I think so; I think you could do a long 4. Assessment/Next steps
assessment on it. But I think yes, some of their
answers are going to need a bit more about
recording and then what websites could we then
go on to use again, what could we use first and
then what are we not interested in.
5. R: Okay, good. Thank you. Did the technology
used go as planned?
6. T2: Yes, pretty much on this occasion!

6. Quite positive on hardware

7. R: Have you had problem before?
8. T2: Yes, some of the laptops don't work, 8. Problems with hardware
sometimes the internet doesn't work on them,
sometimes the laptops haven’t been recharged …
you have to check they are recharged and plug
them in, but no, on the whole it was okay. It was
fine.
9. R: So, are there areas you would change
regarding technology use?
10. T2: No, I don’t think so.

10. Still positive re technology
use

11. R: Do you think you would have done this two
years ago?
12. T2: No.
13. R: Okay, why?

12. Increase in ICT use.

T2 Post Interview

14. T2: Well, I didn’t know what cyber hunts were
two years ago and I didn’t have an interactive
white board so anything I was teaching in the way
of ICT was done on the PC which was always
difficult to manage when you’ve got 20 odd
children needing to see it.
15. But the fact that you can do it on the interactive
whiteboard and you can check and when you can
show them step by step together it makes a big
difference.
16. Also being confident to use that particular
program, finding a program outside of this site,
the Tony Poulter site.
17. I didn't even know that websites like that were
even available - that’s a teaching tool site, but it
also has children’s stuff on it so that was actually
recommended by staff.
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14. Increase in knowledge of
websites

15. Advantages in new
hardware

16. Confidence in programme
use.
17. Unaware of types of sites
available on web.

18. R: That leads to other sites as well.
19. T2: Yes, there is a huge amount of stuff you can 19. Children's ICT confidence
on web improved.
use there. Now actually [child's name] will go on
that site alone that are (inaudible) the book they
are interested in.
20. R: Yeah.
21. T2: They actually like that particular site and I can 21. Good web sites.
leave them on it happily.
22. R: Do you think that your ICT teaching skills
have increased over the last two years and why?
23. T2: Usually, but I have my own laptop at school
that I use at home,
24. being 'forced' (humour) by my head teacher to do
forms and write reports
25. but seeing the advantages of it, of doing things,
and then of course with
26. the children, seeing how they love it and how
motivated they are and how quick they are really
with it.
27. I enjoy it more now and I’m more confident to use
things that are relevant rather than just finding
doing a general search which I might have done
two years ago, but I don’t think it would have
been as useful.

23.Use of school laptop at
home.
24. Directed by HT to use ICT
for admin.
25. Advantages of using ICT for
admin.
26. Children motivated.

27. Teacher enjoys ICT more

T2 Post Interview
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28. R: So one of the big factors has been having your
own laptop?
29. T2: Yeah, having my own laptop, having the 29. Introduction of Interactive
whiteboards - still learning.
interactive white boards as well, but obviously I
am only just starting with that, but having it there
to use in your own time and your own space just
means you tend to fiddle around with it to get
confident by trying it a little bit (inaudible) the
whole unit, just using it a bit and the little starts or
looking at an interactive map or something in
topic, doing it bit by bit helps.
30. R: So you use it for starts in other lessons?
31. T2: Yes, I use it in other lessons quite a lot at the 31. Use ICT in other curriculum
areas.
moment, more actually then in ICT.
32. R: So is there anything else you think has
affected the way you’ve actually done, you’ve
used ICT over the years, that with your own
laptop, the interactive white board, has your
confidence been built up?
33. T2: Yes, it’s encouraging being in an environment 33. School ethos of support for
ICT use.
where everybody is using it confidently,
34. all the other teachers or a lot of other teachers 34. Some, not all are more
confident
using it confidently, seeing what they’re getting
out of it.
35. I’m being encouraged by the Headteacher, I 35 HT support
suppose, for me to do it and keep trying and also
having the Headteacher coming in and fixing
things as we go along.
36. R: [Inaudible]
37. T2: Part of it is being done where I can sit down 37. Time to try.
and figure out myself, but part of it I have to do…
38. R: You wouldn’t have done that would you?
39. T2: No, there are limits in terms of there are still a 39. More to learn
lot of things I don’t know how to sort out myself
which I need to learn, and there are quicker ways
to do things which I need to learn how to do as
well,
40. so there is still areas where I may have to ask 40. Use of other teachers for
[teacher's name] to come in and do. I'm going to
help.
have to rely on [teacher's name] a bit more which

T2 Post Interview
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is obviously going to be a disadvantage because
41. [Headteacher] won't be here next year and that 41. Loss of key school members
who guide ethos.
makes a difference so next year it will be more
difficult. But the [Headteacher] has given me a
grounding to build on.
42. R: That's brilliant. Thank you.

T3 Pre Interview

Recorded unit (R- Researcher T3- Teacher 3)
1. R: What did you decide to do?
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Central theme

2. T3: This is a literacy lesson, so we are going to look at 2. Using wordprocessing
how to develop a story. If the children want to they
can use a laptop to help them write the story.
3. R: So, why is this important to you, is it a personal
reason?
4. T3: I don’t normally use computers for this, you know 4. Student familiarity
I’m not hat comfortable with them yet; but I am trying with hardware.
really hard to see if they make it better; I hope the
children know how to get the laptops going! I am
trying to put some of that training to good use.
5. R: Good, thank you. What ICT are you using?
6. T3: The laptops only, I’ve not got the hang of the new 6. Use of laptops for
learning.
boards, so I will go through my introduction using the
material I have already prepared.
7. R: Okay, what learning are you expecting to take
place?
8. T3: How to plan and structure a story; I don’t think the
approach will be any different than when I did this
without a computer but I would like to see how
different it could be [indistinct words]… the children
can try and see, but I worry that their typing skills are
going to slow them down and that they could be trying
too hard with the computer and not concentrate on the
story journey process that I am teaching about.

8. Using other skills keyboard

9. R: Okay, and the last point is what’s expected to be
achieved by all of this on a personal level as well as on
a teaching level?
10. T3: You know I’m not comfortable with computers. I
can see their need for the kids for their future, but I
don’t think I can them see them being fully used in my
classes before I retire. I am willing to try anything and
I at least feel comfortable with this level of using.
Using a wordprocessor. For the children, I will see
how it goes.
11. R: Okay, thank you. That’s it.

10. New use of ICT by
teacher.

T3 Post Interview

Recorded unit (R- Researcher T3- Teacher 3)
1. R: So what learning took place there?
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Central theme

2. T3: They spent so much time on their typing that in 2. Lack of keyboard
skills affected time
the end I had them stop and had them work on their
taken
paper versions.
3. We got the story plan finished but not the story. I felt 3. IT slowing down
work, not enhancing
frustrated despite the help from [name of Teaching
Assistant].
4. R: Okay, fine, what where the problems with the
technology, generally, within the lesson?
5. T3: [Child’s name] was very fast on the typing and did 5. Children enjoy using
IT, teacher felt it
produce a good draft. [Children’s names] didn’t hardly
hadn’t helped her.
do anything. Spent most of the time trying to type in
their story but their typing skills aren’t up to it. The
laptops worked well, no problems, though one had to
be started twice. The children seemed to like using
them, but I don’t think it helped with what I wanted to
teach them.
6. Maybe more time needs to be spent on teaching them 6. Some time spent on
keyboard skills.
typing?
7. R:What areas would you change?
8. T3: In my lessons? I wouldn’t change my planning. 8. No reason to adopt IT
Oh, you mean with the computers. I would not use
them for this again. In SATs they have to write, in
lessons they have to write. Using computers for
projects may be good, but they [the children] don’t
know, don’t use them enough to be as quick or
productive.
9. R: Anything in the way you did it, to use technology?
10. T3: I looked at what [other teacher’s name] has been 10. Wordprocessing
skills at basic level.
doing. She is very good, but I don’t think I can use
them [computers] like that. I could see and help the
children with simple wordprocessing but I was just
frustrated by how long it took them to produce
something that I was able to do with them before in
half the time.
11. R: Okay, now the basis of all of this is to work out
the difference between what we were like 2 years ago
and what we’re like now. So, do you think you would
have attempted this lesson 2 years ago?

T3 Post Interview
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12. T3: No, I wouldn’t have seen the need. I use OHP and 12. More understandable
technology
photocopy cut and paste sheets that I use for
springboard activities. The OHP, if it goes wrong is
easy to fix. Normally it’s just the bulb.I did feel under
pressure a little to use the computers.
13. The training we tried wasn’t very good and I still think 13. Reluctant adopter
of myself of a very beginner. In some respects I am
glad that I don’t have to work on using computers. I
do remember when the big push was for using OHPs
and to move away from just chalkboards, so maybe it
is time to move on!
14. R: How about your confidence in using the
equipment?
15. T3: I have been teaching for longer than I care to 15. Age concern.
remember and I am afraid that my confidence in this
new initiative is better left to the younger teachers like
[teachers’ names].
16. R: Is there anything [note change in question
approach because of previous answers] about how you
use ICT now as opposed to the status of how you used
it a few years ago?
17. T3: I feel a little ashamed to say that there isn’t. But I 17. Can’t see necessity.
don’t think the children are any worse off. My SATs
results are still as good!
18. R: How do you think your skills have changed over
the last 2 years, if so, how, and what’s caused them to
change? Is any aspect in terms of change?
19. T3: You know when the NOF training came in I
thought “Great! now I can learn!”. But the training
didn’t help me – I don’t have a computer at home and
the way it was set up meant that I was jumping
through hoops just for the school to get the money for
the laptops it wanted. I just felt that for me, it so
disappointing.
20. R: That’s it, thank you. Well done.

19. NOF training
feedback

